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Pickering, Ontario1

--- Upon commencing on Thursday, October 14, 20002

     at 2:00 p.m.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Good afternoon,4

ladies and gentlemen, and welcome to this hearing5

meeting of the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission.6

With appropriate notice having7

been given of this meeting, and with a quorum of8

Commissioners being present, I now declare this9

hearing appropriately constituted to proceed with10

the business before it.11

Let me, first of all, just start12

out with a few words.13

I want to sincerely thank the City14

of Pickering for the use of these wonderful15

facilities.  It makes it so much better for not16

only the Commission, but for the people who are17

attending this hearing when we have facilities of18

this type.19

I want to say that if cellphones20

become a problem during the hearing, then I will21

ask people to turn them off.22

I want to also mention to you the23

schedule for today.24

We will be breaking for diner at25
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roughly 5:30 and we will be returning at 6:30 and1

we are planning to end today's meeting at about2

9:30.  We will restart tomorrow morning at nine3

o'clock.4

Now it may be -- I hope it will5

not be, but it may be -- that some of the6

intervenors scheduled for this evening will have7

to be postponed until tomorrow if we take a longer8

period of time to deal with issues than it would9

look at the present time, but we want to make10

absolutely sure that we cover the issues11

thoroughly.12

So if there are oral presenters13

who know that they will not be here tomorrow, I14

wonder if you would let Carmen Ellyson know -- is15

Carmen in the -- that's Carmen at the back.  Wave16

your hand again, Carmen.  Thank you -- so that we17

can do some planning if later this afternoon it18

becomes obvious that we can't hear all of the oral19

presentations before the end of today.20

Let me know introduce the21

Commission members.22

On my second left is Dr. Chris23

Barnes; Mr. Alan Graham -- I am sorry -- Dr. Yves24

Giroux and at the far end Mr. Alan Graham.  As you25
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know, I am retiring at the end of this month.  Not1

only am I pleased that the last meeting is in2

Pickering, because I have many fond memories of3

meetings here, but it is a real pleasure for me to4

introduce to you Ms Linda Keen.  Ms Keen was a5

appointed as a full-time Commissioner as of the6

1st of November and will become the President and7

CEO of the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission as8

of January the 1st.  So welcome to the Commission.9

I do want to emphasize, however,10

that everyone is probably aware of the hearing in11

this matter on October the 5th in Ottawa. 12

However, the content of the hearing on October the13

5th, due to significant time constraints, was14

limited to a presentation by CNSC staff.15

There were no questions posed by16

the Commission members at that time nor was there17

any discussion.18

The CNSC staff will be making19

their full presentation again today, followed by20

an opportunity, of course, for the Commission21

members to pose questions.  Therefore, all22

Commission members will be participating today and23

tomorrow.24

Now, before we proceed any25
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further, are there any preliminary matters to be1

dealt with?  Thank you.2

Before we proceed the only other3

point of clarification, because there appears to4

be some confusion related to this, is I want to5

make it quite clear that whatever decision is made6

by this Commission today, or at the end of this7

hearing, does not allow Pickering station to8

restart.  That is a whole other process.  Today is9

only the environmental assessment, the10

environmental screen.11

Should the Commission decide to12

accept the environmental screen, then there still13

must be a full hearing for the amendment of the14

licence that will be required to restart the15

Pickering station.  The same is true if the16

Commission should decide to refer this hearing to17

a panel.  Then whatever the panel may recommend18

does not allow Pickering station to restart.19

That can only be done through the20

licensing process of the Commission and that21

requires another full hearing.  Thank you.22

With that then, we will proceed23

with the presentation of CNSC staff.  Before I24

forget, I didn't introduce Audrey Nowack on my far25
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left.  Audrey is the head of our legal services1

unit and is here to make sure that we stay in line2

within our procedures.3

--- Pause4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We will then5

start with 00-H29 which an oral presentation by6

staff.7

00-H298

PRESENTATION9

MR. WADDINGTON:  Thank you,10

Dr. Bishop.11

My name is John Waddington.  I am12

the Director General, Directorate of Environmental13

and Human Performance Assessment.14

Good afternoon, Dr. bishop,15

members of the Commission.16

We are here to present the17

Commission staff's environmental assessment of the18

proposed Pickering A return to service,19

CMD 00-H29.20

Before beginning, I would like to21

introduce my colleagues with me today.  On my left22

is Mr. Peter Elder of the Power Reaction23

Evaluation Division who is coordinating our24

preparations for this hearing.25
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On my right is Mr. Chris Taylor of1

the Radiation and Environmental Protection2

Division who has coordinated many of the3

environmental assessment activities and who will4

be making most of our presentation today.5

Ontario Power Generation, OPG, has6

applied to return to service the four unites at7

Pickering Nuclear Generating Station A.  This will8

require an amendment to the current licence.9

Commission staff determined that10

the amendment would trigger an environmental11

assessment under the Canadian Environmental12

Assessment Act, commonly called the CEAA. 13

Therefore, before licence amendment can be14

considered by the Commission, the Commission must15

consider the results of an environmental16

assessment prepared pursuant to the Canadian17

Environmental Assessment Act.18

CMD 00-H29 a summary of the19

Environmental Assessment Screening Report along20

with staff conclusions and recommendations.  The21

entire Screening Report is attached to the CMD.22

Our presentation will cover the23

following topics:24

The application for return to25
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service; the Canadian1

Environmental Assessment Act2

itself and the responsibilities3

that Act places on the Commission;4

the role of CNSC staff in the5

assessment; the role of the6

environmental assessment in the7

context of our regulatory8

environmental protection program;9

the results of the environmental10

assessment completed for this11

proposed project; public and12

government consultation process;13

the key issues and concerns that14

arose during the assessment, and15

finally, staff's conclusions and16

recommendations.17

Our presentation, with the18

exception of a few minor clarifications, is the19

same as that presented to you at the first day of20

this hearing on October 5, 2000 in Ottawa.21

Our presentation will last about22

35 minutes.  We acknowledge that this is longer23

than we normally spend on the presentation of a24

CEAA assessment.  However, due to the size, the25
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complexity and importance of this assessment, we1

believe that it is appropriate to spend a little2

extra time.3

We thank you for your patience and4

trust that you will find the additional5

information helpful.6

In December of 1997, the four7

units of Pickering A were placed in a non-routine8

shutdown as part of Ontario Power Generation's,9

then Ontario Hydro, nuclear asset optimization10

plan, or NAOP.  The intent of the shutdown of11

Pickering A, along with Bruce A, was to free up12

resources to include the operation of OPG's other13

nuclear stations.14

The timing of the Pickering A15

shutdown was influenced by a licence condition16

regarding the installation of the enhanced17

shutdown system.  Since that time, the units have18

remained in a guaranteed shutdown state with the19

fuel remaining in the reactors.20

A licence condition requires OPG21

to seek the Commission's approval to remove the22

guaranteed shutdown state.23

On November 24, 1999, Ontario24

Power Generation formally applied to return the25
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four units to service.  The application contained1

details on the improvements OPG planned to2

complete before restart.  These were included in a3

basis for return to service document submitted4

with the application.  Commission staff is5

reviewing this document independently of the6

environmental assessment.7

For the assessment, the project8

assessed is the full power operation of the9

reactors with all the required improvements in10

place.  That is all of the necessary improvements11

have been assumed to have been completed for the12

purpose of this assessment.13

If the application proceeds,14

Commission staff will produce a Commission Member15

Document on the review of the application,16

including the review of the basis for return for17

service and recommendations on the prerequisites18

to restart at a later date.19

I will now turn over the20

presentation to Mr. Chris Taylor.  Mr. Taylor will21

be presenting the material on the Canadian22

Environmental Assessment Act and the environmental23

assessment itself.  I will return to present the24

staff's conclusions and recommendations concerning25
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the results of the assessment.1

We also have here a number of2

Commission staff who were involved in the3

preparation of the assessment and they are here to4

answer your questions.5

Because Commission staff requested6

Ontario Power Generation to undertake many of the7

technical and consultative aspects of the8

environmental assessment, representatives of9

Ontario Power Generation and their consulting team10

are also present and available to respond to your11

specific questions.12

Mr. Taylor, please.13

MR. CHRIS TAYLOR:  Thank you, Mr.14

Waddington.15

I would like to begin by briefly16

reviewing the purpose of the Canadian17

Environmental Assessment Act and the specific18

responsibilities it places on the Commission.19

The Act places legal20

responsibilities on all federal authorities who21

may be involved in allowing undertakings to22

proceed by way of either a regulatory approval,23

which is most commonly the case for the CNSC, or24

by way of federal funding or the use of federal25
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lands.1

The purpose of the Act is to2

ensure that the environmental effects of projects3

receive careful consideration before responsible4

authorities take actions in connection with them. 5

It is also to ensure that opportunities are6

provided for public participation in environmental7

assessments.8

The Act provides for three types9

of assessment, depending on the type of projects10

and other considerations.  These are a screening,11

a comprehensive study and panel review and12

mediation.  A screening type of environmental13

assessment was required in this case.14

With respect to a review panel or15

mediation, the federal Minister of the Environment16

may at any time during an assessment refer a17

project to a review panel or mediator if he18

believes it is warranted.  The responsible19

authority for the assessment, in this case the20

Commission, may also at any time request the21

Minister to refer a project to a review panel or22

mediator.23

Commission staff have concluded24

that a referral to a panel or a mediator is not25
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warranted.  However, this option remains available1

to the Commission.2

As the responsible authority for3

this assessment, the Commission must conduct a4

screening and prepare a screening report in5

accordance with the Act and based on the results6

of the screening, decide whether the project is7

likely to cause significant adverse environmental8

effects, taking into account appropriate9

mitigation measures and, based on that decision,10

determine a course of action consistent with11

subsection 20(1) of the Canadian Environmental12

Assessment Act.13

Now, looking a little more closely14

at subsection 20(1), if the Commission concludes15

that the project is not likely to cause16

significant adverse environmental effects, the17

Commission may proceed with a decision on the18

licensing application.  In this particular case,19

and as Mr. Waddington noted earlier, that20

licensing decision would be the subject of a21

future hearing.22

If the Commission concludes that23

the project, with the appropriate mitigation, is24

likely to cause significant adverse effects that25
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cannot be justified in the circumstances, the only1

course of action available is to not proceed with2

the application.3

Thirdly, if the Commission4

concludes that the likelihood of the significance5

of the environmental effects is uncertain, that6

the justification of any identified significant7

effects is uncertain, or that there is significant8

public concern about the project, the course of9

action available to the Commission would be to10

refer the project to the Minister of the11

Environment for referral to a review panel or12

mediator.13

With respect to this third14

scenario, Commission staff considered that the15

environmental effects identified and the public16

concerns expressed during the public consultation17

process were adequately addressed in the screening18

process.  As such, staff do not consider that a19

referral to a review panel or a mediator was, or20

is currently, warranted.21

I will return to the question of22

the panel review and various other requests for a23

panel later in our presentation.  However, before24

doing so I would like to explain further about the25
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environmental assessment process staff completed1

on behalf of the Commission, including the2

extensive consultations with the public and other3

stakeholders.4

The environmental assessment5

process included establishing and maintaining a6

public registry, including a list of relevant7

documents; coordinating input from other federal8

authorities interested in the project;9

establishing the scope of the assessment in10

consultation with the public and other government11

authorities; delegating the conduct of the12

technical studies and some of the public13

consultation activities to OPG; consulting with14

the public and government departments on a draft15

environmental assessment report and considering16

all of the comments received in the preparation of17

a final screening report; and submitting the final18

screening report with the staff's conclusions and19

recommendations to the Commission for a decision.20

With respect to delegating parts21

of the environmental assessment to Ontario Power22

Generation, as permitted under section of the23

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, staff24

considered that Ontario Power Generation and its25
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consulting team has the appropriate experience,1

knowledge, expertise and community contacts to2

draft the required technical studies and carry out3

many of the public consultation activities.4

I would like to stress that in5

delegating technical work to OPG, the CNSC may not6

delegate its responsibility for the assessment or7

its responsibility for making a decision on the8

results.9

Commission staff set the terms of10

reference for the work in a scope of assessment11

document.  CNSC staff also closely monitored and12

conducted detailed reviews of the work carried out13

by OPG and its consultants before finalizing the14

environmental assessment.15

As such, the final screening16

report before you is a report of the CNSC staff.17

The environmental assessment18

consists of three volumes.  If you are unable to19

see the details on the slide, you do have hard20

copy with you.21

The environmental assessment22

consists of three volumes, as you can see on the23

slide.  Volume 1, the main report; Volume 2,24

appendices A through F, and Volume 3, the25
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addendum, appendices G through M.1

Volumes 1 and 2 were prepared by2

OPG and distributed by Commission staff for public3

and government review as the draft environmental4

assessment report.  That review took place over5

60 days in May and June of 2000.6

Nine technical support documents,7

shown at the bottom of the slide here, were also8

prepared by OPG and made available at that time. 9

These support documents do not form part of the10

environmental assessment.  However, they were11

helpful to those reviewers who chose to delve into12

greater detail on specific topics.13

Volume 3, the addendum, provides14

all of the errata, clarifications, additions and15

updates to Volumes 1 and 2 that Commission staff16

considered necessary to complete the Environmental17

Assessment Screening Report.18

Staff recognize that the use of an19

addendum to complete the Screening Report makes 20

the final report more difficult to read,21

especially for those not previously involved in22

the draft review.  However, it does provide clear23

traceability on how comments were addressed in the24

process.25
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To assist the Commission with1

this, staff prepared CMD 00-H29.A, which is an2

index to help you navigate through the document on3

a number of key topics.4

Before presenting the results of5

the Pickering A environmental assessment, I would6

like to stress that an environmental assessment7

under the CEAA is a planning and decision-making8

tool only.  It is not a scientific research9

project, nor does it replace or duplicate other10

environmental regulatory activities routinely11

carried out by Commission staff that continually12

monitor and report on the environmental13

acceptability of undertakings, refine our14

understanding of the precise levels of effects or15

improve the effectiveness of environmental16

protection programs.17

In making an environmental18

assessment decision, it is generally not necessary19

to determine the precise level of an effect before20

a decision on overall significance can be made.21

An environmental assessment22

provides a planning framework that assists in23

project design and decision making.  It is not the24

end or the only component of a sound environmental25
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protection program.1

An environmental assessment2

involves a progressive screening and examination3

of issues at increasing levels of detail.  A4

possible effect is examined only to the extent5

necessary to establish its overall likelihood and6

significance.7

To do this, one begins with a8

detailed list of the project activities under both9

normal and postulated accident conditions and10

their potential to interact with the environment. 11

The likely environmental effects resulting from12

those interactions are then identified, and where13

potentially significant appropriate mitigation14

measures are identified.  The effects of the15

project remaining after mitigation are then16

assessed in terms of their significance.17

Before a decision on the18

environmental acceptability of a project is made,19

the Act requires that the cumulative environmental20

effects of the project be considered with the21

effects of other past, present and reasonably22

foreseeable activities in the area such as other23

urban, industrial and residential developments.24

Finally, and assuming that the25
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project proceeds, the identified follow-up and1

monitoring plans from the assessment ensure2

continual validation and refinement of the3

predictions of effects and the effectiveness of4

the mitigation measures.5

The environmental assessment for6

the proposed Pickering A return-to-service project7

was completed in four main steps that reflect the8

kind of systematic method I have just described. 9

Step 1, the initial screening of physical works10

and activities; Step 2, further screening of11

potential project and environment interactions;12

Step 3, the assessment of likely effects; and Step13

4, determination of the significance of residual14

effects.15

In Step 1, 25 groups of physical16

works and activities associated with normal17

operations were identified from a detailed18

description of the project.  Twelve worst-case19

possible malfunctions and accidents involving20

chemicals, lubricants and oils were identified21

from a set of 25 accidents initially considered. 22

Three worst-case process and equipment-related23

malfunctions and accidents were identified from a24

set of 23 potential  events, and two categories of25
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severe nuclear accident events were selected from1

the existing safety and risk assessment2

information.3

In Step 2, all of those works and4

activities were described in terms of how they5

could interface or interact with the environment. 6

The components of the environment relevant to the7

possible interactions included radiation and8

radioactivity, atmospheric environment, hydrology9

and water quality, aquatic environment, aquatic10

ecology, the terrestrial environment, geology,11

hydrogeology and seismic, land resources, and12

socioeconomic conditions.13

The environmental assessment also14

considers the effect that the environment may have15

on the project, such as from seismic events or16

severe weather.  This was done at this stage as17

well.18

From that examination of19

interactions, 38 potential project/environment20

interactions were carried forward for a more21

detailed assessment in Step 3.22

In Step 3, after further23

evaluation and consideration of mitigation24

measures, ten interactions that pose a likely25
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adverse effect after mitigation were carried1

forward for an assessment of significance in Step2

4.3

The Screening Report documents how4

those particular effects were systematically5

identified from the many interactions and effects6

considered in the study.  It also documents why7

other issues were not carried forward.8

Eight positive effects of the9

project were also identified but were not assessed10

further.11

Twenty other projects and12

activities were also identified and considered in13

cumulative effects assessment in Step 4.14

With respect to mitigation15

measures, it is important to distinguish between16

the environmental protection features inherent in17

the project and the other mitigation measures18

identified during the environmental assessment of19

that project.20

For example, although many of the21

existing and planned physical design and22

operational features of the proposed Pickering A23

facility will play  a direct role in the24

protection of the environment and people, they are25
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not described in this environmental assessment as1

mitigation measures; they are part of the project.2

This enables one to concentrate on3

identifying and highlighting the additional4

mitigation measures that are needed, while also5

taking account of the relevant environmental6

features of the existing and proposed facility7

design and operation.8

In Step 4, the significance of the9

ten residual adverse effects was determined using10

appropriate and defined criteria.  In this step11

none of the likely adverse effects were considered12

to be significant by Commission staff.13

These ten likely adverse effects14

identified were hydrazine concentrations in the15

atmosphere, near-shore circulation patterns in16

Lake Ontario, water quality in Lake Ontario from17

accidental chemical spills, thermal discharges18

into Lake Ontario, impingement and entrainment of19

fish, spawning success of round whitefish, tritium20

in groundwater, traffic at the Brock Road and21

Bailey Street intersection and at the Brock Road22

and Highway 401 interchange, and people's feelings23

of personal security.24

CMD 00-H29 contains a brief25
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description of these likely adverse effects, the1

appropriate additional mitigation and the2

rationale for why Commission staff consider the3

effects to be minor and thus not significant.4

I wish to emphasize that in this5

type of environmental assessment process important6

decisions about the likelihood, adversity and7

significance of effects are made throughout the8

assessment and not just in the final step.  The9

early and intermediate decisions are equally10

important and all decisions contribute to the11

final, overall conclusions of the assessment.12

As I have just outlined in the13

preceding slides, many key decisions about the14

likely interactions between the project and the15

various components of the environment were made16

early in this assessment.17

Several important decisions were18

made about the nature and likelihood of the19

associated effects, the appropriate mitigation20

measures and the need to further assess the21

significance of any residual effects.22

It is in those early and23

intermediate decisions that one finds, for24

example, the rationale for why the effects of25
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nuclear accidents were not carried forward to the1

final stage of the assessment.2

In that specific example,3

Commission staff concluded that the resulting4

effects of the accident were well below the5

application assessment criteria and that no6

additional mitigation measures are required. 7

Hence, staff was able to draw an environmental8

assessment conclusion about the accidents and9

malfunctions without the need for further10

assessment.11

Similarly, a decision was made at12

an intermediate stage of the assessment as to13

whether earthquakes are likely to cause14

significant adverse environmental effects.  It was15

concluded that, with the planned improvements in16

place, such effects are unlikely and hence the17

issue was not carried forward for further18

analysis.19

In the time available in this20

presentation, it is not possible to discuss all of21

the many important decisions made in this22

environmental assessment.  However, they are all23

clearly documented in Sections 6 through 8 of the24

Screening Report.  I will review some of the25
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important highlights in a moment.1

We wish to stress that an early2

decision that some aspect of the projet is not3

likely to cause significant environmental effects4

does not mean that that aspect will not be the5

subject of further regulatory attention.  All6

aspects of the project necessary for maintaining7

safety and environmental protection at the8

facility will continue to be subject to the CNSC9

licensing and compliance processes.10

Specifically with respect to the11

effects on human health, the assessment12

considered:  exposure of the public and workers to13

radiation; exposure of the public and workers to14

non-radiological contaminants; traffic safety;15

general well-being, and occupational health and16

safety.17

Commission staff concluded that no18

significant adverse effects on human health are19

likely to occur as a result of the project.  I20

will return in a moment to discuss the radiation21

effects specific to nuclear accidents and sources22

of tritium release.23

The environmental assessment also24

considered, at a conceptual level, the likely25
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effects of future decommissioning of the Pickering1

A facility.  Taking into account the currently2

available measures and technologies to manage3

waste and control contamination during4

decommissioning, staff concluded that the5

decommissioning would not likely cause significant6

adverse environmental effects.7

When the time comes to8

decommission the facility, another detailed9

environmental assessment of that project will10

likely be required under the Canadian11

Environmental Assessment Act.12

A plan for follow-up and13

monitoring was produced and included in the14

screening report.  The follow-up plan includes 1415

activities to be implemented prior to the return16

to service and 18 activities to be implemented17

following the return to power operation.18

If the Commission accepts the19

staff's conclusions and proceeds with a licensing20

decision, the follow-up plan would be further21

detailed in consultation with Commission staff,22

other government departments and local community23

groups.  The plan could then be integrated into24

the CNSC licensing and compliance process as25
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appropriate.1

I stressed earlier that an2

environmental assessment is normally only part of3

an ongoing environmental management process.4

Because the Pickering A is an5

existing facility with a long operating and6

regulatory history, there are other paths and7

ongoing environmental studies and activities that8

needed to be acknowledged and integrated, where9

appropriate, into this environmental assessment.10

Two other environmental11

initiatives are of particular note.12

The Environmental Review of the13

Pickering NGS completed in 1998 with community14

involvement identified approximately 160 specific15

environmental issues.  Ontario Power Generation16

prepared an annex to the draft environmental17

assessment report that explained the relationship18

of each issue to the environmental assessment.19

A detailed update on the 16020

issues is also provided in the Screening Report,21

Volume 3.22

Following from the 199823

environmental review, Commission staff required24

that an ecological risk assessment of the25
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Pickering station be undertaken.  The objective is1

to further identify and measure the effects on2

specific Valued Ecosystem Components, or VECs, in3

the vicinity of the plant.4

The screening environmental5

assessment and follow-up program reflect key6

aspects of the ecological risk assessment and an7

update of the ecological risk assessment is also8

provided in Volume 3 of the Screening Report.9

An important part of this10

environmental assessment has been the involvement11

of the public and other stakeholders.  Commission12

staff directed Ontario Power Generation to consult13

throughout the environmental assessment with the14

federal, provincial and local governments,15

community groups and the general public using a16

variety of media and methods.17

In completing that requirement,18

Ontario Power Generation published five19

newsletters which were delivered to approximately20

60,000 homes in the area.  Seven open houses have21

been held to date with local advertising and22

specific notices mailed to over 700 homes.23

Information mail-back cards were24

also sent to approximately 60,000 homes in the25
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area.1

Ontario Power Generation2

coordinated an environmental assessment planning3

and coordination workshop that involved several4

interest groups.  They also conducted a number of5

briefings and interviews with a variety of6

government and public stakeholders.7

A project display was placed at8

the Pickering Mall for four days as well as in 139

community centres and public libraries.10

OPG also maintained a Web site11

with information on the project and maintained a12

toll-free telephone number.  Furthermore, the13

public attitude research contracted by Ontario14

Power Generation involved the conduct of 75015

separate interviews.16

CNSC staff also consulted directly17

with the public and government departments during18

the assessment process.19

A draft scope of assessment20

document was released for a 30-day comment period21

in November 1999.  Staff carefully considered all22

comments received during that review and in23

preparing the final scope of assessment.24

Key issues related to that review25
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are discussed in CMD 00-H29.  I will touch on a1

few of these issues again in a moment.2

Staff also made the draft3

environmental assessment report available on4

May 1, 2000 for a 60-day public and government5

review.  All comments received were again6

carefully considered and incorporated, where7

appropriate, in the final screening report.8

Commission staff maintained9

information on its Web site and also monitored a10

toll-free telephone line during the review of the11

draft report.12

Furthermore, the public and other13

government stakeholders have an opportunity to14

comment on the Screening Report during the course15

of this hearing.16

Participants in the consultation17

process were keenly interested in a number of18

specific issues.  These include: the type of19

environmental assessment required, that is a 20

screening versus comprehensive study or panel21

review; the effects of nuclear accidents and22

malfunctions; and in particular the choice of the23

accident event used in the assessment; the effects24

of earthquakes; the effects of tritium releases;25
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the effects of outstanding safety issues,1

including aging of plant components and generic2

action items, and the planned improvements to the3

station; effects of heat on the aquatic4

environment; and effects of chlorine also on the5

aquatic environment.6

I will briefly elaborate on each7

of these issues, beginning with the type of8

assessment required.9

Some public participants objected10

to the fact that CNSC was conducting a screening11

rather than a comprehensive study or a panel12

review under the CEAA.13

With respect to the call for14

comprehensive study, there are two important15

points to consider on this issue.16

First, the Act does not provide17

the legal authority to follow the comprehensive18

study process for any projects other than those19

listed in the Comprehensive Study List20

Regulations.  This project was not of a type21

described on that list.22

Second, a screening, despite what23

the term may suggest, is not a cursory assessment. 24

The responsible authority has the full authority25
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to scope the assessment to include whatever1

factors and levels of detail are appropriate.  The2

CNSC staff scoped this screening to provide an3

extensive review, including most of the4

requirements of a comprehensive study under the5

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act.6

With respect to a panel review,7

220 individuals and groups expressed in writing8

prior to the commencement of this hearing their9

view that the CNSC should not continue with the10

screening and formally requested the Minister of11

the Environment to review the project and to refer12

the project to an independent federal review13

panel.14

The Minister did not initiate a15

referral to a panel in response to these requests.16

Those requests included 17417

individuals who participated in a letter-writing18

campaign; 46 other individuals and groups who19

wrote to the Minister, including the following20

municipal councils:  the City of Pickering, the21

City of Toronto and Durham Region.22

Several other appeals for a23

federal review panel have also been submitted to24

the Commission during the course of this hearing.25
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The main reasons for these1

requests were a belief that a review panel would2

provide a more thorough review of the project; a3

concern that the CNSC was not including a review4

of energy generation alternatives; a concern that5

the CNSC was not including an assessment of a6

severe nuclear accident with simultaneous loss of7

containment, and a perceived general high level of8

public concern about the project.9

CNSC staff has not supported these10

requests for panel review.11

Commission staff believes that it12

has undertaken a very thorough environmental13

assessment of the project.14

CNSC staff concluded that it is15

not appropriate to include a review of alternative16

energy generation strategies in this environmental17

assessment.  This is a project-specific assessment18

and is not an assessment of Ontario's energy19

generation policies and programs.20

The CEAA does not require the21

Commission to examine that issue.22

Commission staff further believes23

that it is not appropriate to include in an24

environmental assessment accident events that do25
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not have a reasonable probability of occurring.1

A detailed rationale for selecting2

a representative event is included in the3

environmental assessment report, and I will return4

to this rationale in a moment.5

With respect to the general level6

of public concern about the project, except for a7

few individuals, the public attitude research8

undertaken as part of this environmental9

assessment did not identify a high level of10

concern in the community about the project.11

Widespread public concern about12

the project was also not apparent during the13

variety of opportunities for public consultation14

offered by Ontario Power Generation.15

Some of the concerns expressed do16

not relate to matters under federal jurisdiction,17

for example, the desire to examine alternative18

energy sources.19

Other concerns relate to general20

issues about nuclear energy as opposed to the21

specifics of the project being proposed.  The many22

comments of a relevant technical nature were fully23

considered by Commission staff in the24

environmental assessment.25
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A mitigation strategy was1

developed to address the remaining concerns about2

personal safety and security.3

Staff considers that this hearing4

also provides an appropriate forum for the further5

consideration of any remaining public concerns.6

As I mentioned earlier, the7

Commission will need to consider the public8

concerns in determining whether to refer the9

project to the Minister for referral to a review10

panel.11

I will now elaborate further on12

the question of nuclear accidents considered in13

this environmental assessment.14

Commission staff identified two15

categories of accident, one for a maximum airborne16

release and the other for a maximum effect on the17

aquatic environment of Lake Ontario from18

waterborne releases.19

With respect to the airborne20

release event, Commission staff identified a set21

of accident sequences leading to severe core22

damage and the subsequent release of radioactive23

material to containment followed by a controlled24

discharge of the containment to the atmosphere.25
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Some public participants believe a1

more severe accident with simultaneous loss of2

containment should have been selected.3

Although CNSC staff acknowledge4

that the accident scenario identified by those5

participants is the accident scenario used by6

Emergency Measures Ontario in its planning, staff7

do not consider that it is a realistic scenario8

and as such is not appropriate for consideration9

in the environmental assessment.10

The objective of the Canadian11

Environmental Assessment Act is to determine if12

accidents and malfunctions that may occur in13

relation to a project are likely to cause14

significant adverse environmental effects.15

Commission staff conclude that the16

event identified in the screening report is17

appropriate for this objective.18

The assessment of nuclear19

accidents identified that the maximum dose to20

individual members of the public would be 15 mSv,21

and there would be a collective dose of22

approximately 20 person-Sv.  Those levels are23

below the applicable regulatory assessment24

criteria.  The doses to non-human biota from those25
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events were also predicted to be below levels1

important for the protection of biota.2

Another important concern to many3

stakeholders is the effect that an earthquake4

could have on the safety of the station. 5

Earthquakes and other extreme environmental events6

were considered in the Screening Report.7

The assessment was based on the8

Seismic Hazard Resolution Project initiated by9

Ontario Power Generation in 1998.  A report10

entitled "Seismic Hazard and Seismic Design Issues11

at OPG Nuclear Power Stations" was submitted in12

July of 2000 to the Senate Standing Committee on13

Energy, the Environment and Natural Resources.14

That report, which summarizes the15

current status of the seismic assessment, is16

included for your reference in Volume 3 of the17

Screening Report.18

Based on this information, and19

following consultation with specialists at the20

Geological Survey of Canada, Commission staff21

concluded that seismic events are not likely to22

cause a significant adverse effect on the project.23

Work on the Seismic Hazard24

Resolution Project is continuing with the25
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involvement of Commission staff.1

The releases of tritium from2

Ontario Power Generation nuclear power facilities3

to air and water is another concern of some4

stakeholders.  Possible sources of tritium, the5

mechanisms of release and rates of release were6

all considered.7

Commission staff examined the 19988

data on tritium and other radionuclides in the9

air, precipitation, surface water, groundwater,10

drinking water, fish, milk and vegetation in the11

vicinity of the site.12

The total estimated dose to13

individual members of the public from those14

sources was estimated to be 15 mSv per annum,15

which is small in comparison to background16

radiation and well below the current regulatory17

limit.18

The incremental dose to an19

individual from the emissions of the return to20

service project is estimated to be less than21

10 mSv per annum.22

The historic levels of collective23

dose are currently very low and are expected to24

remain so during the proposed return to service.25
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A tritium leak to groundwater1

below the site was carried forward to more2

detailed stages of the assessment.  Mitigation3

strategies were identified and the residual4

adverse effects were determined by Commission5

staff to be minor and not significant.6

Comprehensive monitoring of7

radioactive emissions will form part of the8

follow-up program and ongoing regulatory9

activities.10

Some public stakeholders expressed11

a variety of concerns about the general safety of12

the plant as a result of aging components,13

unresolved generic action items relating to CANDU14

reactors, and the need for improvements in the15

plant systems and operations.16

In response to those concerns,17

updated information on the plant modifications and18

upgrades and the effects of aging equipment and19

systems was added to the screening report.20

For the purpose of this21

environmental assessment, Commission staff assumed22

that the upgrades and improvements necessary for23

the return to service would be in place.24

If the Commission proceeds to a25
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consideration of the licensing application, the1

required upgrades and improvements to the station2

will be addressed in a future CNSC hearing on that3

application.4

Staff concluded that the5

resolution of the generic action items would not6

change the conclusions of the environmental7

assessment.8

The discharge of heat to Lake9

Ontario from the condenser cooling water system is10

an important interaction between the project and11

the environment and thus was of interest to staff12

and several participants during the environmental13

assessment.14

On examination, it was determined15

that heat would improve warm water habitat for a16

number of fish species but result in a minor17

adverse effect on whitefish spawning and rearing18

habitat in the shoreline East area.  However, the19

magnitude of the effect, relative to the whitefish20

population in the lake, was considered minor and21

not significant for the purpose of an EA decision. 22

The discharge of heat will not have a significant23

effect on municipal water supplies.24

Chlorine is used by OPG to control25
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zebra mussels in the service water system.  The1

control of resulting discharges to the lake was an2

important issue raised in the review of this3

assessment.4

It is important that the control5

program meet Environment Canada's requirement that6

the effluent be non-acutely lethal.  This7

objective is consistent with Ontario regulations8

related to residual chlorine.  Ontario requires9

that all control points must be non-toxic due to10

chlorine by July 2002.11

Since the issuance of the draft12

environmental assessment report, being May of13

2000, OPG has implemented an interim program for14

reducing chlorine discharges.  The program15

involves the use of chlorine during the zebra16

mussel season and the dechlorination in key areas.17

Sampling during the summer of 200018

has shown that the water quality at the outfall19

generally meets the provincial water quality20

objective for chlorine and all samples are well21

below the provincial certificate of approval22

limit.  The discharges have also been shown to be23

not acutely lethal in standard toxicity tests.24

CNSC staff note that OPG is25
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continuing to undertake research on other1

non-chlorine based methods for zebra mussel2

control.  Staff concluded, therefore, that the3

chlorine discharges are not likely to cause4

significant adverse environmental effects.5

This completes my presentation on6

the environmental assessment.  I will now turn the7

microphone back to Mr. Waddington for the CNSC8

staff conclusions and recommendations.9

MR. WADDINGTON:  Thank you, Mr.10

Taylor.11

CNSC staff conclude that returning12

the Pickering A reactors to power operation is not13

likely to cause significant adverse environmental14

effects, taking into account the appropriate15

mitigation measures.16

Commission staff received and17

carefully considered many comments from the public18

during the course of this assessment.  Commission19

staff conclude that the remaining public concerns20

about the project do not warrant a referral of the21

project to the Minister of the Environment for22

referral to a review panel.23

Therefore, CNSC staff recommend24

that the Commission accept the conclusions in the25
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Screening Report and take a course of action1

consistent with section 20(1)(a) of the Canadian2

Environmental Assessment Act, that is, to proceed3

to a decision on the licence application under the4

Nuclear Safety and Control Act at a separate5

hearing.6

Thank you.7

Commission staff and other experts8

involved in the preparation of this environmental9

assessment are available to answer any questions10

you may have.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.12

With the Commissioners' agreement13

we will proceed to hear the presentation by OPG14

prior to opening up for questions.  Everyone has15

agreed?  Thank you.16

We will now then proceed to the17

oral presentation by Ontario Power Generation,18

that is 00-H29.1B-1C.19

--- Pause20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sorry, now OPG21

will be doing H29.1B.22

00-H29.1B23

PRESENTATION24

MR. STRICKERT:  Good afternoon,25
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Dr, Bishop, Commissioners, ladies and gentlemen.1

I am Bob Strickert, Site Vice-2

President, Pickering A.3

On behalf of Ontario Power4

Generation, I would like to thank the Commission5

for this opportunity to present OPG's submission6

regarding the environmental assessment of the7

return to service of Pickering A.8

With me today from OPG are Mr.9

Gene Preston, Executive Vice-President and Chief10

Nuclear Officer; Mr. Pierre Charlebois, Senior11

Vice-President and Chief Nuclear Engineer; Mr.12

Kurt Johansen on my right, Project Manager for the13

Environmental Assessment; Dr. Jane Tennyson,14

second to my right, Special Projects Manager for15

Public Affairs for the Environmental Assessment;16

Mr. Mike Williams, Manager of Regulatory Affairs,17

Pickering; Ms Judy Ryan, Manager of Environment,18

Safety and Health, Pickering; Mr. Keith Dinnie who19

is the Manager of Probabilistic Risk Assessment --20

and Mr. Dinnie has been unavoidably detained.  We21

anticipate he will be here a little later -- and22

Dr. Duncan Moffett who is behind me here of Golder23

Associates.24

Additionally, there are other OPG25
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staff and consultants here today to assist in1

answering your questions.2

We filed with the Commission a3

written submission and documentary information. 4

Accordingly, I will keep my remarks brief and will5

not address in detail the information contained in6

those documents.7

OPG will be pleased to answer any8

questions you may have regarding my presentation9

or the material we filed.10

I want to start with OPG's11

commitment to a safe and healthy operation.  OPG's12

overriding priority is the health and safety of13

the public and our employees.14

OPG is committed to environmental15

leadership, including ecosystem protection, energy16

and resource use efficiency, pollution prevention17

and positive community relations.18

In response to the CNSC's19

determination that an environmental assessment was20

required, OPG committed in July 1999 to the City21

of Pickering, in these chambers, to do its part to22

conduct a thorough environmental assessment23

including consultation with the community and24

other stakeholders and taking into account the25
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community issues identified in a previous review1

before the environmental assessment began.2

Consistent with our environmental3

leadership commitment, we are focused on community4

relations programs in our nuclear site communities5

that increase public awareness and understanding6

of our business and build trusting and lasting7

relationships with stakeholders.8

The balance of my presentation is9

in three parts.10

First, before presenting our11

approach of the environmental assessment, or EA, I12

will describe a number of programs, studies and13

other relevant activities that began before the EA14

started.15

For simplicity, I will refer to16

these as "environmental activities".  These17

activities have provided valuable information,18

some of which was used in the EA and some of which19

will continue to provide information for the20

proposed EA follow-up and monitoring program.21

Second, I will present information22

on our approach to OPG's part in the EA.23

Third, I will address the results24

of the EA and the next steps that follow the EA.25
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In March 1999, the then Atomic1

Energy Control Board required Ontario Hydro, as we2

were then called, to conduct a review of the3

potential effects of operation of Pickering A4

and B on the biophysical environment.5

We conducted a stakeholder6

consultation program including a Community Working7

Group as part of the review.  This Community8

Working Group provided a forum for stakeholders to9

identify and discuss their concerns about the10

environmental effects of Pickering NGS and to11

assist Ontario Hydro in the prioritization of the12

issues and recommended actions.13

Their issues were combined with14

those identified by Ontario Hydro and the15

consulting team conducting the review for Ontario16

Hydro.  This resulted in a list of approximately17

160 issues.  The Environmental Review Report,18

including the community issues, was filed with the19

AECB in November 1998.20

For your information, the status21

of the assessment and disposition of those issues22

are updated in the addendum volume of the EA23

Report.24

In 1998, we also progressed on a25
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number of ongoing environmental programs.  We1

upgraded our environmental management system.  We2

completed Phase II assessments of the site3

including work on our landfills and tritium in4

groundwater at the Pickering Upgrading Plant and5

we introduced a number of initiatives to reduce6

the number of accidental releases of chemicals or7

spills.8

We reported our progress on these9

efforts to the AECB and more recently to the CNSC10

and to the community.  Our increased attention to11

environmental programs has produced positive12

results.  For example, in 1998, we had 31 spills. 13

This year, at the end of October, there have only14

been six minor spills.15

In 1999, as a follow-up to the16

Environmental Review, we submitted a five-year17

Environmental Action Plan to the AECB that18

addressed the environmental issues in ten areas. 19

Updates on the Plan progress have been, and20

continue to be, provided to the Commission twice21

per year.22

In 1999, a number of environmental23

initiatives included in the Environmental Action24

Plan were undertaken.  Key programs were:25
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certification of our environmental management1

system to the ISO 14001 international standard;2

installation of a site-wide system of groundwater3

monitoring wells, and initiation of a multi-phase4

ecological risk assessment for the site.5

We also conducted radiological6

airborne and ground level surveys and obtained7

certification of our wildlife management program 8

from the Wildlife Habitat Council.9

In 1999, the Community Working10

Group that had been established as part of the11

environmental review was requested to continue as12

the Community Advisory Council, or as we call it,13

the CAC.14

The CAC membership currently15

consist of representation from the Region of16

Durham, the City of Pickering, the Town of Ajax,17

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority, West18

Rouge Community Association, Fairport Beach19

Ratepayers Association, as well as a number of20

residents.21

The CAC continues to meet monthly,22

determines issues it wishes to examine, and has23

provided advice and guidance on community and24

environmental programs to OPG.  In the past year,25
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much of its time has been devoted to the1

environmental assessment, including comments on2

the draft EA Report.3

Before the EA began, we undertook4

a study of the economic impact across the region5

of OPG's Pickering and Darlington nuclear6

operations.  This study was completed in 2000.7

We also improved our community8

relations through increased communications to the9

neighbouring residents, forming partnerships with10

local organizations and enhanced corporate11

citizenship initiatives including sponsorship of12

community activities.13

In 2000, we have continued14

progress on our environmental programs.  We15

completed and submitted a screening level, or16

Tier 1 ecological risk assessment, or what we call17

an ERA.  This was consistent with the interactive18

tiered approach outlined in the ERA work plan we19

submitted to the CNSC in 1999, and subsequently20

accepted by the then AECB.21

We completed the Tritium in22

Groundwater Study of the Pickering side, which23

included the sources and extent of potential24

impacts.  We submitted the report to the CNSC in25
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September 2000.1

We also reduced emissions to Lake2

Ontario by the installation of dechlorination3

equipment and radioactive liquid waste treatment4

equipment improvements.5

Our public affairs initiatives6

were focused on communicating more directly with7

the public and stakeholders.  We undertook a8

Neighbourhood Walk program, expanded our9

communication vehicles and participated in a10

greater number of community events through our11

Corporate Citizenship and Events Cruiser program.12

The status of these most recent13

programs was updated in the addendum volume of the14

EA Report.15

In summary, over the last three16

years OPG's improved environmental performance has17

reduced the impact of Pickering NGS operation on18

the surrounding environment.  OPG has also made19

major progress in its efforts to communicate with20

the local communities and to participate in21

community initiatives.22

The environmental activities we23

have summarized laid the foundation for our24

delegated tasks in the environmental assessment.25
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The 1998 environmental review, the1

inputs from the community groups and the site2

assessments provided baseline information for3

the EA.  Programs in the Environmental Action Plan4

such as the ecological risk assessment provided5

some of the methods, mitigation and follow-up6

action that are included in the EA Report.7

The issues identified in the8

environmental review contributed to our scoping of9

the Pickering A return to service upgrade program. 10

That was in our basis for return to service11

document mentioned by the CNSC earlier.12

The program was delivered to the13

CNSC for comment in March 1999 and was submitted14

in support of our return to service licence15

application in November 1999.16

These committed improvements were17

assumed to be in place, or in other words, part of18

the baseline for the EA consistent with direction19

in the CNSC's Scope of Assessment.20

Some of the key upgrades committed21

with our return to service licence application22

include the admiralty-brass tubing used for the23

main condensers will be replaced with stainless24

steel tubing, thereby eliminating the release of25
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copper and zinc from that source.  A number of1

health exchangers, including moderator heat2

exchangers, shut down cooling heat exchangers,3

generator seal oil heat exchangers, and4

lubrication oil heat exchangers will be replaced5

to reduce the potential for radiological and oil6

releases.7

A number of spill containment8

improvements will be made around large outdoor9

transformers, standby generators and oil storage10

tanks.  Underground fuel oil lines will be placed11

above ground.12

We will replace the13

Polychlorinated-Biphenyl, or PCB, filled14

components such as transformers, thereby15

eliminating sources of PCBs.  New particulate,16

iodine and noble gas monitors will be installed. 17

Reactor building and reactor auxiliary building18

concrete sumps that are a potential source of19

leakage to groundwater will have liners installed.20

The application also includes21

specific initiatives to enhance the safe operation22

of the facility, including seismic, safety system23

and fire protection upgrades.24

We understand that this25
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application will be the subject of further1

Commission hearings next year, prior to the return2

to service of Pickering A.3

I will now turn to the second part4

of my presentation and describe OPG's involvement5

in and approach to the environmental assessment.6

In this environmental assessment,7

the Commission, pursuant to Section 17 of the8

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, delegated9

to OPG the responsibility for conducting the10

required environmental assessment studies;11

preparing and submitting a draft Environmental12

Assessment Report in accordance with the13

requirements of the Commission's Scope of14

Assessment, and conducting the related15

consultation with the public and other16

stakeholders.17

To perform the delegated tasks,18

OPG determined that it was necessary to engage the19

services of a team of qualified and experienced20

environmental assessment practitioners to use21

proven methods in a rigorous, thorough and22

traceable manner and to consult broadly with the23

communities and other stakeholders.24

I will elaborate on these four25
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points in turn.1

The environmental assessment2

studies and consultation were performed by a team3

of experts from six consulting firms supported by4

OPG technical specialists.  The firms were5

selected for their experience and expertise in the6

field of environmental assessments, their7

experience with nuclear energy and, in some cases,8

their knowledge of Pickering A.  Continuity with9

the 1998 environmental review as also a factor.10

In a similar fashion, a team of11

qualified and experienced OPG public consultation12

specialists and external consultants performed the13

public consultation program.  A recognized public14

attitude research firm was also used.15

Attachment 4 to the written16

submission includes the qualifications of the17

people who performed the delegated tasks.  A18

binder containing these qualifications was19

previously filed on the public registry.20

For example, Keith Dinnie, Manager21

of Probabilistic Risk Assessment at OPG, was the22

primary author of the section of the environmental23

assessment on nuclear accidents, Section 7.3. 24

Ontario Superior Court Judge B. Wright in 1994, in25
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a court case related to the Nuclear Liability Act,1

said of Mr. Dinnie, who testified as an expert in2

that case, that he had:3

"... considerable knowledge4

of and experience in the5

operation of CANDU reactors".6

Judge Wright was most impressed7

with Mr. Dinnie's dedication to the common goal of8

the safe operation of nuclear reactors.9

Proven methods were used in10

conducting the environmental assessment.  The11

methods OPG used have been successfully applied in12

other federal environmental assessments in Canada.13

The methods complied with the14

Scope of Assessment document, met the requirements15

of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act,16

followed the interpretive guidelines provided by17

the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency and18

incorporated good environmental assessment19

practices derived from other major project20

experiences.21

Established research methods were22

used in the field investigations and research we23

conducted for purposes of characterizing the24

existing environment baseline.  These included25
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sampling or monitoring of relevant groundwater,1

surface water and aquatic environment parameters;2

noise levels at the site perimeter; traffic at key3

road intersections; scientific social research4

including a public attitude survey, a recreational5

fisheries survey and interviews with other6

recreational users, business operators, naturalist7

groups, among others.8

In order to ensure that our9

environmental assessment studies and consultations10

were thorough and in compliance with the Scope of11

Assessment established by the CNSC, we began with12

a broad definition of "environment" and applied13

proven methods within a rigorous and disciplined14

process.15

By "broad definition of16

environment", I mean that we considered human and17

socioeconomic conditions as well as the natural18

environment.  We did not limit our assessment of19

socioeconomic conditions to only those changes20

resulting from changes in the natural environment,21

as allowed under CEAA and the Scope of Assessment.22

As expected in a nuclear program23

environmental assessment, we considered24

radiological as well as non-radiological factors25
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for protection of both human health and non-human1

biota.2

We considered malfunctions and3

accident scenarios as well as normal operation,4

including the potential effects of natural hazards5

such as seismic events, severe weather and so on. 6

We considered cumulative effects of the project,7

in combination with other existing and reasonably8

foreseeable projects and activities across a broad9

study area.10

We applied a multi-step process to11

identify, screen and assess likely environmental12

effects of the project as described in the13

Environmental Assessment Report.  The process14

involved a survey of the environment baseline; an15

examination of project/environment interactions;16

an examination of likely adverse effects and the17

significance of these effects; an examination of18

mitigation for the effects, and finally, an19

analysis of the residual effects taking the20

proposed mitigation measures into account.21

We had extensive existing data,22

from three decades of operational studies and23

monitoring, to use in analyzing environmental24

effects of the project.  This included data25
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already collected as part of the Environmental1

Review of 1998.2

Data also became available from3

ongoing studies which started before the EA began,4

such as our on-site tritium in groundwater study,5

an economic impact study and studies conducted6

under our Seismic Hazard Resolution Project.7

In addition, we conducted focused8

field investigations and research to supplement9

existing data for the EA.  All of this amounted to10

more than 500 references cited in the EA Report,11

all of which were made available in the Pickering12

central library, and elsewhere, for public review.13

Some stakeholders expressed14

concern that the EA Report did not contain15

sufficient information to make reasonable16

predictions about the likelihood and significance17

of the environmental effects of the project.18

OPG submits that the information19

collected, including the large amount of20

preexisting information and additional information21

from the focused field studies and research22

conducted for the environmental assessment meets23

the requirements of the Scope and the Canadian24

Environmental Assessment Act.25
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Consistent with the Scope of1

Assessment, which recognizes that an environmental2

assessment is a forward-looking planning document,3

we managed some limitations in data by using4

conservative assumptions and by applying expert5

judgement.6

In addition, the proposed7

follow-up and monitoring program is intended to8

check and confirm the validity of the9

environmental assessment results and the10

effectiveness of proposed mitigation measures.11

As mentioned, we used conservative12

assumptions in analyzing effects.  A number of13

these conservative assumptions are part of14

standard procedure in conducting nuclear project15

EAs such as assumptions related to the most16

exposed group in the public, the so-called17

"critical group".18

Other conservatisms included an19

assumption that a range of malfunctions will20

occur, releasing chemicals, oils and tritiated21

heavy water, despite our commitment to an22

extensive program of upgrades designed to prevent23

such releases, estimating airborne radioactive24

emissions and related doses to the public without25
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taking credit for newly installed, more sensitive1

noble gas monitors and other conservative2

assumptions which are documented in the EA Report.3

Finally, prior to submittal of the4

draft EA Report to the Commission, we conducted5

our own detailed internal reviews to assure6

ourselves that we had satisfied all requirements7

of the Commission's Scope of Assessment and were8

confident in the results.9

A product of this internal review10

process was a detailed table which11

cross-references all requirements in the Scope of12

Assessment to the corresponding sections of the13

14 EA Report.  This table was included in14

Appendix A of the EA Report, Volume 2.15

The public consultation performed16

by OPG was designed to involve a broad range of17

stakeholders, provide multiple opportunities for18

people to become informed and involved, and19

identify and address issues as they arose20

throughout the environmental assessment.21

Proven public consultation methods22

used in other major project EAs were applied to23

the public consultation in this assessment.24

The consultation program met six25
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objectives.  First, to identify stakeholder1

issues, comments and concerns related to the2

return to service of Pickering A so that they3

could be addressed with the EA.4

Second, to identify the5

communication/consultation needs of key6

stakeholders, including the Pickering Liaison7

Committee and Community Advisory Council.8

Third, to keep all stakeholders in9

the EA process informed of the commencement of the10

assessment, the nature of the assessment process,11

the scope of the assessment, opportunities to12

become involved and/or provide input, and the13

results of the assessment.14

Fourth, to provide opportunities15

for stakeholders to provide data/information as16

input to the EA, identify and discuss concerns and17

issues regarding the return to service project.18

Fifth, to discuss with19

stakeholders how the EA process is incorporating20

or addressing the 160 issues identified during the21

1998 Environmental Review.22

Sixth, to document the process and23

results of the consultation and communication24

process undertaken as part of the EA and the25
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communication/consultation activities of OPG.1

OPG consulted extensively with,2

and sought input at every stage in the assessment3

from federal government departments and agencies,4

local members of Parliament, provincial5

ministries, host and neighbouring municipalities,6

local service providers, established committees7

such as the Community Advisory Council and the8

Durham Nuclear Health Committee, members of the9

public, non-governmental organizations, and10

employees.11

In addition to performing the12

public consultation for the environmental13

assessment, OPG maintained its ongoing14

consultation and communication through its public15

affairs program at Pickering NGS.16

Overall, OPG employed a wide17

variety of techniques in its combined EA and18

ongoing public consultation program.  These19

included: briefings and interviews with government20

and public stakeholders; public attitude research21

and key informant interviews; ten open houses in22

Pickering, Ajax and East Scarborough; six23

newsletters and mail-out cards to 60,00024

households; regular participation in meetings of25
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the Community Advisory Council, Pickering Liaison1

Committee and Durham Nuclear Health Committee, and2

an environmental assessment Web site and a3

toll-free number.4

A database of all of the public5

comments and feedback was maintained by OPG.  The6

public comments received were considered in the7

preparation of the draft Environmental Assessment8

Report.9

Table 5-7 in Volume 1 of the10

Environmental Assessment Report identifies the key11

issues that arose from the public consultation12

that occurred prior to the submission of the draft13

Environmental Assessment Report to the Commission14

and how those key issues were addressed in the15

draft report.16

OPG submits that the public has17

been given ample opportunity to learn about both18

the environmental assessment and the proposed19

return to service of the Pickering A units and to20

provide comments to OPG and the Commission.21

In summary, we submit that the22

delegated tasks performed by OPG met the23

requirements of the Canadian Environmental24

Assessment Act and the CNSC's Scope of Assessment,25
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that the process resulted in a thorough1

environmental assessment and that we used a broad2

consultation program that resulted in comments3

being addressed and included in the preparation of4

the draft EA Report.5

I will now turn to part 3 of my6

presentation and speak to the results of the7

environmental assessment and the next steps that8

will be pursued by OPG.9

The result of the assessment was10

the identification of 18 residual effects.  Of11

these 18 residual effects, eight were determined12

to be positive, representing an improvement to13

existing conditions.  For example, the habitat for14

certain local species of fish would be increased,15

existing jobs would be maintained, and new16

employment opportunities and business activities17

would be created.18

CNSC staff have already described19

the ten minor adverse effects identified, so I20

will not repeat them.  Instead, on the next slide,21

I will summarize the mitigation measures we22

propose for three of the minor adverse effects.23

In the final analysis, based on24

the criteria documented in the EA Report, and25
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taking into account all of the environmental and1

safety improvements underway or included in the2

Pickering A return to service scope plus the3

additional mitigation measures proposed during the4

environmental assessment, we determined that none5

of the residual adverse effects were significant.6

While our public attitude research7

identified that some individuals may feel a loss8

of personal security and reduced levels of9

community satisfaction as a result of the return10

to service of Pickering A, we identified no11

evidence of widespread public concern.12

Widespread or extreme changes in13

the use and enjoyment of property or feelings of14

personal security and community satisfaction were15

assessed as unlikely.  More specifically, based on16

the results of our research and other public17

consultation activities for the environmental18

assessment, we found that the attitudes of19

residents and business operators, right from the20

fenceline of the station to the northern reaches21

of the City of Pickering, were relatively uniform.22

The research indicated that there23

is a high level of satisfaction with life in the24

neighbourhoods of the community, that most25
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residents do not think about the station very1

often, or never think about the station, and that2

the satisfaction and use and enjoyment of property3

of the vast majority is not likely to change as a4

result of the return to service of Pickering A.5

These assessment results are6

supported by the results of OPG's ongoing public7

communication and consultation program, such as8

regular meetings with the Pickering Liaison9

Committee, the Community Advisory Council, and the10

Durham Nuclear Health Committee, as well as open11

houses at the site, presentations by local12

councils and our Neighbourhood Walk program.13

In the Neighbourhood Walk program,14

OPG employees, including very senior executives of15

the company, knocked on more than 1,600 doors in16

the neighbouring communities over the course of17

the past five months to meet people face to face,18

to provide information about developments at19

Pickering NGS and to ask if they had questions or20

concerns.21

While we expected and found that22

there is some concern about the plant, we found23

that this concern is not widespread throughout the24

community, as indicated by the environmental25
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assessment research.1

Nevertheless, as part of the2

mitigation and follow-up program, OPG intends to3

make special efforts to communicate and consult4

with any individuals who may feel reduced5

security, such as new members of the community.  I6

will now outline our proposed mitigation measures.7

As I mentioned before, three minor8

adverse effects were determined through the9

assessment process to require mitigation beyond10

the environmental and safety improvements already11

underway or committed as part of the Pickering A12

return to service implementation program.13

These three diverse effects are: 14

first, the potential effect on Lake Ontario water15

quality as a result of accidental chemical spills16

on paved areas with subsequent run-off into the17

lake.18

Second, tritium-contaminated19

groundwater from potential malfunctions and20

accidents in the Radioactive Liquid Waste21

Management System, and third, reduced feelings of22

personal security and levels of satisfaction with23

community for a few individuals.24

The mitigation measures proposed25
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for these effects are as follows:1

Regarding potential spills, we2

will undertake a facility risk assessment focusing3

on all station facilities with potential to4

malfunction and spill chemicals to Lake Ontario. 5

This assessment will provide a basis for any6

additional feasible mitigation measures as7

required.8

Regarding tritium in groundwater,9

the source and extent of existing tritium has been10

identified and is being corrected.  Further11

investigation of tritium in on-site groundwater12

will continue.  An update of this ongoing13

investigation program is provided in the EA14

addendum, update L.5.3.15

Regarding some people's feelings16

of reduced personal security and satisfaction with17

the community, OPG will continue to implement a18

public education, communication and consultation19

program for the period up to the return to service20

of the first reactor unit and for the period prior21

to full operations in 2004.22

This program would be focused on23

all residents and municipal and community service24

providers within the study areas, with additional25
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efforts focused on the type of individuals who may1

experience reduced feelings of security and2

reduced levels of satisfaction.3

As required by the Scope of4

Assessment, we propose a plan for developing and5

implementing a follow-up and monitoring program. 6

The details are in Volume 2 of the EA Report, but7

I would like to briefly touch on the key points.8

The purpose of the follow-up and9

monitoring program is to verify the results of the10

assessment of environmental effects and verify the11

effectiveness of the mitigation measures being 12

implemented.  This will ensure that residual13

effects of the project are managed such that they14

remain insignificant.15

A key aspect of the plan in the EA16

Report is the consultation process we propose for17

finalizing the scope and timeframe of the follow-18

up and monitoring program.  In addition to the19

CNSC, we propose that other government authorities20

and the community be included in the consultation21

process.22

Furthermore, OPG would report the23

results of the follow-up and monitoring program to24

the CNSC, the community and other stakeholders at25
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regular intervals.1

In summary, as we described in the2

written submission and documented in the EA3

Report, the environmental assessment studies and4

public and stakeholder consultation undertaken by5

OPG at the direction of the Commission were6

rigorously and thoroughly performed.7

OPG has high confidence that there8

will be, as assessed, no significant adverse9

effects.  We are confident because we will10

continue our established environmental programs,11

including those activities that address issues12

identified in the 1998 environmental review, we13

will implement the return to service upgrade14

program committed before the EA began, and we will15

implement the additional mitigation measures and16

follow-up program developed through the EA.17

We concur with the conclusion made18

by Commission staff that:19

"Returning the Pickering A20

reactors to power operation21

is not likely to cause22

significant adverse23

environmental effects, taking24

into account the appropriate25
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mitigation measures".1

OPG submits that the test set by2

the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act is met3

and that the CNSC may therefore proceed to a4

consideration of the return to service licence5

application.6

OPG remains committed to the safe7

operation of Pickering NGS, to environmental8

leadership and to community partnership.9

Again, thank you for the10

opportunity to make this presentation.  We would11

be pleased to answer any questions you may have.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.13

The hearing is now open for14

questions from the Commissioners.  I wonder if the15

Commissioners would like to start with issues of16

scope of the project.17

Are there any questions concerning18

the scope?19

Dr. Giroux.20

MEMBER GIROUX:  This is a question21

for staff.22

I would like to have more23

information on what specifically triggered the24

decision to proceed with the screening -- you25
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mentioned that there was an amendment to the1

licence or to the plan.  Could you be more2

specific?3

MR. WADDINGTON:  Thank you,4

Dr. Giroux.5

First of all, the decision that6

would be facing the Commission that triggered the7

EA is an amendment to the current licence of8

Pickering A that will be required before that9

station can be returned to service.10

That amendment was put into the11

licence somewhere back to ensure there was a shut12

down.  I will turn the microphone over to Mr.13

Robert Leblanc who is the Director of the Power14

Reactor Operation Division of the CNSC, who is the15

responsible licensing director, and he can discuss16

with you the precise licensing amendment that is17

in the licence which will require change and which18

triggers this environmental assessment.19

Robert.20

MR. LEBLANC:  Thank you, John.21

There is a licence condition that22

clearly stipulates that all the Pickering A units23

shall remain in a guaranteed shut-down state.  So24

this is an amendment to this licence condition25
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that the Board would have to be --1

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.2

The other question I have3

concerning this is the timeframe.  You have4

indications in the documents that the timeframe5

envisaged is 2001 and 2013 is the remaining life6

of the reactors, if I understand correctly as we7

have them now.8

My question is how important is9

that timeframe in the validity of the assessment? 10

If the reactors were to be run with a licence11

beyond 2013, would the assessment still be valid12

or would you be looking for a different13

supplementary assessment?14

MR. WADDINGTON:  I think the15

bottom line of that is I would expect the16

environmental assessment to still be valid.  The17

environmental assessment deals with, as we have18

heard from the two submissions, the emissions from19

the station that can be expected, the way in which20

the station will operate and maintain those21

emissions as low as reasonably achievable.22

I would expect all of those23

actions to continue post the 13-year period that24

is assumed in the assessment.  The ongoing25
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licensing process, that is the responsibility of1

the Commission, is explicitly designed to ensure2

those things.3

It may be that the Commission4

might wish to hear from Ontario Power Generation5

on that matter.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, I would7

like to hear Ontario Hydro's response to that8

question.9

MR. STRICKERT:  For the purposes10

of the assessment, we recognize that the remaining11

financial life of the plant was to 2013.  We12

needed a basis for the assessment and we chose --13

we were, I believe, directed and we chose to use14

that basis to 2013 and that is the effective life15

of the period that we see financially operating a16

plant.  Beyond 2013 would be a decision that would17

be made in the future.18

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any20

other questions concerning methodology or scope?21

Dr. Barnes.22

MEMBER BARNES:  A question to23

staff.  This is on page 18 of your presentation24

with respect to the airborne release event and the25
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scale of potential accident that you chose.  It1

specifically says:2

"Some public participants3

believe a more severe4

accident with simultaneous5

loss of containment should6

have been selected".7

I wonder if you could explain to8

us why you chose, in a sense, a lower scale of9

potential accident in this scenario?10

MR. WADDINGTON:  Thank you,11

Dr. Barnes.12

I will ask Mr. Peter Wigfull, who13

is the Director of the Safety Evaluation Division14

Analysis, to respond to that question.15

MR. WIGFULL:  The selection of the16

accident comes from the words in the Environmental17

Assessment Act which say that "an accident which18

may occur shall be considered".19

This is sort of a probabilistic20

statement.  It doesn't require all conceivable or21

all imaginable accidents to be considered.22

CNSC staff have interpreted the23

"may occur" requirement as being all design or24

licensing basis accidents.  These are the ones25
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that we have dealt with for years and we know1

very, very well.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Could you make3

sure you keep holding the mike up to your mouth?4

MR. WIGFULL:  Okay.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thanks.6

MR. WIGFULL:  Thank you.7

So we include all design or8

licensing basis accidents, those which we have9

studied for years and we know very well, and also10

any other even combination which has a frequency11

of occurrence of greater than once in 100,00012

years.13

Now, this once in 100,000 years is14

the accepted frequency of event which accepted15

internationally as representing the boundary16

between events that may occur and those which are17

highly unlikely to occur.18

To answer the second part of your19

question, the probability of containment failure,20

we can see no linkage between the initiating event21

considered, or any initiating event considered in22

this set, and a containment failure.  This means23

that the initiating event, whether it be a loss of24

coolant or whatever, and containment failure,25
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shall be treated as independent events.1

As a result of this, the2

probability of occurrence is very, very low --3

extremely low -- and the probabilistic risk4

assessment of Pickering A assesses this as three5

times in ten million years, which is well above6

the threshold of one event in 100,000 years.7

MEMBER GIROUX:  A supplementary8

question to that.  This is the reason you applied9

for the Pickering restart.  Would you apply the10

same reasoning if we were talking about a new11

plant?  Would you have the same approach?12

MR. WIGFULL:  Yes, yes.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That is the same14

approach to a new environmental assessment --depth15

to make it outside of the normal area would be16

applied.17

MR. WIGFULL:  Correct, yes.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.19

Any other questions?20

If we go back to that, I guess the21

issue is also when during operation the22

containment area is monitored constantly -- OPG I23

am going to go back to you.24

MR. STRICKERT:  The question being25
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do we have people in the containment area1

constantly?  We have people doing rounds in parts2

of the containment area.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  No.  If you4

looked in the vacuum building, would you be able5

to tell if there was an ongoing leak or a new leak6

outside of the ten-year testing at the highest7

pressure level?8

--- Pause9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am sorry. 10

Your mike, I don't think, is on.11

MR. STRICKERT:  If the vacuum12

building were leaking at a very high rate, the13

pressure would be going up and we would be seeing14

cycling of the compressures much more often.15

Additionally, the containment16

buildings themselves are tested on an ongoing17

frequency for small leaks in the containment.  So18

what we do is we start with negative pressure, we19

box the building up, we go positive.  In using the20

rate of change of pressure, we can calculate21

whether there are any leaks in the containment.22

So that is a routine test that is23

done at the plant on each of the buildings.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  What we are25
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talking about here is the likelihood of a LOCA1

simultaneously with a loss of containment as being2

too far out to consider for an environmental3

assessment.4

That in some ways depends on how5

well you can monitor the containment area on a6

daily basis because the other way of looking at it7

is how likely is it that you would have an ongoing8

problem in the containment area without knowing9

about it?10

MR. STRICKERT:  That is extremely11

unlikely that we would have an ongoing problem in12

the containment area without knowing about it.13

We monitor for that, we are alert14

to that.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.16

Any other questions?17

The only other on scope involves18

the fact that this is a screening rather than a19

comprehensive study.  That is quite clear in the20

Act, that legally -- I think this is what you were21

saying -- is that if a project is not on the22

exclusion list and it is not described in the23

comprehensive study list, it is a screening that24

must be done.25
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Is that what you are using as the1

basis of your decision that it had to be a2

screening and not a comprehensive?3

MR. WADDINGTON:  That is correct,4

Dr. Bishop.5

The choice of a screening is one6

which is essentially not a choice at all.  It is7

an automatic process that comes out of the Act8

because a comprehensive study can only be done if9

the decision that is before you is on the specific10

regulations which are listed.11

However, I would point that12

although this, as we mentioned in our13

presentation, is called a screening assessment, in14

fact the actual scope of the assessment is very15

similar to that of a comprehensive scope.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The areas that17

are within the scope of the screening, are they in18

any way dealt with in less depth than those same19

issues would be dealt with in a full comprehensive20

study?  As an example, radiation or emissions,21

aquatic, terrestrial, would they be done in any22

greater depth in a comprehensive study?23

MR. WADDINGTON:  No.  The depth of24

analysis is the same as it would have been for a25
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comprehensive study.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So it doesn't2

change the depth of analysis.3

MR. WADDINGTON:  Correct.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  If I recall what5

was said, you went further than what is usually6

done in a screen because you included a couple of7

other aspects that would normally be in a8

comprehensive.9

Is that correct -- and what were10

they?11

MR. WADDINGTON:  It is correct. 12

We carried out, we expanded the activities under13

the scope of assessment to in essence cover just14

about all the activities that one would normally15

find in a comprehensive study.  We can do that as16

the CNSC is the responsible authority under the17

Act and has the authority to determine the scope.18

For that reason we in essence19

expanded the precise scope of the assessment of20

all those activities and items that one would21

normally find in a comprehensive study.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.23

No further questions regarding24

scope or methodology?25
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I would like to move to looking at1

the questions of public consultation, the public2

aspects.3

Mr. Graham.4

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Thank you.5

I guess some of the questions I6

wanted to ask was that somewhere you mentioned7

that -- and this is to OPG -- that you will carry8

this on, I think, if I can recall, your public9

consultation, until 2004.10

Why would you stop at 2004 with11

the public consultation -- I think it's on page 2012

of your presentation.13

DR. TENNYSON:  In answer to that14

question, we wouldn't be stopping our public15

consultation activities.16

I think what was expressed was17

it's the mitigation specifically designed to18

address the one minor adverse effect that had19

identified special measures that we would do.  We20

would have a special strategy to address that21

minor effect by efforts in advance of the return22

to service of the first unit and also in 200423

before the station is at full operations.24

But clearly we have ongoing25
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consultation and public affairs programs and we1

would be doing even more in the community.  So I2

am sorry if that was unclear.3

MEMBER GRAHAM:  The other part,4

you talked about obtaining or cataloguing5

statements of concerns that you receive from the6

public.  You didn't list what the major concerns7

were versus which was the highest on the list and8

were there a whole gamut of concerns or what were9

the major ones?10

DR. TENNYSON:  The major ones that11

were identified throughout the EA are documented12

in Table 5.7.13

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Is that --?14

DR. TENNYSON:  Yes, it's that15

table.  Now, basically those are the ones that16

were mentioned the most often, the most frequently17

mentioned so that's how it goes and I think, if18

I recall correctly, they are things like safety,19

health concerns.  Some of it was the cost of the20

project.  So there is a variety of them.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Commissioner22

Keen.23

MEMBER KEEN:  Thank you, Madam24

Chair.25
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This is also a question for1

Ontario Power Generation with regards to community2

consultation.3

My question is very specifically4

when we look at -- I guess the title is the5

Community Working Group that was traded in 1998,6

and correct me if I am wrong in any of these texts7

-- and then it moved to in 1999 Community Advisory8

Council and then, further to Mr. Graham's9

question, there is not sort of a sense of future10

in terms of that consultation process.11

Specifically, what is the12

difference between the terms of reference of that13

working group and the Advisory Council and what14

was the nature of the change in that group and15

what do you envisage in the future for them?16

Thank you.17

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes, I can explain18

that.19

In 1998, we did the environmental20

review and it was intended to be focused on21

biophysical areas under a licence condition.22

As part of that, we brought a23

group of interested stakeholders in a Community24

Working Group that was intended to focus on the25
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environmental review.1

At the very first meeting of that2

Community Working Group -- I was present at it --3

and there were concerns of the group that we would4

only have the consultation in place for the period5

of the environmental review, which was the fall of6

1998.  I committed in that meeting that, no, we7

would go beyond the Community Working Group for8

the environmental review.  We would have some type9

of ongoing council in the long term.10

So when we finished the work of11

the Community Working Group with the environmental12

review, we then set up a Community Advisory13

Council.  There weren't firm terms of reference14

with the Community Advisory Council in 1999 and,15

in fact, it wasn't until just recently that we16

actually have firm agreed-to terms of reference17

with all the participants.18

There were discussions of terms of19

reference.  There were some concerns about terms20

of reference and the group decided to move on and21

continue the activities of the Council without a22

firm set of terms of reference.  But we now have23

those.24

The latter part of your question25
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is do we intend to continue the consultation? 1

Yes.  I would expect that we will always have2

these types of advisory groups and councils and we3

also have meet with other groups.4

I think the Community Advisory5

Council is a good system.  It's working well.  We6

are learning how to apply it and we will be7

learning in the future.8

MEMBER KEEN:  A supplementary9

question, if I may.10

With regards to the 160 plus11

issues, reading the documentation, my12

understanding is that that came out of the13

Community Working Group efforts.  Is addressing14

those and continued work on that part of the terms15

of reference of the Advisory Council or what is16

the relationship of the further work on those17

issues to the first group and to the second group?18

Thank you.19

MR. STRICKERT:  I believe the20

first part of your question was did it come out of21

the Community Working Group and the answer is yes,22

and that working group included some OPG people in23

it and a consultant.  So it was a compendium of24

all those inputs.  That was the first part of your25
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question, I believe.1

With respect to will we continue2

to address the issues at the Community Advisory3

Council, the answer is yes.  In fact, on an4

ongoing program, the Committee Advisory Council5

selects topics that they wish to discuss with us. 6

And so the ongoing topics are decided by them and7

many of the issues have been brought forward and8

we would expect to continue to discuss those9

issues with the Community Advisory Council in the10

longer term.  It's part of the initiative, yes. 11

So that when we do things, we can report back and12

see if they are satisfied with those things.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Any other14

questions?15

Dr. Giroux.16

MEMBER GIROUX:  Still on the same17

topic, for Ontario Power too.18

If I understand correctly, when19

you set up the Community Advisory Council, some20

group of intervenors did not want to on and some21

of them are here today and will be heard.  But you22

have a note saying that -- and I am referring to23

Section 5 of the assessment -- the following24

groups were contacted for potential briefings and25
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interview.  On the list we see specifically the1

Durham Nuclear Awareness, Energy Probe and the2

Liverpool West Community Association.3

My question would be: did you4

proceed having contact with these groups and5

maintaining dialogue?6

MR. JOHANSEN:  First of all, we7

left the door open for those parties to observe or8

participate in whatever way they chose at the CAC,9

the Community Advisory Council, and we continued10

to share information, that is distribute,11

information to them, that we distributed to all12

other residents in the City of Pickering, the Town13

of Ajax, and East Scarborough.14

Beyond that, I would have to check15

with my colleague, if you would allow a moment.16

--- Pause17

MR. JOHANSEN:  Just to complete18

the response on that question then.19

The correspondence with the20

members of the four groups who chose to withdraw21

from the CAC -- or that chose not to join the CAC22

rather -- continued formally, that is in writing,23

and their views and submissions have been taken24

into account along the way and we have a record of25
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all interactions with them since the outset of the1

environmental assessment.  That is documented in2

the EA Report.3

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.  They4

can speak for themselves when their turn comes at5

the mike.6

The other question I had is7

looking at the open houses and different8

activities that you set up to invite people, the9

turnout has been very varied -- small turnouts at10

some of the open houses, good turnouts at the site11

visit and the barbecue, of course.  I would maybe12

offer you the possibility of interpreting that13

turnout, for one thing, and the other question is14

on the mail-back, postcard mail-back campaign, I15

think you distributed something like 60,000 cards16

and had a response of under 200 which is something17

that might need to be interpreted.18

What I would like to know also is19

what was the substance of the comments that you20

received, that is not feedback?21

MR. STRICKERT:  Dr. Tennyson will22

answer those questions.23

DR. TENNYSON:  Okay.  The first24

one you asked about the turnout at the open houses25
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and, yes, it was low in many instances and we1

certainly would have like to have seen --2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I'm sorry, we3

can't hear you.4

DR. TENNYSON:  We would have like5

to have seen more people in attendance.  However,6

in terms of interpreting it, we did mail out7

flyers inviting over 60,000 people.  There were8

ads in the newspapers.  The newsletters indicated9

where the open houses would be -- did I mention10

radio ads?  So we certainly did everything we11

could to try and have the citizens come out and12

get information and voice their concerns.13

I think as well we used a variety14

of techniques.  So the open houses are only one15

way that people were informed and could give us16

comments.17

For example, you mentioned the18

mail-back card.  That was another effort to get an19

indication of the public issues and concerns.  So20

for example, we once again sent out about 60,000. 21

We got 181 back, I understand, and you wanted to22

know sort of what the comments were like.23

Seventy-two wanted to only to be24

put on the mailing list; 32 wanted general25
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information on the EA; 27 had comments such as is1

the plant safe and wanted to know about facility2

operations and things; 18 wanted specific3

information on safety, accidents, et cetera; 174

wanted specific information on costs and5

environmental contamination; 9 wanted to be6

informed of the results of the EA; 6 had comments7

supporting the restart.  That's it.8

MR. STRICKERT:  If I could just9

add a comment on open houses as well.10

We had open houses associated with11

the Pickering A return to service, which we have12

mentioned.  We have also had a program of ongoing13

open houses for plant visits as part of our normal14

community affairs program.  We find when we invite15

people out for those we get very good turnouts.  I16

believe we had about 1,700 in 1999.  This past17

year as part of our Neighbourhood Walk campaign,18

we invited people to come to an open house in19

July.  At that point we had done about 12,00020

homes and we had something like 900 people come21

and visit us at the plant.22

So when we invite people to an23

open house at the plant we get very large24

turnouts.  When we invited people to come to an25
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open house on the Pickering A return to service1

issue itself, we didn't get the same numbers, but2

we do get people coming to the plants when we3

invite them.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Barnes.5

MEMBER BARNES:  A comment to OPG.6

This process of the EA and the7

participation, most of your comments have been8

directed and most of the activities have been9

directed to the Pickering area and yet when we10

look at the responses coming in, many of them,11

perhaps still a small proportion, but still quite12

a number, come from many other parts of the13

province and, of course, nuclear power issues, the14

kinds of things that we are talking about here15

today, are of concern to many residents in the16

province.17

So I wonder if you could address18

not just your responses in this area for the19

Pickering area, but whether the process of the EA20

affected the strategy or the attitudes of OPG in21

general about communicating to the public in a22

wider sense across the province.23

MR. STRICKERT:  I would like to24

introduce Donna McFarland, who is the Director of25
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Public Affairs Organization, and I believe she can1

answer that on a wider scale.2

The people at this table are3

focused on the City of Pickering, the Town of Ajax4

and surrounding communities. 5

Donna McFarland.6

MS McFARLAND:  Yes, good7

afternoon.8

As the Director of Nuclear Public9

Affairs, I just wanted to describe our overall10

program which basically has been going on now for11

about three years in all our site communities12

relative to increased communications and13

interaction with our communities.  We include that14

now, as you know, in our relicensing as we move15

forward.16

Certainly in Pickering we have17

learned a lot because we had a lot more work to do18

in the Pickering community which we recognize19

because our relationships were not what they had20

been in our Bruce and Darlington communities.21

We are starting with our site22

communities because we know that we need support23

there before we can move forward and it's that24

site community support that will also help to sway25
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opinions in the province.1

So this is a first step, is to get2

our site communities and a good consultation3

program going with them and we are hoping to4

expand it throughout the province.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Any other6

questions?7

Ms Keen.8

MEMBER KEEN:  Thank you, Madam9

Chair.10

This is a question that was raised11

from a statement by Commission staff, but in fact12

OPG may wish to comment more particularly as well.13

I note on page 17, which would be14

slide 30, the comment:15

"... except for a few16

individuals, the public17

attitude research undertaken18

as part of this environmental19

assessment did not identify a20

high level of concern in the21

community about the project".22

I assume that that refers to 23

the research study which we had in24

our addendum that was prepared by Intellapulse25
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Inc. dated August 8th.  I just wanted to connect1

that statement to a particular document in terms2

of a research study, and also to have a sense of3

what you meant by "except for a few individuals",4

sort of the quantification of what you thought was5

the range there.6

Thank you.7

MR. WADDINGTON:  Thank you,8

Ms Keen.  I am first going to let Mr. Taylor just9

respond to that briefly and then I will pass it10

over to OPG.11

MR. CHRIS TAYLOR:  Yes, the12

conclusion is based not only on the public13

attitude research, although that is an important14

part of the assessment of public concern, but15

specifically with respect to the public attitude16

research, I would like to turn that over to the17

OPG analysts or their consultants that undertook18

that work and drew those conclusions from that19

study.20

DR. TENNYSON:  Basically, we came21

to that conclusion based on a variety of sources22

of information and data.  It wasn't just the23

public attitude research that you did refer to. 24

That is one piece of one part.  But based on all25
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of our sources of information, what we determined1

was that the return to service of Pickering A will2

not affect the vast majority of residents in3

Pickering and surroundings in terms of their4

satisfaction with the community, their use and5

enjoyment of property, parks, trails and the lake,6

and how much they think about the station.7

So these data sources included not8

only the public attitude research, but also9

personal interviews with the local facility10

operators, recreational users of local parks,11

beaches and trails, and local and regional12

naturalist groups.13

We also did a recreational14

fisheries survey of anglers and boaters and then,15

of course, we had the results of the extensive16

consultation program.17

The public attitude survey results18

indicate that there are very high levels of19

satisfaction with the community among local20

residents, including those who live closest to the21

station.  The vast majority of residents indicated22

that their levels of satisfaction with the23

community would not change, or would improve as a24

result of the project.25
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Based on both the survey results1

and the interview data, few respondents indicate2

they would change their daily activity patterns in3

terms of their use and enjoyment of property and4

their use of parks, trails and beaches.5

The vast majority of people6

fishing in the area would not change their fishing7

locations or would fish closer to the station. 8

Also the majority of the people across all the9

study areas either never think about the station10

or do not think about it very often.11

Finally, the results of the12

consultation program support this conclusion.  In13

all our discussions with people and in their14

common forms, there was no indication that these15

effects would be experienced by more than a few16

individuals.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Graham.18

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Just one other19

question.  Did you do professional polling on the20

environmental aspects?  Was there professional21

polling done that would work with focus groups and22

so on, or is this all related to what has been23

outlined here?24

DR. TENNYSON:  Well, the public25
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attitude research is akin to polling, if you will,1

but we designed it specifically with questions2

that would identify potential changes in people's3

attitudes and behaviours, and then a sense of4

these potential changes would become potential5

effects that then we would have to assess in the6

assessment.  Then we would use all the other7

sources of data to assess the effects.  So that's8

why we also did these personal interviews which9

are also scientifically based.10

MEMBER GRAHAM:  But the polling11

that you did, or what you are saying, which is12

akin to polling, was not done by a professional13

polling firm.  It was in-house, more or less --14

DR. TENNYSON:  No, no, no.  It was15

done by a Intellapulse.16

MEMBER GRAHAM:  It was?  Okay.17

DR. TENNYSON:  Oh, yes, they are a18

professional market research firm.19

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Who developed20

those questions?  Was it they did, or did your21

focus groups -- not focus groups, but did your22

working committees, or who developed those23

questions?24

DR. TENNYSON:  The questions were25
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developed in consultation with the person who1

undertook the study, the head of the firm.  She2

has done these kinds of studies before.  But in3

addition, we as experts in the field of4

socioeconomic impact assessment, so the consultant5

and I, were also instrumental in identifying the6

types of questions we wanted asked and the kind of7

data that we needed from the survey.8

MEMBER GRAHAM:  But the local9

community people that are involved, the various10

committees other than the four that chose not to11

work, they didn't have any input in putting12

together those questions.  Is that what you are13

saying?14

DR. TENNYSON:  Quite honestly, I15

don't believe so.  No, I think we did it as a16

professional exercise at that point, but certainly17

the results have been shared and we certainly18

accepted any feedback or comment on them.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Any other20

questions?21

Dr. Giroux.22

MEMBER GIROUX:  One final23

question.24

Concerning the Neighbourhood Walk25
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that you mentioned, I am just curious to know --1

you mentioned that you asked for volunteers.  Did2

you get the cooperation of the unions in OPG or3

within Pickering to set up the walks and4

participate?5

MR. STRICKERT:  Well, the unions6

were certainly aware of it.  We advised them of it7

and what we got was union employees from both8

unions as well as management staff that9

volunteered to do it.  We set it up as a volunteer10

system so that we advertised to people, we said11

"We want to do the Neighbourhood Walk program and12

would you like to come out".  There was no13

pressure put on anybody and it was volunteer on14

their own time.  We did not pay people to do the15

campaign at all.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Any other17

questions?18

If not, we will take a short break19

and we will return at 4:30.20

Thank you.21

--- Upon recessing at 4:05 p.m.22

--- Upon resuming at 4:30 p.m.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Ladies and24

gentlemen.25
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Before we proceed to the next1

section, are there any further questions on scope?2

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you, yes.  I3

had one question that I wanted to ask from staff. 4

On page 459 of the assessment, when you are5

discussing the safety analysis update, you mention6

the possibility of re-analysis of a loss of7

coolant accident, and you mention with a higher 8

positive reactivity value -- and that refers to9

discussions we have had over time as a generic10

action item about the positive reactivity11

coefficient that should be used in the analysis.12

My question is could you give me a13

number here of how much higher it is than what has14

been used in the past or what is being used15

currently?16

MR. WADDINGTON:  I would like to17

pass that question to Mr. Peter Wigfull who is18

Director of Safety Evaluation Division Analysis.19

Peter.20

MR. WIGFULL:  The value over the21

years has increased by about a factor of five. 22

That is over the last ten years.  I am saying that23

from memory because I don't have the actual24

number -- about five times.25
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MEMBER GIROUX:  So you are talking1

about the some 500 per cent increase.2

MR. WIGFULL:  Yes, correct, yes.3

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any5

other questions?6

Ms Keen.7

MR. WIGFULL:  Sorry, sorry.  A8

correction there.  That is in the error allowance 9

attributed to the void activity.  The concern was10

not the void activity itself, but the uncertainty11

band we have to put around that value in the12

analysis and that uncertainty band has increased13

by a factor of five over the last ten years, not14

the nominal value.15

MEMBER GIROUX:  Well, from how16

much to how much then?17

MR. WIGFULL:  I can't recall the18

numbers.19

MEMBER GIROUX:  You are talking20

about a range of error or variation which is21

accepted and you are saying that this range has22

increased by five.23

MR. WIGFULL:  Yes, it is now24

typically about five per cent of the nominal25
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value.  Originally it was 1.2 per cent.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any2

other questions?3

Ms Keen.4

MEMBER KEEN:  Thank you, Madam5

Chair.6

This is a question for the7

Commission staff.  I note that in the presentation8

on the item called "Outstanding Safety Issues" --9

if you want to go to that -- you said: 10

"For the purpose of this11

environmental assessment,12

Commission staff assumed that13

the upgrades and improvements14

necessary for the return to15

service would be in place".16

Exactly what is the process by17

which you would assure oneself that that would18

happen and what would be the timing and what would19

be the reporting, et cetera, that would assume20

that we would know that those had been put in21

place?22

MR. WADDINGTON:  The process is23

the Commission's licensing hearing process itself24

and the regulatory process that runs that25
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licensing process.1

The Commission staff review all of2

the upgrades in the return to service3

documentation and a normal licensing process will4

deal with it.5

Perhaps I could ask Mr. Robert6

Leblanc to expand a little on that answer.7

MR. LEBLANC:  Thank you, John.8

When we will go to the Commission9

with a recommendation to restart or not the10

Pickering A station, we will provide the11

Commission with an update on all these12

improvements that will have to be made prior to13

restart Pickering A.  So we will use the normal14

licensing process, as Mr. Waddington said.15

MR. WADDINGTON:  It means,16

Ms Keen, that you will at the Commission hearing17

on the relicensing be receiving a very detailed18

update on exactly the status of all of those19

upgrades.20

Thank you.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The other thing,22

all of that will be going into detail at that23

hearing, but the other thing, I think, is if the24

assumptions that were made on which the25
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environmental assessment was made are not1

completed, then the environmental assessment would2

be no longer applicable.  So I think there is that3

protection that is in there.4

Now the other possibility is of5

course that this will not go to the licensing6

process if the EA is not accepted.7

Does that satisfy --8

MEMBER KEEN:  Yes, thank you.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Any other10

questions on those areas?11

MEMBER GRAHAM:  I have a question12

to staff.  On page 18 of OPG's presentation, they13

put:14

"... Pickering A return to15

service scope plus the16

additional mitigation17

measures proposed during the18

environmental assessment, we19

determined that none of the20

residual adverse effects were21

significant".22

Does CNSC staff agree with that23

statement?24

MR. WADDINGTON:  Yes.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Just a couple of1

other questions.  This is in relation to the level2

of accidents that you were looking at.  This is a3

severe accident.  This isn't a minor accident. 4

This is equivalent to Three Mile Island.  Is that5

correct?6

MR. WADDINGTON:  Yes.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  And on the INS8

scale, in one part of the presentation it says9

five, in another part it says four.  Would you10

please let us know where it is on the INS scale?11

MR. WADDINGTON:  I will ask12

Mr. Wigfull to respond to that.13

MR. WIGFULL:  Yes, it's INS level14

five, which is a large scale core damage with15

limited off-site release.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Right.  Thank17

you.18

The other issue over the nuclear19

accidents, if I look at page 18 of staff's20

report -- that is the effects of nuclear accidents21

and malfunctions -- and just before earthquakes,22

the paragraph just before earthquakes -- it23

says -- are you there on page 18 of your24

presentation?  In other words, the last paragraph25
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under "Effects of Nuclear Accidents and1

Malfunctions", it says:2

"The assessment of nuclear3

accidents identified that the4

maximum dose to individual5

members of the public would6

be 15 mSv, and there would be7

a collective dose of8

approximately 20 person-Sv".9

Now, when someone sees this, of10

course, they can interpret that the public dose of11

15 mSv is, of course, 15 times higher than what we12

allow on an annual exposure.13

Now are you using that figure and14

saying that that's fine because this is acceptable15

under accident conditions?16

MR. WADDINGTON:  First of all, the17

dose limit does not apply to accident situations. 18

An accident is an accident.  As you are aware, our19

basic safety licensing process has for many years20

had a reference dose limit that defines the21

acceptability of the mitigating systems that are22

built into the plant itself, that is shut-down23

systems ECC and containment, and the --24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am talking25
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about the dose.1

MR. WADDINGTON:  Yes, and --2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I don't care3

about --4

MR. WADDINGTON:  But there is a5

reference dose limit that goes with the accident6

analysis.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.  So there8

is a reference dose --9

MR. WADDINGTON:  Yes, and this is10

significantly less than that reference dose limit.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.12

MR. WADDINGTON:  Fifteen mSv is13

significantly less.14

Maybe Peter Wigfull would like to15

add to that.  Okay, he wouldn't.16

--- Laughter17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So that the 1518

times the annual dose, what you are telling me --19

I think what you are saying to me is that when you20

look at all of the nuclear accidents that have21

been identified, should they occur, would give22

15 mSv and that is acceptable.23

MR. WADDINGTON:  Yes, Madam Chair. 24

Just to compare --25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Right, because1

there are different levels under accident basis?2

MR. WADDINGTON:  Yes.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you. 4

That's what I thought it was.  And that in that5

event, it's still not considered to be a problem6

or a non-human biota, according to --7

MR. WADDINGTON:  No, it would not8

be a problem.  For example, for a nuclear energy9

worker in Ontario Hydro's plants, the maximum10

allowable dose in normal operation is 20 mSv on11

average.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  And this is13

equivalent -- actually to the atomic workers are14

allowed up to a maximum of 20.15

MR. WADDINGTON:  On average.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  On average.17

MR. WADDINGTON:  One hundred mSv18

in five years is the formal limit.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, and that's20

under normal operating basis.21

MR. WADDINGTON:  Under normal22

operation.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.24

The only other question is that I25
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want to clarify -- maybe Chris you could clarify1

this for me, Mr. Taylor.2

I realize that under CEAA and the3

difference between the comprehensive and the4

screening that everything that has been looked at5

is looked at in the same depth as it would be6

under a comprehensive, but not everything that7

would have been included in the comprehensive has8

been included in this particular screen.  Is that9

correct?10

MR. WADDINGTON:  Yes, that's11

correct.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  I13

just wanted to clarify that.14

Any other questions?  If not, I15

wonder if we could move onto look at questions16

under the radiation and radioactivity.17

Dr. Barnes.18

MEMBER BARNES:  Questions to OPG.19

Under this section, you deal with20

atmospheric concentrations of tritium, and in the21

main volume, Volume 1, you show maps, specifically22

Figure 6.2-9, which is the annual average tritium23

concentration in air within the local study area,24

and in the text that describes this, on page25
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6.2-20, you indicated:1

"Tritium concentration in air2

are measured on a regular3

basis by OPG at seven4

locations around PNGS".5

Now that's a site -- I will come6

back to that.  I just want to focus on the data7

that you are giving us and question whether you8

have an adequate sampling strategy for this, both9

for the local study area and also the site.10

So on Figure 6.2-9, which has the11

average concentration of tritium in air within the12

local study area, there are nine histograms13

provided over the last decade showing this.  But14

in fact, only three of these showed data for the15

last five years.16

I suspect that several of them are17

Health Canada which you report elsewhere has not18

reported in the interval 1994 to 1998.  But19

nevertheless, what I am pointing out here is that20

if we are to believe that there is not a problem21

with tritium in the atmosphere, in the text you22

are saying that we have a fair coverage of this,23

and I am just pointing out that, at least from the24

map there, with the histograms, you actually only25
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have three recording locations since 1994 or 1993.1

If I go to the next chart -- I2

guess it was the one prior to that -- 6.2-8, which3

has the annual average tritium concentration in4

air within the site study area, here you are using5

six stations -- one, on Brock Road, has no data6

perhaps for the same reason.  All of these are7

from the perimeter area, none are near the plant8

itself.9

So then if I go to Volume 3, in10

Figure E2-13A which gives us the annual average11

tritium concentrations on PNGS, we essentially see12

a map here of tritium concentrations over13

Pickering and with a high located over the plant14

itself.15

So I wonder how this map showing16

the tritium calculations is actually the validity17

of the data.  I am sorry about the distance.  I18

can hold it up and sort of show you.  You might19

remember this sort of map here.20

How are these lines drawn on this21

map?  Are you recording any of the information22

from the lake itself?  I assume the rest of it is23

based on just three points and the high point of a24

value of 40 is apparently drawn without any25
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location recording tritium from around the core1

area which is the plant itself.2

So there may be an explanation for3

this, but there seems to be some anomalies in the4

information provided.5

MR. STRICKERT:  I will turn this6

over to Mr. Hanson.7

MR. HANSON:  Yes, Dr. Barnes.8

The work in this area, the9

assessment was conducted under the direction of10

Dr. Chambers of SENES, who is with us, and I would11

like him to comment on that, if he would.12

Please bear with us.13

--- Pause14

DR. CHAMBERS:  Doug Chambers.  We15

did the radio activity studies with input from16

OPG.  Can you hear that?17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  No, the mike is18

not working appropriately.  Or you and the mike19

together are not working appropriately.20

DR. CHAMBERS:  Can you hear that21

now?22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.23

DR. CHAMBERS:  Doug Chambers.  My24

firm, together with input from OPG, did the25
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radioactivity analysis and my memory is not1

perfect either, but we looked at a combination of2

things.3

First of all, you are quite right,4

some of the figures that don't have data are5

Health Canada figures.  We requested the data. 6

It's available, but is not available in published7

form, and we couldn't get it.8

But in addition to looking at OPG9

monitoring stations and the available data for10

Health Canada and the Ministry of Labour, we also11

looked at the emissions of tritium from the12

station, and these are well documented.  You have13

to look at the wealth of evidence approach where14

you look at the monitored values around the15

parameter and elsewhere, the emissions from the16

station and also recall that for the configuration17

these are very large buildings.  Tritium that is18

released from the buildings is caught in the19

building wake and naturally because of the20

physics -- we can go into it later -- must21

decrease within increasing distance from the22

building, and when you put the wealth of evidence23

together, I believe you have a very supportable24

pattern.25
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MEMBER BARNES:  I think part of1

the purpose of the EA is to give assurance that2

there are no environmental problems and in this3

case you are giving this information on the level4

of tritium in the atmosphere.  I simply come back5

to the point -- let's just take a few of my points6

then specifically because I am not satisfied with7

your answer.8

If you are trying to demonstrate9

to the public that that is not a problem and if in10

fact Health Canada has not reported for reasons11

that aren't explained here for the last six years,12

and you are giving this data on maps that have a13

date 2000, for the local area that we are talking14

about -- not the site area, the local area --15

basing this on three points for the last six years16

of tritium in the air, all the data you have in17

the wider context of this area are three points.18

So if that is the case, which is19

what I read from the charts that you provided20

here, I wonder why OPG would allow this situation21

to assist.  I assume that when we are talking22

about a monitoring program here, if Health Canada23

was unable to provide you with this information on24

a continuing annual basis why you wouldn't25
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substitute another set of points from which you1

were taking observations.2

So again, I am talking about3

Figure 6.2-9, annual average of tritium4

concentration here with a local study area, just5

three points.6

DR. CHAMBERS:  Thank you very7

much.  I appreciate a bit of clarification.8

I have in front of me Figure 6.2-89

which shows the average annual tritium within the10

immediate study area and Figure 6.2-9.  On Figure11

6.2-8, I believe we show five locations.12

MEMBER BARNES:  It's the next one,13

6.2-9 that I am talking about.14

DR. CHAMBERS:  Okay.15

I would appreciate, once again, if16

you could just clarify the question.17

MEMBER BARNES:  Sure.  On 6.2-918

you can see that there are nine stations for which19

you are in a sense providing us with regional20

distribution data on tritium, and you will that in21

only three of those nine -- or I will put it the22

other way -- in six of those nine the words "no23

data" apply for roughly the last four or five24

years.25
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So you are basing the tritium1

concentration in the air within the local study2

are on basically three points.  I would maintain3

this is totally inadequate to demonstrate what you4

wish to demonstrate.5

DR. CHAMBERS:  Okay, I will try6

again.7

Figure 6.2-9 does show three8

stations.  It doesn't show the fact that we have9

emission data as well, and there is an expectable10

pattern associated with dispersion.  You have a11

release from a building.  There is an expectable12

pattern which is based on the release quantity and13

the weather conditions and the conditions of the14

building.  It is necessarily so for this15

configuration that the concentrations must16

decrease with increasing distance as you move away17

from the complex.18

Now, of course, the rate of19

decrease will depend upon the direction and we do20

have, I think, on Figure 6.28-5 boundary stations,21

and the association, both between measured and22

predicted, is extremely good at those five23

stations, and the pattern beyond that must24

continue to decrease and these stations provide25
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support at a larger distance for the same pattern.1

If you tie it into the dispersion2

model, you get comparable concentrations to what3

you would predict with the release values and the4

atmospheric dispersion patterns.5

MEMBER BARNES:  Perhaps I could6

ask a question then directly to OPG.7

There are two ways to look at8

this, if I interpret the answer.  One is that we9

know the emissions, and we have a dispersion model10

from the basis of the meteorology.  Therefore, we11

need not observe anything because we know what is12

coming out, we know how it is being distributed. 13

So we don't need to essentially measure.  Or you14

can look at it the other way, that we know roughly15

what is coming out, and we have a model, but we16

better test it regionally.17

My point is that if the latter of18

those two is what OPG feels should be done as a19

corporation to give assurance to the population20

that atmosphere concentration of tritium is not a21

problem, do you think that three stations is22

adequate?23

DR. MOFFETT:  There seems to be24

some difference of opinion here as to exactly what25
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monitoring has been talked about.  Around the1

station, there are the monitoring sites which2

calibrated against -- are used to test against the3

model.  So we know emissions, there is a4

dispersion model, that dispersion model is tested5

by the tritium and air monitors which are cited6

around the parameter of the facility.  So that's7

within the fenceline, within the 914 meter8

distance that's shown on Figure 6.2-8.9

Figure 6.2-9 is included in the10

background section of the report.  It's describing11

the existing conditions of what the concentrations12

are in the environment as described by Health13

Canada monitors, et cetera.  So that's the14

baseline before the return to service.15

Those numbers as a rule, we picked16

1998 and 1999 as the baseline number.  In cases17

such as tritium where data was missing we went18

back to the ten years and looked at the trending19

information over the ten years so that though we20

do not have Health Canada data from the immediate21

1998-1999 data, the historical data is helpful in22

again predicting what the concentration in the23

background there, before the addition of the24

tritium from the return to service.25
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MEMBER BARNES:  I am going to try1

and persist here.2

Let's assume that you have3

monitoring sites around the parameter, 900 meters,4

right?  Nine hundred meters or feet -- meters from5

a site -- and let's assume that that's okay, but6

of course most of the population that aren't7

actually working in the site live outside of that8

area.9

So the question is do you need --10

does OPG feel they need to measure the level of11

tritium in air outside of that parameter?  And I12

will just point out that in this volume, on this13

map which is E2.13A you provide for both nuclear14

stations A and B separate maps which give the15

regional pattern of tritium in the atmosphere. 16

Right?  Now you cannot produce a map like that, I17

think, an adequate map based on five sites that18

are within a kilometre of that.  I mean, you19

could, but the question I am trying to ask is in20

order to provide this information to folks in21

Pickering and adjacent areas, do you not think22

that you should have a network of measuring23

stations beyond 900 meters from the plant?24

At the moment, you are reporting25
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data only from three.  The fact that you have1

given 6.2-9 suggests to me that you are trying to2

tell us that in fact you have a network of3

stations that have been reporting data, and on4

page 6.2-0 you state, as I repeat:5

"Tritium concentrations in6

air are measured on a regular7

basis by OPG at several8

locations around PNGS.  The9

accuracy..."10

And so on.  And then you go on to11

talk about the locations within the site study12

area.13

So you are telling us here that14

you have a system in place to record this in the15

local study area.  I am trying to argue that you16

don't.  So you can either get out of this by17

saying you don't need it because you have a model18

and you have historical data, but I will put it in19

another way.  Over the next licensing period, do20

you anticipate to derive your information on the21

basis of just three sites and do you think that's22

appropriate, or do you plan somehow to increase23

the number of sites outside of the site itself?24

--- Pause25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Have you decided1

who is going to answer that yet?2

MR. PRESTON:  I will answer that,3

Dr. Bishop.  I think we feel a little at a4

disadvantage because some of the figures that are5

being referred to we can't lay our hands on.  So6

what we would like to do is -- what I would like7

to do is get back to you, just assemble those8

figures, and have a chance to look at the data.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The question is10

simple, the answers are complicated.11

Dr. Barnes, correct me, I thought12

that the question was simple as you had put it,13

that is we recognize that you have the monitoring14

around the parameter.  We recognize there is long15

historical data for the emissions.  We recognize16

the dispersion models that can be used.  But what17

I think Dr. Barnes is saying we could say, and18

could come up with very good reasons for saying19

you don't need to monitor levels outside of that20

area because you know what the original emissions21

are.  But should you over a long period -- is that22

basically the question?23

MEMBER BARNES:  You are trying to24

convince this Commission and the public around25
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here that starting up Pickering A will have1

essentially few environmental impacts.  Under this2

section of radioactivity, you have addressed the3

issue of tritium in the atmosphere.  Right?  I4

mean, you are addressing this.  You say you don't5

have the documents -- there are boxes and boxes of6

these documents sitting here.  It's your volume7

that I am talking about, it's your data that you8

provided to us.9

It's a simple question of the10

statistical validity of the data that you are11

presenting here, if you can tell us what the12

regional distribution is and then the thing that13

flows from it is whether this is adequate for, in14

a sense, the future when you start the plant up15

again.16

--- Pause17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Preston.18

MR. PRESTON:  Dr. Barnes, we will19

get you the answer to the question before the20

evening session is over.  We need to review the21

data and come back with an answer.22

We believe that there is a need to23

have both a dispersal model as well as have the24

monitoring sites to verify the accuracy of the25
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dispersal model.  We will come back and tell you1

how we arrive at our conclusion.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Does staff want3

to make any comment over Dr. Barnes' question?4

MR. WADDINGTON:  Dr. Patsy5

Thompson.6

DR. THOMPSON:  The environmental7

monitoring data that is referred to, there are8

some stations that are OPG stations.  We are also9

looking for some of the figures that you referred10

to.11

The figure in the appendix does12

present information for some sites that are13

monitored by OPG that are essentially across, I14

think, Frenchman's Bay, it's Petticoat, and the15

difference in concentration between the values16

measured around the site parameter and the values17

seen across the Bay -- it's about two or three18

kilometres off site -- there is quite a decrease19

in concentration between those site values and two20

or three kilometres off-site.  So that gives us21

good confidence in terms of the quick reduction in22

concentrations as we move off-site and thus the23

basis for the calculations of doses to members of24

the public from exposure to air concentrations.25
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MEMBER BARNES:  But you happen to1

be choosing a direction which is opposite to the2

prevailing wind direction.  You say it falls off3

as you go West of Frenchman's Bay.  The issue is4

if you went Northeast into the more populated area5

of Pickering the levels increase along that axis. 6

Correct?7

DR. THOMPSON:  If you look at the8

information on the figure, there is -- I think9

it's Montgomery Road, the concentrations are a10

little bit higher than what is seen on site, but11

when we do have Health Canada data for the period12

when they were reporting, we do see also a13

decrease in concentration with distance from14

Montgomery Road.15

So essentially the area of high16

concentration is within a few hundred meters from17

the site.  After Montgomery Road the18

concentrations are quite close to below 10019

becquerels per square meter.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Which appendix? 21

Remind me which appendix that is in Volume 2.22

--- Pause23

DR. THOMPSON:  Dr. Barnes referred24

to Figure 6.2-9 and if we look at the25
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concentrations at the time when both Health Canada1

and OPG had core carrying stations, we do see a2

decrease in concentration with distance from the3

site in the direction of the predominant wind4

direction.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.6

Any other questions?7

Dr. Giroux.8

MEMBER GIROUX:  I will approach9

this from a more macro way.  I am looking at three10

periods in time.  The period up to 1995 or 199611

when you shut off Pickering A and you had both12

Pickering A and Pickering B active.  The second13

period is the current period where only Pickering14

B is active, and then some hypothetical future15

period when Pickering A will be restarted.16

I am thinking of the overall17

radiation doses of emissions.  We are used to see18

figures published by the Commission about the19

total emission from different nuclear plants, and20

indicating that emissions are low and below21

background, and all of that.22

But my question would be how does23

the total emission or total dose to the population24

change in these three moments in time?  When you25
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had Pickering A and B active, and then only1

Pickering B, did the emission reduce by something2

like a half and after a restart of Pickering A,3

would they come back to a level -- will the level4

double or will the upgrades reduce the total5

level, the cumulative effect of emissions?6

MR. STRICKERT:  One minute,7

please, Dr. Giroux.8

--- Pause9

MEMBER GIROUX:  As you confer, I10

might add that I am not thinking only of tritium,11

but overall emissions.12

DR. THOMPSON:  CNSC staff put13

together information for the mid-term review of14

the Pickering station and this we presented to the15

Commission a few months ago.16

The information we have, if we17

look at the doses to members of the public from18

all releases of radionuclides from both A and B,19

we presented the information over the last five20

years, and there is no significant differences in21

doses between when both A and B were operating in22

comparison to the last couple of years where only23

station B was operating.24

The main reason is that many of25
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the releases are at detection level, and that is1

what is being used to assess doses to the members2

of the public.  So in essences, the doses have3

been overestimated and the changes from between4

when A and B were operating compared to the last5

couple of years have not been noticeable.6

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.  That7

answer is part of my question, but what is the8

expectation, Ms Thompson, for a restart?  Would9

that remain at the same level?10

DR. THOMPSON:  The estimates in11

the environmental assessment are consistent with12

the dose estimates from environmental monitoring13

data that we obtained when both A and B were14

working, and the assumption is with the15

enhancements that are being made to station A that16

the doses certainly will not increase and the17

estimated doses in the environmental assessment18

are consistent with what we have seen in the past.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am trying to20

look at which area it was in, but my understanding21

was that you reported in the report that the dose22

to members of the critical group, from all of the23

radionuclides in 1998, was around 50 mSv.  I will24

find it later on.25
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Then was the statement that the1

increase, the expected increase by Pickering A, I2

believe was a very small amount, .01.  Is that3

correct?  That figure is in here, and I will find4

it for you.5

DR. THOMPSON:  We could verify the6

figure, but the expectation is that the difference7

is very small.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.  I think it9

is around ten.10

MEMBER BARNES:  Dr. Thompson,11

maybe I could ask you to respond if OPG is still12

looking for the information.13

If approval is given to start up14

Pickering A and if they are brought on stream over15

a few years, at some point we will have a set of16

data from OPG that tells us about atmospheric17

tritium over, let's say, a three- or five-year18

period after the plant has been brought back into19

operation on a local basis; not just a site, on a20

local basis.21

Is that correct?22

DR. THOMPSON:  That's right. 23

There are monitoring stations in place now.24

COMMISSIONER BARNES:  Exactly. 25
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The point I was trying to make before is at the1

moment there are nine monitoring stations, but we2

are getting data from only three at a time when3

Pickering A is shut down.4

Usually in environmental5

monitoring like this it is an advantage to have6

baseline data.7

At the moment we have a situation8

over the last three years when we could be9

recording atmospheric tritium outside of the plant10

from a number of sites that would give us the11

information about how much tritium was in the12

atmosphere, based only on the B plant.13

I would contest that in a few14

years time, if Pickering A is brought back, we15

will have very little baseline data to compare the16

impact of bringing A on stream, because we only17

have three sites outside that are presently18

recording.19

DR. THOMPSON:  There is20

information in the EA, as well as in the21

environmental reports provided by OPG for a number22

of years, that present information when both23

plants were in operation.  We have information24

over the last couple of years when only station B25
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was in operation.1

It is certainly information that2

can be used in the environmental assessment to3

make those estimates.4

Whether it is the ideal situation,5

I think for the purposes that the monitoring6

program was designed for, it was designed as a7

verification of the dose estimates considering8

that the doses are quite small.9

I know that OPG has in their10

environmental action plan a program to reassess11

their environmental monitoring program.  This they12

have been working on, and there have been13

communications.14

The plan is to enhance the15

environmental monitoring program, but currently16

the information we have is in the assessment17

report and is sufficient to make an environmental18

assessment and draw conclusions.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I would like to20

move on from this, because it is basically asking21

a question.22

Dr. Barnes, are you happy to move23

on from this question at the moment?24

MEMBER BARNES:  Sure.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  The real issue,1

if I understand what you are saying, Dr. Barnes,2

is that you are not really talking about high3

levels out in those areas.4

He is just asking:  Do you need to5

do more monitoring beyond the perimeter?6

That is all the question is.  The7

answer could be no or the answer could be yes.8

MS RYAN:  Judy Ryan, Ontario Power9

Generation.10

We do have our own environmental11

monitoring program in the surrounding area.  What12

you were referring to was Health Canada data which13

was not available.14

I cannot find our own survey here. 15

That is what we will pull.16

We do have our own environmental17

monitoring program at a number of sites18

surrounding the area.  We are, as Patsy mentioned,19

upgrading it and that will be in place by January20

1st of next year.  It meets all of the standards21

for monitoring radioactivity in the environment to22

meet standards.23

It includes tritium in air,24

rainwater, vegetation, fish, methods that the25
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radioactivity could reach people.  That is how we1

calculate our dose to the public, which is a2

requirement under our licence.3

So upgrades are under way and will4

be fully in place by the end of this year.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.6

Are there any other questions?7

Mr. Graham.8

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Thank you.  I have9

a question with regard to environmental activities10

with regard to spills.11

On page 4 you mentioned that, for12

example, in 1998 you had 31 spills and this year13

at the end of October you are only six minor14

spills.15

Is that all pertaining to16

Pickering A?17

MR. STRICKERT:  No, that is not18

pertaining to Pickering A.  That is pertaining to19

the Pickering site.20

MEMBER GRAHAM:  In other words, in21

1998 Pickering A and Pickering B were operating. 22

To use that as an example, that is probably not a23

fair example.24

Would you say it would be a fair25
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example in view of the fact that a lot less units1

are operating now than what there were in 1998?2

MR. STRICKERT:  In 1998 and 19993

and 2000, Pickering A was in a lay-up state.4

MEMBER GRAHAM:  All of 1998.5

MR. STRICKERT:  That is correct.6

MEMBER GRAHAM:  So the spills7

relate to Pickering B and anything might have8

happened in A.9

MR. STRICKERT:  And the laid-up10

part of Pickering A.  We still have a number of11

systems in service to cool the fuel.12

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Thank you for the13

clarification.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any15

other questions on that section?16

No?  Thank you.17

I want to make sure to remind18

everyone that I am concerned, from a time point of19

view, that we will not be able to hear all of the20

intervenors who wanted to make an oral21

presentation this evening.  I think at the moment22

that is true.23

I do have the list of those who24

cannot come back tomorrow, and I will make sure25
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that you are heard tonight.1

Would those of you who know you2

will not be here tomorrow or cannot be here3

tomorrow please let Carmen Ellyson know so that we4

can make sure that everyone will be heard tonight5

who cannot be here tomorrow.  Thank you.6

We will then proceed with the next7

section, which is the atmospheric environment.8

Are there any questions concerning9

the report in that area?10

No?  Thank you.11

We then move to hydrology and12

water quality.13

Are there any questions at the14

moment in that area?15

MEMBER BARNES:  I have two16

questions.17

On Table 6.4-6, the Summary of18

Liquid Effluent Monitoring, where you are19

measuring iron, zinc and aluminum, I wonder why20

you were not measuring copper in that particular21

instance.22

MR. STRICKERT:  I will ask Dr.23

Duncan Moffett to answer that question.24

DR. MOFFETT:  Could I ask where25
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you are referring to?1

MEMBER BARNES:  Yes.  It is Table2

6.4-6.  This is a Summary of Liquid Effluent3

Monitoring.4

DR. MOFFETT:  That table5

specifically refers to the parameters that are6

required to be monitored under the certificates of7

approval from the Ministry of the Environment on 8

the MISA control points.9

So the data that is collected to10

establish the parameters that are measured under11

MISA, for example, the program starts off with a12

screening process whereby a very wide range of13

parameters are looked at on the basis of a14

monitoring period.  That large range of parameters15

is screened down with the Ministry of the16

Environment to get to the specific parameters17

which need to be monitored, based on the ones that18

have been detected in the screening program.19

MEMBER BARNES:  But elsewhere you20

would recognize that copper is a problem as an21

effluent.  Is that correct?22

DR. MOFFETT:  Copper may be a23

problem.  In arriving at the parameters that are24

measured at these control points, copper has been25
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shown not to be a problem.1

MS RYAN:  Copper was an issue for2

us when we had Admiralty brass condensers on the B3

side.  We have now replaced those.  On the A side4

they will be replaced before the units are started5

up.6

We do report our copper emissions7

under NPR, the National Pollutant Release,8

required by Environment Canada.  That is where we9

document our copper emissions from a regulatory10

perspective.11

MEMBER BARNES:  Okay.  I think you12

understand what I am getting at.  There has been a13

problem with copper being moved into the lake14

environment, and I was surprised to see that15

copper was not being measured in comparison to16

some of the other things.17

Under this section you give us18

some information on total residual chlorine in19

water discharge.20

This is in Figure 6.4-10, total21

residual chlorine in reactor building service22

water discharge.23

On that chart there are periods,24

relatively brief, in which as I read it the25
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chlorine discharge is greater than the certificate1

of approval level.2

Am I reading it correctly?3

MS RYAN:  That is correct.  Based4

on the work that was done for the environmental5

assessment, we implemented dechlorination before6

the beginning of zebra mussel season this year. 7

So that residual effect of our chlorination has8

been dealt with by a change to the way we operate.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That was10

discussed not too long ago at one of the11

presentations of the change in your process.  That12

was still being evaluated the last time I heard13

about it.14

How is it looking at the present15

time?16

MS RYAN:  The dechlorination17

process was installed and our analysis indicated18

that it allowed us to meet our certificate of19

approval requirements.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Barnes...?21

MEMBER BARNES:  As an aside, I22

wonder if you are aware of the work of Dr. David23

Aldridge at Cambridge University on the zebra24

mussel issue?25
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This is where he is essentially1

treating in a passive non-toxic way food for the2

zebra mussels, and this causes them to become3

impotent basically.4

It is a very neat novel way that5

is essentially non-toxic and essentially stops the6

build-up.7

What you have is still killing off8

lots of zebra mussels and thus a problem with the9

accumulation of shells, and so on; plus I think a10

rather expensive system.11

Dr. David Aldridge, Department of12

Biology at Cambridge University, has had a lot of13

press in the U.K. on this novel thing, and he is14

being used by nuclear stations in other parts,15

particularly in Europe.16

MS RYAN:  Thank you.  We will look17

into that.  Zebra mussels are still a major issue18

for us.19

MR. JOHANSEN:  I wonder if I might20

add, Dr. Barnes, that in the Addendum, Volume III21

of the EA Report, Section L5, is an update on the22

chlorine reduction program overall, including23

ongoing and future research into non-chlorine24

based control methods.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  Are1

there any other questions?2

Mr. Graham...?3

MEMBER GRAHAM:  I have a question4

for OPG.5

You talked about on page 8 -- and6

Dr. Barnes related to it regarding the release of7

copper and zinc and your moving towards making a8

number of upgrade changes at Pickering A.9

Are those changes also being done10

at Pickering B at the same time, or are you just11

doing it specifically to relate to the12

requirements that may be required at Pickering A?13

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes, I can respond14

to that.15

The Pickering B changes have been16

made and are complete, and the Pickering A changes17

will be made prior to return to service, to18

eliminate the sources of copper from the copper19

condensers.20

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Do I have it21

clear?  Pickering B has been completed, and A will22

be done before, or will be in the licence23

application that is coming forward?24

MR. STRICKERT:  That is correct.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any1

other questions?2

I may have some questions in this3

area but may wait for some of the issues that are4

going to be arising from some of the intervenors5

later on.6

Are there any other questions?7

Then we will move to the aquatic8

environment.9

Are there any questions in that10

area?11

Yes, Dr. Barnes.12

MEMBER BARNES:  I would ask a13

question of OPG just for explanation.14

I refer again to one of the15

charts, 6.5-5.  That is the Aquatic Sediment16

Sampling Locations in Hydro Marsh, Frenchman's17

Bay, Lake Ontario.18

Could someone explain the logic19

for the sampling strategy there.  What were you20

trying to measure and detect, and specifically why21

the three transects are heading basically south22

southeast from Frenchman's Bay whereas there are23

no transects farther to the east in the area that24

would be most impacted by the nuclear site.25
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MR. STRICKERT:  Dr. Moffett,1

please.2

DR. MOFFETT:  In terms of the3

detail of the sampling strategy, I would have to4

talk to the person responsible.5

But in general, in setting the6

transects to the west of the site what happens is7

there is basically a sediment divide area at the8

source of the plant where the sediment is swept9

towards Frenchman's Bay or away at depth into the10

lake.11

This is a sediment deposition12

area, or the area where there is the most sediment13

deposition.  Immediately off the site there is14

extremely little sediment.  We picked an area15

where we expected sediment build-up to occur.  I16

believe that is not surprising, given Frenchman's17

Bay and the spit there at the mouth of the bay.18

MEMBER BARNES:  You say the19

sampling transect sites are coming from the other20

spit, the spit to the west.  Is that correct?21

You have an eastern spit and a22

western spit at the front.23

DR. MOFFETT:  Yes.24

MEMBER BARNES:  Where do you think25
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the sediment came from to develop that spit on the1

western side of Frenchman's Bay?  Do you think it2

came from the east or the west?3

DR. MOFFETT:  Well, it comes from4

both east and west.5

MEMBER BARNES:  What is the6

dominant flow of sediment along Lake Ontario?7

DR. MOFFETT:  At this point, I8

would need to consult with the coastal expert we9

have here.10

There is an illustration in the11

report which describes or gives the sediment area,12

if I could ask for one moment.13

--- Pause14

MR. JOHANSEN:  May we take a15

moment to check this and get back to you?16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  You can take17

more because we are going to break now for an18

hour.19

We will return at 6:30.20

--- Upon recessing at 173021

--- Upon resuming at 183322

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Welcome again to23

the restart of the hearing, ladies and gentlemen.24

Because of the time that has been25
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taken so far in discussions with OPG and staff, we1

will definitely be short of time in being able to2

hear all of the intervenors who will not be able3

to be here tomorrow.4

For that reason, we are going to5

begin with intervenors, and we will return to OPG6

and staff either later tonight or beginning7

tomorrow morning, which should give everyone time8

to get the data necessary for the questions.9

Thank you.10

There may be some people who have11

arrived who don't yet know of our time problem. 12

If there are any intervenors who have not yet let13

Ms Ellyson know, let us know if you absolutely14

were not intending on being here tomorrow and we15

will proceed.16

For those of you who were17

wondering who will be presenting tonight, it will18

be 00-H29.6 -- that is a presentation by the Power19

Workers' Union; the Town of Ajax; Shirley20

Farlinger; the City of Pickering; Eva Marczak;21

Michael Moles; Canadian Nuclear Association; and22

the oral presentation by the Research and23

Development Advisory Panel to the Board of24

Directors of AECL.  And the next is Great Lakes25
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United.1

That is nine oral presentations2

tonight.3

Is there anyone else who will not4

be here tomorrow?5

Thank you.6

I am going to take them in the7

order in which you appeared in the original8

agenda.9

On presentation 00-H29.3, Energy10

Probe, they are no longer doing an oral11

presentation.  That will be part of the written12

submissions tomorrow.13

The first one is 00-H29.6, which14

is the oral presentation by Power Workers' Union.15

Is the representative of the Power16

Workers' Union here?17

They may not have been aware that18

they would be on this early.19

We will proceed for the moment,20

then, directly to the Town of Ajax, H29.8A.21

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Madam22

Chair, perhaps we could be deferred by one.  We23

will still make our presentation, but Carolyn Hart24

is trying to make a phone call at the moment.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Fine.1

These are all the people who could2

not be here tomorrow.3

--- Laughter4

--- Pause5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The next6

presentation will be by Shirley Farlinger,7

00-H29.9.8

It would appear she is not here.9

When you point fingers, I am not10

sure what you are doing.11

--- Pause12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The Power13

Workers' Union is ready.  We will go back to14

00-H29.6.15

I believe the presenter is Mr. Don16

MacKinnon.17

00-H29.618

PRESENTATION19

MR. MacKINNON:  Thank you, Madam20

Chairperson.21

My name is Don MacKinnon.  I am22

the President of the Power Workers' Union.  I want23

to thank the Commission for the opportunity to24

make a presentation on the environmental25
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assessment concerning the return to service of1

Pickering A.2

Today I am joined by Terry Pigeau,3

PWU Vice-President for OPG's nuclear facilities. 4

Terry is on my immediate right.5

Also with me today is Charlie6

Gill, who is the PWU sector representative for the7

Pickering station, immediately to Terry's right.8

Also with us are several members9

of our elected representatives from the Pickering10

station.  They work in and represent the members11

at the Pickering site.12

The last member of our delegation13

today is Richard Stephenson from Gowling, Lafleur14

and Henderson, who has assisted us in the15

development of our presentation.  Richard is16

immediately to Charlie's right.17

Please note that our submission18

also contains endorsements and additional comments19

from the Canadian Nuclear Workers' Council and the20

Building Trades Unions involved in the Pickering21

return to service project.  Spokespersons from22

these organizations are available if there are any23

questions about their comments.24

The presentation we will be making25
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today summarizes the submission forwarded to the1

CNSC for this hearing.  We welcome any questions2

on this presentation, the submission or any other3

issues that the Commission members may have about4

our views on the Screening Report and the PWU's5

role with respect to the nuclear safety at the6

Pickering station.7

Could we have the first slide,8

please.9

This slide summarizes the PWU's10

position on the matter at hand.  One of the points11

we make in our submission is that the PWU plays a12

vital role in nuclear safety from the perspective13

that it is the members we represent that work in14

the stations.  Any deficiency which creates the15

potential of a significant adverse environmental16

impact will first be felt by the PWU members.17

It is because of this convergence18

of safety and environmental interests between the19

industry's employees and the general public that20

the PWU believes that whatever if can do to21

improve worker safety and health will almost22

certainly improve public safety, health and23

environment generally as well.24

This is why we feel it is25
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appropriate in this presentation to approach1

nuclear safety from the workers' perspective.  It2

is what the PWU knows best and where it can add3

the most value to the CNSC's deliberations.  We4

will now summarize the main points we made in our5

submission about PWU safety involvement.6

Could we have the next slide,7

please.8

Terry...?9

MR. PIGEAU:  It is the PWU's view10

that the present nuclear operations and11

maintenance training regimes are coherent,12

comprehensive, effective and ongoing.13

There are five ways for nuclear14

station workers to use their training and15

experience to identify and deal with operational16

safety concerns, as outlined in our submission. 17

These include legislative rights, provisions18

negotiated by the PWU and operating procedures19

embedded in the operational culture of the20

station.21

Joint Health and Safety Committee22

activity is critical.  As part of the ongoing23

effort to continuously improve Joint Health and24

Safety Committee operations a team comprised of25
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employer, PWU and Society representatives are1

meeting with the Joint Health and Safety2

Committees at each nuclear site, including3

Pickering, to implement the recommendations of the4

Joint Health and Safety Committee Operation5

Organization Committee Report.  That report6

proposes functional and structural improvements to7

Joint Health and Safety Committee operations.8

OPGI - PWU Partnership Agreement: 9

The PWU mentions this Partnership Agreement10

because it is, from the union's perspective, the11

key to achieving the union's dual objective of12

high safety and operational performance.13

In several places the document14

stresses the primacy of human values, and personal15

safety is implicitly the most important of these.16

I will turn over to Charlie Gill.17

MR. GILL:  Thank you.18

The PWU considers the process used19

in the preparation of the Screening Report to be20

consistent with all statutory obligations and21

sufficient to permit all interested parties with a22

reasonable opportunity to make their views known23

and to have them considered in the preparation of24

t he Screening Report.25
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We rely on two sources for this1

view:  first is the description summarized in the2

Executive Summary to the Addendum of the Screening3

Report; and the second is the experiences of the4

PWU itself and its members.5

Upon receipt of the Draft6

Environmental Assessment Report, the PWU prepared7

and submitted a series of comments on the draft8

report.  Each of the comments was recorded and9

responded to.  The responses to the comments are10

in fact responsive and satisfactorily address the11

issues we raised.12

In addition, the PWU members13

participated directly in the "Neighbourhood Walk"14

program carried out as a part of the public15

consultation process.  The PWU found that during16

this process ordinary members of the public in the17

community were given the opportunity to freely18

express their views on the issue of nuclear power,19

the Pickering nuclear generating station and the20

potential return to service of the Pickering A21

units.22

The issue of significant public23

concern about the project was addressed by the24

CNSC staff in its presentation to the CNSC in25
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October and again today.  The PWU agree with and1

specifically adopt that analysis and the2

accompanying conclusion.  The PWU considers the3

analysis and the conclusions of the CNSC staff on4

this issue to be accurate.5

This view is based upon the6

experience of the PWU and its members derived from7

living in the surrounding communities with their8

families and participating directly in the9

"Neighbourhood Walk" program.  This program10

included many PWU members amongst its volunteer11

participants.12

It was the experience of PWU13

members participating in the "Neighbourhood Walk"14

program that very few residents expressed any15

serious concern regarding the environmental safety16

of the project.  Indeed, the overwhelming17

sentiment was exactly to the contrary.18

MR. STEPHENSON:  With respect to19

the improvements already being put into place that20

will improve and strengthen the environmental and21

safety performance of the facility, the PWU22

provides just two concrete examples of how it, and23

its members, are working together with OPG to24

ensure a safer, healthier and more environmentally25
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benign facility.1

The first example is the Vacuum2

Building Outage.3

In order to facilitate the4

management of this outage, the PWU reached an5

accommodation with management and made adjustments6

to shift schedules to permit more efficient and7

flexible assignment and completion of work.  Not8

only was the outage managed in an efficient9

manner, the work was conducted with a high regard10

to safety and resulted in a high quality11

refurbishment and upgrade of this critical safety12

and environmental protection element within the13

station.14

The Hiring of Maintenance15

Assessors:  At Pickering the complement of16

maintenance assessors has been more than tripled,17

to approximately 80.  Not only will the skills of18

these workers improve the efficiency and19

reliability of the operation of the facility, it20

will improve the safety of the plant and reduce21

the potential for significant adverse22

environmental effect from its operation.23

MR. MacKINNON:  The PWU would24

never advocate the acceptance of the Screening25
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Report if it considered there to be any legitimate1

concern as to the existence of a likelihood of2

significant adverse environmental effects.3

In the absence of such concerns,4

it is relevant for the Commission to consider the5

consequences of a decision not to accept the6

conclusions of the Screening Report and to refer7

the project to the Minister of the Environment for8

the appointment of a review panel or a mediator.9

There can be no doubt that the10

immediate effect of such a decision would be to11

significantly, if not indefinitely, delay the12

commencement and completion of the work necessary13

to effect the return to service of the facility. 14

That decision would also have negative impacts on15

the environment.16

In conclusion, it is a fact that17

no member of the public has ever been harmed18

during the entire history of Ontario's nuclear19

operations.  Notwithstanding this outstanding20

safety record, the PWU will not become complacent21

because it cannot afford to be.  Our members'22

training, our members' control mechanisms, and the23

PWU's very culture as a union ensure that safety24

is now and always will be our paramount concern.25
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PWU members are the front lines.1

By protecting themselves, PWU2

members protect everyone else.  As long as the3

union has the tools to do so, it will promote and4

enforce the very highest standards of safety in5

the workplaces.6

The PWU submits that the Screening7

Report and the CNSC staff presentation demonstrate8

that Pickering A return to service project is not9

likely to cause significant adverse environmental10

effects, nor is there significant public concern11

about the project.12

As a result, the CNSC should13

accept the conclusions of the Screening Report and14

proceed to a decision on the licence application15

under the Nuclear Safety and Control Act at a16

separate hearing.17

Thank you for the opportunity to18

make this presentation.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very20

much.21

I had not given the warning over22

time limitations that I usually give, but I note23

that you were within 15 seconds of the allotted24

time.  So thank you very much.25
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Are there any questions?1

Dr. Giroux.2

MEMBER GIROUX:  I have two3

questions.4

I am reading at page 8 of your5

proposal, where you say essentially that by6

protecting themselves -- and I am reading -- "PWU7

members protect everyone else".8

And then you say that you would9

promote high standards as long as the union has10

the tools to do so.11

Could you explain what the tools12

are?13

MR. MacKINNON:  By "the tools to14

do so", we mean things that currently are in15

place, like Joint Health and Safety Committees, a16

relationship with the employer that allows us to17

participate in the safety culture in a way that we18

can effectively monitor and make changes19

necessary.20

We currently have and enjoy the21

unilateral right of our worker representatives to22

stop unsafe work, something that a lot of other23

workplaces do not have.  It has served us well,24

although there has not been a lot of usage of25
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that.1

It is those kinds of tools that we2

refer to.3

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.  That4

answers my question.5

The second question is a bit6

broader.7

You have been quite clear in8

saying that your workers and your union members9

are the first line, and that by protecting10

yourselves you are protecting the public.11

If we go back four or five years12

ago when Pickering was in difficulty in terms of13

licensing, we heard reports of behaviour by14

workers on the floor who were not following the15

procedures, who were not obeying the rules, such16

as smoking and eating in radiation areas.17

We heard about defective18

workmanship.19

I don't want to push too much on20

that, but these were the reports.  These appear to21

be part of the problem that Pickering had at that22

time.23

My question is:  What is different24

now?  How should we believe your commitment that25
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you state, that you would follow standards and1

protect the public?2

How much control do you have?  And3

what is different?4

MR. MacKINNON:  We believe that we5

are witnessing a cultural change not only within6

the industry but within the relationship with our7

employer.8

Although that is tough to gauge at9

times -- there will always be difficulties within10

the workplace -- because of our advancements with11

our Health and Safety Committees, the partnership12

arrangement with OPG, we believe that there has13

been a dramatic turnaround in terms of14

worker/employer relationships; that worker issues15

and the forums to address those are much more16

effective.17

We have created forums that have18

allowed us to reduce a backlog of grievances19

significantly -- in fact, eliminated almost. 20

There is the revitalization of our Health and21

Safety Committees.22

There have been several23

significant implements put in place recently that24

we believe demonstrate a significant change in the25
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culture.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.2

Are there any other questions at3

the moment?4

If not, thank you very much.5

Is the Town of Ajax representative6

here yet?7

If not, we will move to the8

presentation by Shirley Farlinger.9

That is 00-H29.9.10

I will give my usual remarks about11

keeping within the time limits.  We do not like to12

have to interfere with your presentation, but we13

will be keeping you on the ten-minute time limit14

which you have been given.15

However, I would indicate to you16

that should you run short of time in your17

presentation, we will be taking into consideration18

all of your written material.19

00-H29.920

PRESENTATION21

MS FARLINGER:  Thank you very22

much, Madam Chair.  I appreciate this opportunity23

very much.24

I am making an oral presentation,25
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because I think when a person speaks their beliefs1

you can catch the conviction and I can look you in2

the eye.  You can see that I am an ordinary3

Canadian.  I only have one head.  I am not an odd4

person in any way.5

My conviction comes from 30 years6

of reading on this subject.7

I am married to a nuclear8

physicist who believes that nuclear power is both9

unwise and unethical.  My concern is for my five10

grandchildren and two grandchildren that I am11

expecting.12

We live downwind.  With me here13

are all the people of Toronto, in spirit anyway.14

I served on the United Church of15

Canada Task Force on ethical concerns on the deep16

burial of highly radioactive nuclear waste in the17

Precambrian Shield.  You will remember Senator18

Lois Wilson who was on that panel.19

She has written a wonderful book20

on how difficult it is to spend years on this21

topic.  I recommend it to you.  It is an22

interesting story which applies, I am sure, to you23

too.  She was very discouraged by the government's24

reaction to the report.25
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I am concerned that Canada1

continues to bribe countries to buy CANDU reactors2

using my tax dollars.  So I scan the news for a3

good answer to the nuclear waste issue.  I find4

none.  It seems to me there never will be one. 5

Every operating nuclear plant adds to the amount6

of waste.7

In this public inquiry that I8

talked about the mandate was very narrow.  We were9

not allowed to discuss the nuclear cycle.10

This is ludicrous and11

counter-productive.  It is very important to look12

broadly at this issue.  It is important to look at13

accidents such as Chernobyl, perhaps our only14

opportunity to compare health records before and15

after an accident.16

In the Ukraine the health records17

were very well kept, both before and after.  Of18

course, you can't do this.  You can't make a19

scientific experiment on this, so we have to use20

what we have.21

I submit a copy of the Permanent22

Peoples Tribunal, the international medical23

commission on Chernobyl.  I urge you to read it.24

Chernobyl, as you know, was25
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finally shut down yesterday.1

Safety is also a concern.2

Reading in today's Star, I quote:3

"The Atomic Energy of Canada4

Ltd. deliberately hid from5

the public for more than6

three months serious breaches7

in safety procedures during8

the start-up of a new nuclear9

reactor at Chalk River.  The10

crown corporation initially11

refused to let the federal12

regulator, the Canadian13

Nuclear Safety Commission,14

make public AECL's internal15

investigation into why the16

reactor's emergency shutdown17

system did not work as18

claimed."  (As read)19

I know that Pickering is not Chalk20

River, but some of the same actors and systems are21

involved.  To restart an aging reactor is folly. 22

Nuclear energy is just too dangerous.23

To exclude the worst scenarios, as24

I believe you have done, is unethical and25
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short-sighted.1

I was very pleased to read2

yesterday that Newfoundland Hydro is switching to3

wind power.  I am a citizen am trying to do my4

part.  I belong to the Toronto Renewable Energy5

Coalition.  I have photovoltaic cells on my roof,6

and I am going to switch to solar hot water as7

soon as possible.8

Please listen to those who have no9

financial vested interest.  Please co-operate with10

anti-nuclear groups to transform Ontario and11

Canada's energy policies.  Trying to influence12

schools, community events, using PR, website,13

mail-outs is to use my dollars to perpetuate14

distortions dangerous to the public and the15

environment.16

If you spread the word that there17

is no problem and then you go knocking on doors18

and ask people, don't be surprised if they say19

there is no problem.  That is what they have been20

told all along.  I don't want this to be extended21

to the rest of Ontario, thank you.22

As far as jobs go, there is far23

more employment in alternate energy.  What we are24

doing is a little like driving a faulty car.  We25
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can make necessary repairs, safety checks,1

upgrades, appropriate mitigation measures, careful2

inspection, but we are still driving over a cliff.3

Please let's co-operate and change4

our direction.5

Thank you.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you,7

Ms Farlinger.8

Are there any questions?9

Ms Farlinger, what I am hearing10

from you is that from your position there simply11

should not be any nuclear generation of12

electricity.13

Is that right?14

MS FARLINGER:  I would like it15

phased out as soon as possible.  I am very pleased16

that Newfoundland Hydro has decided to switch to17

wind power.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So this is not19

just about this specific project environmental20

assessment.  It is a broader policy that you are21

bringing forth to us.22

Is that right?23

MS FARLINGER:  Yes.  I reject24

limited mandates when we have this entire cycle to25
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look at.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.2

Are there any other questions?3

If not, thank you very much,4

Ms Farlinger.5

MS FARLINGER:  Thank you.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am going to7

once more see if the Town of Ajax representative8

is here.9

That is 00-H29.8 and 8A.10

I believe Mr. Jim McMaster will be11

giving the presentation.12

00-H29.8/00-H29.8A13

PRESENTATION14

MR. McMASTER:  Thank you, Madam15

Chair.16

You changed the timing on me a17

little bit, and you caught me outside.  But I am18

here now, and I appreciate being able to be a19

presenter to you.20

The community of Ajax anticipates21

that Ontario Power Generation will continue to be22

a good corporate citizen and operate all of its23

facilities in a safe and environmentally sound24

manner.25
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The Town of Ajax has fully1

participated throughout the environmental2

assessment process for the Pickering A return to3

service environmental assessments and hired Acres4

& Associated Environmental Limited, in the spring5

of 2000, to assist with the town's review of the6

EA.7

The town has reviewed all of the8

relevant material and makes this submission for9

consideration by the Commission today.10

Authorship of the EA Addendum: 11

The Town of Ajax believes that there does not12

appear to exist an arm's length relationship13

between the former AECB (now the CNSC) and OPG.14

The fact that the Addendum report15

is authored by the CNSC, when it is the CNSC who16

will accept or reject the EA, only serves to17

contribute to the perception that the regulator --18

yourselves -- and OPG have far too close a19

relationship.20

In Ajax's view, the CNSC should be21

seen to be more objective toward the applicant OPG22

and not author part of the applicant's EA23

submission.24

We question whether it is25
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appropriate for the CNSC, as opposed to OPG, to1

have prepared the Addendum report in response to2

the comments received from stakeholders on the3

draft EA report for the restart of the Pickering4

Nuclear Generating Station A facility.5

Although we recognized that this6

is allowed under the federal EA process, we feel7

that the CNSC as the regulator, reviewer and8

approver of the project should have maintained an9

arm's length distance from the Addendum to the10

proponent's screening document.11

This is particularly the case12

considering the sensitive nature of this facility13

from the public's viewpoint.  Therefore, Ajax14

believes that the legislation under which these15

matters are being considered should be reviewed to16

create a more arm's length relationship between17

the regulator and the regulatee.18

The second item is assumed19

starting point for the EA and upgrades and20

mitigation measures.21

The original terms of reference22

were weakened the EA by allowing the screening to23

be conducted at the restart point as opposed to24

the shutdown point.  If the project had been25
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defined at the point of shutdown, then it would1

have been logical to use the relevant upgrades in2

the Environmental Effects and Mitigation section3

of the EA (Section 7) to address the safety and4

environmental issues.5

We disagree with the reply given6

to our earlier comment regarding summarizing the7

past problems of the PNGS-A facility.  We feel8

that the issues that led to the decision to shut9

down this facility are adequately documented in10

the "Basis for Return to Service" document and11

that the reply given in the Addendum (i.e.12

powering down PNGS-A so that OPG could focus its13

efforts on the PNGS-B facility) is inconsistent14

with the former document.15

During the draft EA phase, the16

town and its consultants considered it a17

fundamental flaw of the EA document that the18

upgrades, some of which were put in place to19

address the safety and environmental issues20

identified during the integrated independent21

performance assessment and OPG's 199822

environmental review, were not included in the23

"Assessment and Mitigation of Project-Specific24

Environmental Effects" section of the draft EA.25
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Those safety, environmental and1

other upgrades, estimated to cost approximately2

$1 billion, are the key reasons by OPG believes3

that the project can move from a shutdown4

condition to a restart mode.5

This was significant because6

Section 7.1.2 of the draft EA stated that:7

"For the purposes of this EA,8

these improvements as they9

relate to environmental10

improvements are considered11

to be in place."12

Further, the town and its13

consultants believed that the draft EA was14

deficient in that it did not discuss the potential15

effects related to the environmental and safety16

concerns at the time the plant was laid up and how17

they have been, or will be, mitigated through the18

upgrades and improvements to enable the restart of19

Pickering A.20

OPG and its consultants failed to21

make maximum use of the extensive list of upgrades22

and improvements in the mitigation section of EA23

document to demonstrate how the environmental and24

safety issues that resulted in the shutdown have25
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been, or will be, resolved to enable the restart1

of Pickering A.2

It is unfortunate that an3

assumption was made that the upgrades were already4

in place, which left the reader with the5

impression that little, if anything, has been done6

or needs to be done to address the issues when in7

fact this is not the case.8

Additional information was9

provided in the Addendum to address the town's10

concern with how the modifications and upgrades11

were used to mitigate environmental effects.  The12

town is satisfied with the additional information13

and the fact that there are considerable14

expenditures planned to make the plant safer and15

to mitigate environmental effects.16

However, the town maintains that17

the information would have been better placed in18

the "Effects and Mitigation" section of the EA19

document.20

The town is pleased to see that21

the relevant environmental and safety upgrades and22

mitigation measures have been included in the EA23

Addendum document.  However, the way the EA is24

framed causes two concerns:25
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A)  The EA relies heavily on these1

measures being in place when in fact they are not2

yet all in place.3

B)  Since the EA treats these4

measures as something quite separate from and5

outside the EA, these measures were not used as6

mitigation in the EA to address environmental and7

safety concerns.8

How then can the public be assured9

that the $1 billion worth of upgrades and10

mitigation measures will in fact be undertaken?11

The Town of Ajax respectfully12

requests therefore that the CNSC ensure that the13

implementation of the mitigation measures detailed14

in the final EA and the provision that the15

upgrades must be completed prior to the restart16

are in fact made part of the licensing conditions17

for the restart of Pickering A.18

Need and Alternatives:  OPG19

provided information regarding need and20

alternatives to Pickering A to the town in October21

of 2000 by way of a paper entitled "The Market22

Opportunity and Rationale for the Return to23

Service of PMGS-A", dated October 4, 2000.24

The Town of Ajax is satisfied that25
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the OPG paper provides the answers to the town's1

concerns regarding the need for, and alternatives2

to, the restart of Pickering A.3

Nevertheless, the Town of Ajax4

maintains that the EA itself would have been5

greatly strengthened by the inclusion of the6

discussion of need and alternatives within the7

final EA document.8

The exclusion of the need and9

alternatives from the Scope document precluded the10

discussion of need and alternatives from the draft11

and final EA documents.  This criticism is12

directed at the former AECB (now the CNSC) for its13

decision that "need" and "alternatives" were not14

matters that needed investigation and the decision15

to exclude these items from the Scope of16

Assessment document issued by the AECB.17

Other Issues:  Most of the18

technical issues that we raised earlier in the19

process have been addressed in the Addendum20

report, although there are a few subject areas on21

which we still require further clarification.22

The town respectfully requests23

that the CNSC and OPG respond to the report24

prepared by the town's peer review team entitled25
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"Peer Review - Vol. 3 Addendum Draft Federal EA1

Restart of Pickering 'A' NGS".2

Should this project proceed to3

licensing at some point in the future, the town4

requests that the following be included as a5

condition to any licensing approval:  that a6

ten-kilometre nuclear emergency public alert zone7

be established for any serious nuclear event,8

subject to the town's approval.9

In conclusion, Madam Chair, the10

Town of Ajax accepts the EA subject to the three11

following items:12

(a) the future licensing for the13

restart of Pickering A ensure that the assumed14

mitigation measures are actually in place prior to15

the restart;16

(2) that a ten-kilometre nuclear17

public alert zone be established; and18

(3) that Ajax continues to work19

with OPG through the Community Advisory Council to20

address the 160-plus community raised issues.21

Madam Chair, that ends my22

presentation.23

I should have at the beginning24

told you that with me today is Ms Carolyn Hart,25
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Senior Planner for the Town of Ajax; and Mr. Bruce1

Bennett, with Acres & Associated Environmental2

Limited.3

As you know, my name is Jim4

McMaster, Regional Councillor and Deputy Mayor of5

the Town of Ajax.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very7

much.8

I think the first thing is the9

issue of making sure that the assumptions are in10

fact in place prior to any licensing being11

granted.12

As was indicated earlier today, if13

there is approval of the environmental assessment,14

we move to the licensing process.  The licensing15

process requires a whole new hearing.  During that16

hearing you will of course have full access to us.17

But if the assumptions of the EA18

are not in place, then the reason for being able19

to proceed to licensing -- that is, an acceptable20

EA -- is no longer valid.21

I hope that will give you some22

assurance from that point of view.23

There would be a lot that we would24

be looking at over the licensing process.  It25
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might not be that some of these things would be1

part of licensing.  It may be that they would be2

required to be in place before we would consider3

an amendment.4

Is that clear?5

MR. McMASTER:  Yes, that's fine.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any7

questions or comments?8

Ms Keen.9

MEMBER KEEN:  Thank you very much.10

I have a question with regard to11

your note under Item 4, Other Issues.12

You mention that there are a few13

subject areas that -- and I am quoting:14

"...we feel still require15

further clarification."16

Would you like to tell us a little17

more about the specifics of those subject areas at18

this time.19

MR. McMASTER:  Now you know why I20

brought staff along.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We would be22

referring now to 00-H29.8 and the report attached23

from Acres.24

Is that correct?25
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MR. BENNETT:  Madam Chair, Bruce1

Bennett.2

There are a number of issues in3

our main report that we provided to the Town of4

Ajax.  Without getting into the details, I would5

say it is perhaps just a difference of6

professional opinion whether the issues had been7

addressed or not.  Some of them are fisheries8

related, none of which that we don't feel that9

with further dialogue or clarification -- we do10

feel that in time they could be addressed.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Barnes...?12

MEMBER BARNES:  Perhaps this is a13

question directed to staff.14

The point raised by Ajax that a15

ten-kilometre nuclear emergency public alert zone16

be established, whose responsibility is that?17

MR. WADDINGTON:  The18

responsibility for emergency planning is that of19

the province.  We obviously are interested in20

whether off-site emergency plans and the on-site21

emergency plans are appropriate.22

It is primarily the responsibility23

of the province.24

MEMBER BARNES:  My question then25
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to Ajax is this:  I thought that was the answer,1

but have you consulted the province in this2

regard?3

MR. McMASTER:  We continue to4

consult.  This has been a long-standing position5

of the Region of Durham as well.  I guess it is in6

there because we want to keep yelling this out as7

loud as possible and get as many people to hear8

this.9

This is a very important issue,10

not only to the town but to the Region of Durham11

as well.  Whether it falls within this exact12

purview, I am not exactly sure at times.  But we13

want to make sure that it is very well known, not14

only to yourselves but to Ontario Hydro as well --15

sorry, I worked for Ontario Hydro many years ago,16

and I can't get away from calling them that.17

MEMBER BARNES:  As far as you18

know, it is still under consideration by the19

province.  Is that right?20

MR. McMASTER:  It has been under21

consideration for the past three or four years, as22

I understand.23

MEMBER BARNES:  Any response from24

OPG?25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is there anyone1

here from the province emergency planning?2

Perhaps you could come forward.3

MR. GREG TAYLOR:  Dr. Bishop, I am4

Greg Taylor.  I am the manager of Provincial5

Preparedness for Emergency Measures Ontario.6

One of my responsibilities is the7

Province of Ontario Nuclear Emergency Plan.8

The current standard in the plan9

is for a three-kilometre public alert zone.  That10

is what we refer to as the contiguous zone.  It is11

obviously the closest area to the plant, and it is12

where we have what we refer to as priority13

measures for evacuation, for example.14

There have been representations to15

extend the public alerting standard that applies16

to that zone from three kilometres to ten.  We17

have had numerous discussions, technical studies,18

and we are still considering where we will go with19

that.20

At this point I cannot say when21

this decision is going to be made.  It could be22

within the next six months.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.24

Are there any further comments in25
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regard to this that you would like to make?1

MR. McMASTER:  No.  I am pleased2

with that.3

As I say, we just keep trying to4

throw it out there, and eventually it will stick5

to the wall.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.7

Mr. Graham...?8

MEMBER GRAHAM:  On that question9

to the Emergency Preparedness official, has it10

been recommended to government that it go ahead,11

or is it still under review?12

MR. GREG TAYLOR:  It is still at13

the staff level.  Our Executive Director believes14

he will be taking it to our Minister, but he has15

not set a time for that.  It is obviously a very16

sensitive issue, and there is still some17

discussion ongoing.  It is probably going to be18

resolved at the political level with our Minister.19

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Out of curiosity20

on the pros and cons, what are the cons for not21

having it going ten kilometres?22

MR. GREG TAYLOR:  There are23

operational and technical issues: for example, the24

size of the zone; the number of sirens required to25
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give you the coverage.1

Our standard for the2

three-kilometre zone is very stringent.  It3

requires alerting of practically 100 per cent of4

the population, regardless of day or night,5

weather conditions, time of year, within 156

minutes.7

To do that in the ten-kilometre8

zone, 200,000 people, the technical challenge is9

quite daunting, and there are some operational10

concerns as well.11

We could probably talk for hours12

on the various pros and cons.13

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Thank you very14

much.15

I have a question for the official16

from the Town of Ajax, the Deputy Mayor.17

Recently I believe in Ontario you18

have had municipal elections.  Did this subject,19

not the ten kilometres but the EA screening, and20

so on, become any part of the election issue21

during the municipal elections?22

MR. McMASTER:  No, it did not.23

MEMBER GRAHAM:  So it was not a24

high profile issue with the public.25
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MR. McMASTER:  Unfortunately, I1

got an acclamation so I was not at the door to2

door and I didn't always hear it.  But I did not3

hear it coming forward from other members as well.4

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Thank you.5

MR. McMASTER:  To the gentleman6

talking about the ten-kilometre zone, one of the7

reasons that it is of such primary importance to8

the Town of Ajax as being a neighbour to the9

Pickering plant is that the majority, if not all,10

of the Town of Ajax is not within the11

three-kilometre zone.  Even though from my house I12

can see the plant, I am not within the13

three-kilometre zone.14

The plant is directly upwind from15

us.  The predominant winds are westerlies and we16

are directly in line with it.  So that is why,17

from the Town of Ajax's point of view especially,18

the ten kilometres is a very important issue.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.20

Dr. Giroux.21

MEMBER GIROUX:  I have one22

question to clarify in your request about the23

ten-kilometre zone.24

You say subject to the town's25
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approval.  Could you clarify what that means?  Do1

you mean approval in a general way or every time2

an emergency is declared?3

MR. McMASTER:  No.  It is really4

just more the issues of protocol, so that it is5

being dealt with through our own emergency people6

as well, our fire chief.  It is really just the7

protocol that we are talking about.8

You can't have an emergency9

without telling us first, kind of thing.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Or there will be11

another emergency.12

MR. McMASTER:  Or there will be13

another one.14

--- Laughter15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any16

other questions or comments?17

I would like to take a few moments18

to discuss with you the issue of perception that19

the CNSC staff and OPG were not at arm's length20

over this issue.21

You are aware that the responsible22

authority for producing the final EA, by law, has23

to be the CNSC.  You also know that it is not at24

all unusual, in fact is the standard approach for25
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large facilities, for the proponent to prepare the1

draft EA, for extremely large facilities.2

The next question is:  The3

proponent having done the draft, did the staff4

review in depth that draft and raise any issues as5

an independent reviewer?6

Do you believe they did that?7

What I am doing is referring to8

the over 150 issues staff raised with OPG in terms9

of the original draft, which is in the Annex. 10

Every issue they raised is in there.11

What I am asking you is whether12

you believe it took a real review to come up with13

those 150 issues?14

MS HART:  Yes, we believe that.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That is all I16

wanted to establish; thank you.17

Are there any other questions?18

If not, thank you very much.19

MR. McMASTER:  Thank you.20

--- Pause21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We are going to22

take a short recess.23

--- Upon recessing at 192524

--- Upon resuming at 194025
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Ladies and1

gentlemen, I had indicated at the beginning of2

this session that I would be taking those who3

could not be here tomorrow in the numbers in which4

they were originally scheduled.5

However, we are getting more6

requests, and that comment of mine applied as of7

6:35.  Now we will simply put the individuals who8

are now requesting to go tonight at the bottom of9

the requests that were there by 6:30 or a quarter10

to seven.11

The next presentation will be by12

the City of Pickering, 00-H29.10.13

00-H29.1014

PRESENTATION15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Good evening,16

Mr. Arthurs.  It is nice to see you again.17

MR. ARTHURS:  Good evening,18

Dr. Bishop.  I am not used to sitting on this side19

of the podium, so it is a little unusual for me.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I will trade21

you.22

--- Laughter23

MR. ARTHURS:  Good evening,24

Dr. Bishop, Commission Members, ladies and25
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gentlemen.  My name is Wayne Arthurs, Mayor of the1

City of Pickering.2

I have with me this evening3

Mr. Tom Quinn, our Chief Administrative Officer. 4

Also joining us within the audience is Dr. Nick5

Eyles, the city's Peer Review Team leader, and6

other city staff members involved in the7

environmental assessment process for the return to8

service of PNGS-A, as well a members of Council9

who have been here during the course of the10

afternoon and evening as they could be.11

The Commission may recall that12

when the environmental assessment was initiated in13

the summer of 1999, the city expressed an interest14

in being actively involved in the process.  We are15

pleased to report that this has been the case.16

With the financial assistance of17

Ontario Power Generation, City Council hired a18

Peer Review Team led by Dr. Eyles to oversee the19

environmental assessment process.  Dr. Eyles and20

his team, in association with city staff, have21

provided a series of reports to city Council22

during the course of the project.23

Council, as a result, has passed a24

number of resolutions on the environmental25
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assessment, and I would like to take a moment to1

review them.2

On December 6, 1999 Council3

received a Draft Scope of Assessment and passed a4

resolution requesting an extension of the time5

frame for the assessment and a change in status6

from a screening level assessment to a7

comprehensive review.  We also made a number of8

technical comments as input to the preparation of9

the Final Scope of Assessment.10

On February 21st of this year11

Pickering Council considered the Final Scope of12

Assessment and provided 13 recommendations for13

your consideration, including the need to14

recognize the issues of environmental health and15

the need to address all of the outstanding16

technical issues raised out of the PNGS17

Environmental Review of 1998.18

On May 19th of this year Pickering19

Council passed a resolution requesting a time20

frame extension from 60 days to 120 days for the21

review of the Draft Environmental Assessment22

Report.  We also reserved our right to request23

that the project be referred to a review panel or24

third party mediator under the Canadian25
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Environmental Assessment Act.1

On June 26, 2000, Pickering2

Council passed a second resolution on the Draft EA3

Report.4

Because of the concerns raised by5

our Peer Review Team, we asked the federal6

Minister of the Environment to refer the project7

either to a review panel or to a mediator.8

And most recently, on October 16,9

2000, Council passed a resolution regarding the10

Final EA Report.  I believe you have a copy of11

this resolution, as well as the associated staff12

report and the comments of our Peer Review Team.13

After careful consideration,14

Council again requested a referral of the project15

to a panel review or mediator under the Canadian16

Environmental Assessment Act.17

CNSC staff have also made18

presentations to Council on at least two occasions19

with respect to the project.  On those occasions20

they addressed concerns and comments of the city's21

Peer Review Team and those of Council.22

Although we stand by our23

recommendations, we are aware that CNSC staff have24

recommended to you that the EA should be approved. 25
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We recognize that this is a possibility.  As a1

result, in its October resolution the Pickering2

Council also recommended that you direct your3

staff to work with the City of Pickering in4

reviewing and revising the planned follow-up5

program as necessary in order to address the6

city's concerns.7

Finally -- and this is primarily8

for your information -- because we are the host9

municipality for the Pickering Nuclear Generating10

Station, as part of our October resolution Council11

has also directed our staff to begin negotiating a12

Community Benefits Agreement with Ontario Power13

Generation.  Such an agreement could address the14

issue of adequate compensation for the used dry15

fuel storage facility located in Pickering, as16

well as other matters of continuing interest to17

the city.18

In closing, although the city has19

had concerns with the operation of the plant, it20

is important to recognize that OPG's relationship21

with Council and the community has improved during22

the past two years.23

OPG has become increasingly active24

in community initiatives, such as the United Way25
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of Ajax-Pickering, the Ajax-Pickering Health1

Centre, and the Pickering Waterfront Trail system. 2

These community initiatives have been a very3

positive outcome of requests by both myself and my4

Council to OPG to strengthen ties with the5

community.6

Dr. Bishop, thank you for the7

opportunity to address the Commission.  Also,8

thank you for agreeing to holding this hearing in9

the City of Pickering.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you, Mayor11

Arthurs.12

Are there any questions?13

Dr. Giroux.14

MEMBER GIROUX:  I would like to15

address the issue of the data gaps that you16

mentioned.17

MR. ARTHURS:  I will call upon18

Dr. Eyles to join us.19

MEMBER GIROUX:  Yes.  Could you20

give us a brief review of what these gaps are or21

the main gaps.  Then I would like staff to address22

the same issue.23

DR. EYLES:  Good evening, Members24

of the Commission.25
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The Peer Review Team consisted of1

seven academics drawn mostly from the University2

of Toronto and McMaster University.  We reviewed3

OPG's documents over the past year, and a4

consistent theme in our reports to Council has5

been the existence of substantial data gaps with6

respect to geology of PNGS and, as a result of7

that, seismic risk, particularly the structure of8

the deep basement below PNGS.  There is very9

little known about that.10

Hydrogeology of the plant, in11

particular the movement of contaminants through12

and under the plant and the nature of any releases13

from it.  That covers hydrogeology.14

And also in particular the nature15

of impacts on aquatic biology in terms of thermal16

pollution, and so on.17

Another data gap that we have18

emphasized has been in regard to public health. 19

As you may know, a principal concern of the20

community in Pickering has been with the possible21

impact on public health.  We felt that the22

information that had been placed in front of us23

for review was inadequate and pointed to a rather24

large data gap with respect to impacts on public25
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health.1

They are the main data gaps which2

we identified.3

We were dissatisfied also with the4

nature of the responses that we received from OPG5

and CNSC staff in Volume 3, the Addendum.  We felt6

that the responses were very brief, did not7

address all of the concerns that we identified. 8

Terms like "adequate" and "sufficient" were used9

in place of detailed arguments in response to our10

concerns.11

So our concerns still remain.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.13

Would staff like to reply to some14

of those issues?15

MR. WADDINGTON:  Thank you,16

Dr. Bishop.  I will ask a series of staff members17

to reply, based on the various issues.18

I would like to start with the19

seismology issues or the deep basement areas.  I20

would ask Mr. Jim Blyth, who is our Director of21

Safety Evaluation Engineering, to start.22

I believe we have Mr. Adams of the23

Geological Survey of Canada here.24

Mr. Blyth.25
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MR. BLYTH:  Thank you.  Over the1

past decade or so the CNSC has sponsored a great2

deal of independent research concerning the3

seismic risk in the southern Ontario area.4

In 1995 I believe we held a5

seismic workshop.  There were 60-odd participants,6

of which 45 were geologists were from outside but7

not engaged in nuclear work, from academia,8

Geological Survey of Canada, Ontario Geological9

Survey, Americans and Canadians.10

The outcome of that workshop was a11

path forward with respect to a better12

understanding of the seismic risk in this region. 13

Ontario Power Generation participated in that by14

providing research.15

We are quite satisfied with the16

screening level earthquake.  We think it is a17

reasonable earthquake for assessing the safe18

shutdown of Pickering NGS-A following a rather19

severe earthquake.20

However, we don't only rely on the21

outcome of this workshop or events like that or22

information from OPG.  We rely very heavily on the23

Geological Survey of Canada or the Canadian24

government's experts with respect to seismic risk. 25
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They are here today.1

I don't want to pre-empt them, but2

in our communications with Geological Survey they3

believe, based on the information that is4

available today, that the way we are approaching5

seismic risk at Pickering NGS-A is reasonable.6

Dr. John Adams can expand upon7

that if you would like him to.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Adams...?9

DR. ADAMS:  Thank you, Madam10

Chair.11

I am John Adams.  I represent the12

Geological Survey of Canada and the Department of13

Natural Resources Canada.14

We reviewed the Draft and Final15

EAs to see whether they had a reasonable level of16

seismic detail in them.  We recognize that the17

level of knowledge about the basement structures18

is not high.  Effectively, we really don't know if19

there are any active faults or not anywhere in20

Ontario.21

That being the case, we used22

probabilistic hazard, which says that the23

earthquakes can happen anywhere.24

We looked at the OPG submission on25
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this, and our conclusion was that it was well done1

and we could see no holes in it.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.3

You are satisfied in terms of the4

EA seismic assessment?5

DR. ADAMS:  Yes, we are.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.7

MR. WADDINGTON:  Could I continue,8

Dr. Bishop, with the response to Dr. Eyles?9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Please do.10

MR. WADDINGTON:  On the question11

of hydrogeology under the plant and the effect on12

the plumes of tritium and other such contaminants,13

I would call upon Mr. Doug Metcalfe from our Waste14

and Decommissioning Commission to respond to the15

question.16

MR. METCALFE:  CNSC staff reviewed17

the hydrogeologic issues in a great level of18

detail.  We would agree in some respects with the19

Pickering Review Team that more work needs to be20

done in the area of defining the tritium21

contaminant plume, the source, the extent.22

However, we do feel there is23

enough information here at this time in order to24

clearly make the conclusion that tritium in25
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groundwater will not cause significant adverse1

environmental effects.2

The reason for this is as follows: 3

The foundations of the reactors at Pickering go4

quite a bit deeper than the surface water level on5

Lake Ontario, and around the reactor buildings are6

a series of sumps and drain pipes to keep the7

water away from the reactor buildings.8

These have caused a groundwater9

drawdown area around the plant facility such that10

the tritium contaminated groundwater that exists11

around the facilities is drawn down into these12

sumps and drain pipes and collected in that area.13

Basically the tritium14

contamination is contained, and it is discharged15

out to Lake Ontario via monitored routes along16

with the other discharge from the Pickering A17

facility.  That overall monitored discharge for18

tritium releases per annum is well within19

regulatory limits.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Barnes, did21

you have any questions?22

MEMBER BARNES:  I think I will23

come to the tritium into Lake Ontario later on in24

the agenda.25
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I was going to ask Dr. Eyles just1

a few more questions.2

You have not only mentioned the3

issue of data gaps but specifically under the4

hydrogeology you indicate areas of interpretation5

of basic hydrogeological information.6

Do you want to give us a few7

specifics there?8

DR. EYLES:  Yes.  The9

hydrogeologist we had on our team is Professor Ken10

Howard.  You may recall that he was the first11

witness called at the recent Walkerton Inquiry and12

has just been referred to in the National Post13

newspaper article, if I can quote that, as a14

pre-eminent hydrogeologist.15

He has some profound concerns16

about the way the flow nets have been drawn up17

underneath the plant.18

Without getting into detail, he19

has some fundamental reservations about the20

characterization of existing hydrogeological21

conditions in and around PNGS.22

I could elaborate, but I don't23

want to use the words of our expert.24

MEMBER BARNES:  I have about three25
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questions.1

Under the earthquake risk, your2

last sentence is:3

"....the existence of large4

data gaps in understanding5

the geological setting and6

earthquake risk at PNGS can7

only be resolved by8

independent third party9

scrutiny."10

Did you mean independent of the11

Geological Survey's expertise?12

DR. EYLES:  Yes.  I think our13

overall concern is that there has not been14

adequate recognition by OPG of the need to fill15

data gaps.  This strikes at the very heart of the16

overall conclusion of the EA that there is not17

likely to be any environmental impact.18

There are faults known along the19

Rouge River.  I understand OPG have had a drilling20

program in there, but I have not seen the results21

of that.22

To go back to Dr. Adams' comment23

that he agrees that there is a lack of information24

regarding the deep basement structure, it is known25
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to be complex structure.  There are known to be1

lineaments in there.  It is well established.2

I just need to point out that3

OPG's database consists of a single deep borehole4

below the plant.  If one is trying to assess the5

degree of offset on geological structures and to6

identify faults, whether they have been active or7

not in the recent past, you cannot do it with one8

borehole.9

That is a pretty substantial data10

gap, and I would emphasize the need for a lot more11

work to be done in and around the region of PNGS.12

MEMBER BARNES:  A third question13

was in the next section dealing with aquatics. 14

You mention of concern also is the rationale for15

excluding information on plankton and16

macrobenthos.17

DR. EYLES:  Yes.  It just was not18

collected.  The standard response that we have had19

from OPG and its consultants is that we have lots20

of historical data.  That is true, but the data is21

very poor.  Again, there are huge gaps in specific22

data that were collected regarding quite specific23

components of the ecosystem.24

And for plankton, which is at the25
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bottom of the ecosystem, there is very little1

information at all.  So if one is trying to assess2

impact through the chain, through the different3

trophic levels up to human beings, that is a4

pretty major data gap.5

MEMBER BARNES:  Thank you.6

Could I address a question to7

Dr. Adams?8

MR. ARTHURS:  Dr. Bishop, it would9

be advantageous to have Dr. Ross join us if there10

are other technical questions.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I'm sorry...?12

MEMBER BARNES:  I have a question13

for Dr. Adams.14

I wonder if I could try to15

summarize my understanding of the seismic hazard,16

because in a sense you start off by saying there17

is a lot we don't know but you kind of summarize18

by thinking that the bottom line, the summary in19

the report, was adequate.20

Dr. Eyles referred to the Rouge21

River and the new studies.  We have that22

information, and it seems to indicate that much of23

it is not of significance in terms of a real24

threat; that much of it is glacial rebound origin25
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or high internal stress.1

The issue remains, however, of the2

deep Precambrian basement lineaments in there.  I3

also understand that there is an attempt, anyway,4

to have a new small team, perhaps with OPG's5

support, to do a more detailed study of the6

basement.  But that is in the future.7

As of where we stand now, would8

you not agree that we have a lack of information9

on understanding potential faults in the10

Precambrian Basin such as it might affect this11

particular area around Pickering?12

DR. ADAMS:  Let's make it clear. 13

We have a tremendous lack of information.  It is14

not clear that it has an impact on the hazard15

assessment.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Could you bring17

your mike up a bit closer, please.18

DR. ADAMS:  Certainly.  It is not19

clear if that lack of information has a very large20

impact on the hazard assessment.  Where you see21

the Precambrian Shield in cottage country, we know22

it is cut by large numbers of faults.  We don't23

know and we certainly don't have the ability to24

put our finger on any one of those and say:  That25
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is an active fault.  That is where the next1

earthquake is going to happen.2

When you come to a place like3

Pickering, everything is hidden underneath.  It is4

hidden under pleistocene sediments and then5

palaeozoic strata.  So although you can test it6

geophysically, even in a perfect world if you knew7

what faults were down there, you would know8

whether they had generated earthquakes in the past9

or whether they would in the future.10

At our present state of lack of11

knowledge, the best we can do is a probabilistic12

analysis which says this is the rate of13

earthquakes we have had.  We have to assume that14

they will happen randomly within this particular15

area, and that you can use to calculate the16

hazard.17

That led, for example, in the EA18

to assessments that earthquakes as large as19

magnitude 6 within I believe 50 kilometres could20

happen at a reasonable probability.21

There is a chance, a very, very22

small chance, of an earthquake much larger23

happening right under the plant.  But it is one of24

those probabilities which is so low that it is25
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really beyond our human perception.1

MEMBER BARNES:  You are saying2

that if you could try to provide some information3

-- because I think you ended up, did you not,4

suggesting that some future work might be helpful.5

Are you saying that future work is6

of no use then?7

DR. ADAMS:  I don't think that8

future work is of no use.  I think there is some9

chance that something will come out of it that10

will allow us to reduce the uncertainties in the11

analysis.12

Right now we might have a feeling,13

if you like, for what the expected value is.  But14

the uncertainty is very large.15

If we can find some ways of16

constraining that -- for example, finding out if17

the earthquakes like between zero and 2018

kilometres or between zero and 10 kilometres, that19

would change the uncertainty range on the ground20

shaking.  That would be a useful thing.21

If by doing profiling we manage to22

recognize a real active fault, that would become23

something that would have to be added into the24

hazard assessment.  That is not the case at the25
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moment.1

In a sense, we are doing hazard2

assessments based on what we know rather than what3

we fear might possibly be out there.4

MEMBER BARNES:  Some of the5

lithoprobe work that was done in the lakes told us6

a great deal about the deep crustal structure of7

the Granville problems.  Since the Pickering plant8

is right on the lake here, would a deep seismic9

study just from the lake be of help in this10

regard?11

DR. ADAMS:  In general, these12

profiles give you an idea of how the crust was13

built up roughly a billion years ago.  You know14

that there are different pieces of it, if you15

like, pushed together.  The real question is16

whether or not those boundaries, those old faults,17

are active and likely to generate earthquakes.18

We have nothing that will tell us19

magically that that is a fault that is going to20

have an earthquake, or not.21

Under those circumstances, we22

basically have to assume that earthquakes can23

happen anywhere roughly at the rate they have24

happened in the historical past.  That is how the25
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hazard analysis is done.1

We extrapolate from the 150 years2

worth of record, where the largest earthquake is3

roughly magnitude 5.5, to the possibility, the4

probability if you like, of larger earthquakes.5

That is basically the fundamental6

way of getting the low probabilistic seismic7

hazard estimates.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am going to go9

to Ms Keen now, and I will come back to you,10

Dr. Barnes, if you have any more.11

MEMBER KEEN:  Thank you,12

Mr. Mayor.  I have a question with regard to an13

attachment to your presentation.14

It is a letter to the Commission15

signed by Bruce Taylor.  I don't know if you have16

that in front of you.17

The subject is:  Chief18

Administrative Office Report to Council.19

Do you have that handy?20

My question is with regard to item21

no. 3 in that list, which starts with "That22

Council recommend".23

What I would like to have some24

clarification on is the comment that the Council25
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recommends that the Commission refers the project1

for a federal panel review or mediation process2

"on the grounds that the review process undertaken3

by CNSC staff may not have been sufficiently4

objective".5

Could you give me a little more6

detail on what is meant by this.7

MR. ARTHURS:  I think it is8

reflective of some of the comments that were made9

by the representatives of the Town of Ajax.  There10

was a sense, I think, through the work by the Peer11

Review Team and with our staff that there wasn't12

the distance between CNSC and OPG on the project13

that we might otherwise, certainly as elected14

officials, be familiar with.15

In responding to the public16

constituency, there is a certain expectation that17

there is a great degree of distance, a high degree18

of objectivity on both parts, where there is very19

little interaction.  This process does not afford20

that, as I understand it.21

That certainly presents a22

difficulty when we see ourselves at some point as23

intervenors in the process.24

Is that helpful?25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  You also asked1

that this be a comprehensive study rather than a2

screening.  You are aware that CEAA would not3

allow that; that we legally cannot do that?4

MR. ARTHURS:  Yes.  I think when I5

made reference to that, that was at an earlier6

time in the process during the beginning review of7

the scope in December, whatever the time frame8

was.  I'm sorry, I have lost it.9

At an earlier point in time,10

December of 1999, there was a request for a11

comprehensive review.  I think we were advised12

subsequent to that, however, that that was outside13

the mandate that was available to us.14

Thus, I think subsequent to that15

the recommendations, as we moved forward, spoke16

then to the panel review and/or mediation as a17

strategy.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  On page 5 of the19

Executive Summary there are the questions of20

authorship, adequacy of response, selection of21

comments, et cetera.22

If you go down to radioactivity,23

do you see that?24

MR. ARTHURS:  I am looking --25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  You have1

hydrogeology and then radioactivity.2

MR. ARTHURS:  Yes, I have it here.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Let me read you4

the last sentence in that.5

I'm sorry, that is the wrong one.6

What I am looking at is a7

statement that was made that presumably if --8

I'm sorry, I have the page now.9

It is in that same document under10

"Staff Comments", the next page over.11

MR. ARTHURS:  Yes, we have those.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Under "Staff13

Comments", three paragraphs down, the sentence14

starts:15

"A strong argument could be16

put forward..."17

The final sentence in that says:18

"Approval of the EA would19

allow the project to proceed20

to the licensing stage. 21

Further input of the City22

would then conceivably be23

restricted to discussions on24

the proposed follow-up25
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program outlined in Volume 1,1

potentially at the discretion2

of CNSC staff."3

Why do you feel you would be4

restricted to that?5

MR. ARTHURS:  I think our sense is6

that the relicensing process also has a structure7

to it; that parameters within that relicensing8

process that may restrict some of the matters that9

have been addressed to this point if this moves10

forward without formalizing a process for those to11

move forward into the licensing, that they may be12

precluded.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  But there has to14

be a whole new hearing, in which you have full15

participation.16

MR. ARTHURS:  Very much so.  But17

our concern is that that process, like this one,18

has boundaries, has parameters under which it19

works, much like the earlier request for a20

comprehensive panel.  The CEAA does not allow for21

that.22

Similarly, there are concerns that23

the licensing in and of itself may not allow us to24

address some of the matters that are currently25
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before us if there is not a means to formalize1

those in a going-forward fashion.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  You feel that3

the process is too structured?4

MR. ARTHURS:  The licensing5

process, in our view, is likely to have parameters6

around it that may preclude at the end of the EA7

the opportunity to move those forward if in fact8

we don't --9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I'm sorry.  It10

is a different set of boundaries you are talking11

about.12

MR. ARTHURS:  Yes.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Would staff like14

to make any comment on that?15

MR. WADDINGTON:  I am not sure I16

quite understand the question, Dr. Bishop. 17

Perhaps you can clarify it.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The question, at19

least the way I was reading this, is that they20

felt they would be relatively restricted on21

discussions under the licensing process and that22

there would be boundaries on what could be23

discussed under licensing that they would not feel24

comfortable with.25
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They are saying that it would only1

be potentially at the discretion of CNSC staff,2

which of course is not so.3

Do you want to respond to that?4

MR. WADDINGTON:  Again forgive me. 5

I am just grasping a little to understand6

precisely the issue here.7

Is the question that some of the8

issues raised by the Peer Review Team, such as the9

seismic issues or the aquatic issues or the health10

issues, would not be addressed in the process?11

Is that what I understand?12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That is what13

Mayor Arthurs, I think, is saying.  He feels that14

in the licensing process there would not be an15

opportunity to discuss some of the issues that16

they would like to discuss; that there may be17

limitations.18

Is that correct?19

MR. ARTHURS:  Yes, that there may20

be limitations.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Right.  Chris,22

would you answer that question?23

MR. WADDINGTON:  Would you like to24

answer this question?25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  This is getting1

catching.2

MR. CHRIS TAYLOR:  If I understand3

the question, the decisions being made in this4

hearing are under a separate piece of federal5

legislation, the Canadian Environmental Assessment6

Act.7

My understanding is that a8

decision under that Act would place no constraints9

on the range of issues that could be considered in10

a licence hearing under the Nuclear Safety Control11

Act.  There are no such constraints.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That would13

certainly be my feeling on that issue; that there14

would not be constraints of that type.15

Are there any other questions?16

If not, thank you very much.17

We then move to 00-H19.12, oral18

presentation by Eva Marczak.19

00-H29.1220

PRESENTATION21

MS MARCZAK:  My name is Eva22

Marczak.  I am a resident of Ajax.  I do work for23

Ontario Power Generation at the Pickering Nuclear24

Generating Station.  However, I am not25
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representing OPG here today; I am just speaking on1

my own behalf as a resident of Ajax.2

I would like to thank you for the3

opportunity to address you here today.4

I have lived in Ajax for 13 years. 5

In fact, where I live my part of the community is6

very close to the plant.7

I have worked at the Pickering8

plant for the past 14 years in a variety of9

engineering positions, and I would like to give10

you my opinion today on the topic of the return to11

service of the Pickering A reactors.  I would also12

like to tell you about the experiences that I had13

in speaking with a large number of residents of14

Pickering and Ajax during the OPG's Neighbourhood15

Walk initiative.16

First let me say that I am a17

supporter of nuclear power for the generation of18

electricity.  I believe that it is an19

environmentally sound generation method and also a20

very important component of a good generation mix. 21

We all need electricity, and I believe that22

nuclear energy makes a responsible contribution to23

our power needs.24

I volunteered to participate in25
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OPG's Neighbourhood Walk initiative in May of this1

year.  The program, as you have heard some people2

mention, involved having OPG employees, all unpaid3

volunteers, visit a number of residents of4

Pickering and Ajax.5

The purpose was to give the6

residents some information on the Pickering A7

return to service and also the environmental8

assessment process.  We gave people copies of a9

video that detailed the Pickering A return to10

service, and we also gave them a brochure that11

gave them some similar information.  It also had12

the phone number of our community information13

line.  We also invited them and their families to14

an Open House day that we had at the plant in July15

of this year.16

We asked people if they had any17

questions or concerns, and we let them know how18

they could contact somebody at the station if they19

ever did have any concerns or questions in the20

future.21

In all, over 200 employees from22

really all work groups -- engineers, maintenance23

staff, operators, managers and clerical staff --24

participated in the Neighbourhood Walk.  Over25
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16,000 homes were visited in Pickering and Ajax in1

May, June and September of this year.2

My husband John Marczak, who also3

works at the Pickering Generating Station, was my4

partner for Neighbourhood Walk.  We all went out5

in pairs.  Together, John and I visited6

approximately 2,400 homes.7

This was unusual, but with an "at8

home" rate of approximately 70 per cent, it means9

that between the two of us we spoke directly with10

about 1,600 residents of Pickering and Ajax.11

I would like to share with you a12

little bit my impressions of the responses and the13

opinions of the people that I spoke with.14

Before I do that, I would like to15

say that before starting out on Neighbourhood16

Walk, I have to admit that I was kind of17

apprehensive about the kind of reception that I18

would get when I knocked on local doors.  Based on19

my reading of the local papers, I really thought20

that the reception would be quite hostile.21

I know that this feeling was22

shared by many employees.  After going out, I23

tried to encourage other people to volunteer and24

go out, and a number of them were afraid to knock25
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on local homes.  They were afraid of the kind of1

reception they would get.2

A number of them did go, and3

certainly everyone that I spoke to after they4

participated agreed that their initial fears were5

unfounded.6

The reactions that we got from7

residents of Ajax and Pickering were generally8

very positive.  Certainly immediately after our9

first session John and I volunteered to go out10

again -- the first of many more sessions.11

The following summarizes my12

impressions of the opinions and reactions of the13

residents that I spoke to.14

The large majority of responses15

were neutral to positive.  A small number were16

openly negative.17

Many long-time residents in18

particular were very comfortable with the plant,19

saying that they had been here for 20, 30, however20

many years, and they had no problems with it. 21

Many people expressed similar opinions.22

Some people were negative about23

the station.  They either had specific issues that24

they were concerned about or they had a general25
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distrust of the company, or they were against1

nuclear power, period.2

Of the people who I would say were3

definitely negative, probably privatization was4

the topic that brought out the most emotion in5

people, even though that really was not linked to6

Pickering.  That was the one that really got7

people going.8

Most people did not ask questions,9

even when prompted.  I always made sure that I10

asked them the question:  "Do you have any11

questions?  Is there anything I can tell you12

about?"  Most people did not have any questions.13

Most comments were brief and along14

the lines of "no problems" or "keep it safe".15

The main areas for questions16

really were environmental issues, health issues17

and seismic issues.18

With my background, I answered the19

questions where I could, where I was20

knowledgeable, handed out some detailed21

information sheets that OPG gave to us on certain22

topics if residents expressed a particular23

interest.  I also made sure that everybody knew24

the number of the Community Information Hot Line25
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which was printed right on the brochure just in1

case they had any questions in the future.2

There were a number of3

misconceptions to clear up.  One person thought4

that the station was responsible for that funny5

taste that we have in the water sometimes in the6

heat of the summer.  Another person was very, very7

surprised to hear that we do any kind of8

monitoring and testing of effluent water from the9

station.10

Many people were confused about11

the difference between the Pickering Generating12

Station and the local electric municipal utility. 13

Many people were actually quite nervous when they14

had a power failure at their homes.  They thought15

that was directly linked to some kind of a problem16

that was going on at the station right then.17

Many people noted the large amount18

of information that they receive from OPG in the19

mail.  People generally saw this as a good thing,20

but unfortunately some people interpreted it as a21

sign that there are problems.  A few people stated22

that they thought we were wasting their money for23

sending all this information in the mail; that24

they didn't want it and they didn't need it.25
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Generally, people were quite1

appreciative of getting information.2

In general, people who toured the3

station or who had friends or relatives working at4

the station were very positive about it. 5

Generally people who expressed some degree of6

anxiety had not visited the station and did not7

have any contacts or friends or relatives to go to8

with questions or concerns.9

I personally saw that as one of10

the most important messages for Ontario Power11

General to take away from this "meet the residents12

initiative":  the importance of communication with13

the community.14

It was clear to me that most15

people had the expectation that the plant would be16

run safely and had the belief that that17

expectation was being met.  A large majority of18

people were neutral to positive, and they just did19

not see the nuclear plant as a big issue in their20

lives.21

In summary, in my opinion, based22

on my conversations with approximately 80023

residents of Pickering and Ajax, I believe there24

is not a broad public concern with the return to25
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service of the Pickering A units.1

I believe the level of concern is2

similar to that of many other issues that touch3

the edges of people's lives:  they read something4

or they hear something about the issue, and they5

can identify some of the potential areas of6

concern.  But generally the Pickering plant is not7

a large concern to them personally.8

I believe that nuclear power is an9

environmentally sound method of generating10

electricity.  I also believe that OPG has an11

obligation and a duty to all of us who live in12

this area to ensure that the plant is run safely,13

both now and in the future.  I believe that14

returning the Pickering A units to service is the15

right thing for the environment and that it can16

and will be done safely.17

Thank you.  I would be happy to18

answer any questions that you might have.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very20

much.21

Are there any questions or22

comments?23

Dr. Giroux.24

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.25
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I would like to clarify your1

numbers.  You said that, as a team, you saw 1,6002

people.  Then you conclude by saying that you3

talked to 800 people.4

Did you separate turns in talking5

to people?6

MS MARCZAK:  I am not sure how7

everyone else did it.  We certainly separated: one8

person on each side of the street.  So only one9

person went to each house.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any11

other questions?12

If there are no other questions or13

comments, thank you very much.14

MS MARCZAK:  Thank you.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We will then16

move to the oral presentation by Michael Moles. 17

That is 00-H29.13A.18

00-H29.13A19

PRESENTATION20

MR. MOLES:  Good evening,21

Dr. Bishop, Commissioners and everyone else.22

My name is Michael Moles.  I was a23

long-time employee of Ontario Hydro Technologies24

and a reactor inspector.  The question we have25
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today is:  Is there stress corrosion cracking in1

Pickering A?2

What it really means is:  Are3

Pickering A reactors safe?  And in safe we are4

really referring to:  Can we have a multiple LOCA?5

The first question is:  Is there6

stress corrosion cracking at Pickering A?  I am7

going to try and do this in only semi-technically8

terms, because this is basically a technical9

presentation.10

The most serious concern we have11

is the circumferential stress corrosion cracking12

in the feeder pipes, and we will get through all13

that in a few minutes.14

First of all, a history of CANDU15

problems, many of which I have actually worked on.16

The CANDU reactor is unique, as17

you all know, and it has certain generic problems. 18

The history of CANDU, at least from an operating19

point, is a history of surprises.  Something goes20

bang, and we can jump in and do something about21

it.22

We have had a series of problems. 23

There has been a string of pressure tube problems. 24

there has been a number of steam generator25
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problems, and now we seem to be looking at feeder1

pipe problems, all from the primary heat transport2

system.3

The solution almost invariably is4

OHN or OPG, or OPN as it may be called now, has5

engineered the CANDU system out of its problems. 6

They have changed pressure tubes.  They have fixed7

up steam generator tubes, and so forth.8

I will quickly run through first9

pressure tubes and steam generators and then on to10

feeder pipes.11

The CANDU pressure tube reactor is12

a very interesting and novel design.  I think it13

is quite a good one actually.  It does have unique14

problems.  It is a unique system.  And invariably15

the reactors have the final say on the problems.16

What has happened is that all the17

researchers I used to sit next to would predict18

that there would not be a problem with creep, but19

unfortunately they got the creep in the wrong20

direction, this kind of stuff.21

One of the problems is that simply22

the scientific knowledge is limited, and there is23

very limited amount of in-reactor data.24

Here is an example.  Pressure25
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tubes roll joint cracking.  The reactor got it1

right; we didn't.2

Axial versus circumferential3

creep: the reactor got it right.4

Deteriorating ingress, hydride5

blisters -- and that was PG16 -- the reactor got6

that one right.7

Fracture toughness and some more8

recent ones, manufacturing defects.  Bruce 2 NO69

is a very good example.  Darlington Vibration,10

that was reactor.  Debris fret marks, again that11

came from the reactor.  Abnormal fuel support12

marks, we found that out from the reactor.  Hard13

garter spring detection, which is a Point Lepreau14

problem, we found that out from the reactor.15

Basically, the reactors win them16

all.  So our target shooting is not that good.17

With steam generators we have done18

slightly better, because other people have steam19

generators, even though we have different20

materials, particularly in Pickering A, and we do21

have some different operating conditions.22

Again, the reactors have the final23

say.24

Once one problem starts to appear,25
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typically there is another bunch.  Again we go to1

the same solutions:  inspect, repair, replace,2

plug, control chemistry and operating conditions.3

There is the score on steam4

generators, most of which you know.  And it is not5

complete.6

Feeder pipes seem to be the latest7

CANDU-specific component to start to show some8

problems.  The only two that have really popped up9

so far are erosion/corrosion, which is universal,10

and the one axial SCC problem failure that we had11

in Point Lepreau.12

Unfortunately, there has been very13

little inspection performed.  The only inspection14

has been ultrasonic wall thickness measurements15

for erosion/corrosion, and this is not adequate at16

all to find any form of cracking.17

We have very little knowledge on18

the state of material.  To the best of my19

knowledge, nobody has done anything like strain20

gauge steam feeder pipes.21

So we have to ask the question: 22

Are there other potential failure mechanisms23

coming?24

We can look at the feeder pipes25
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over here.  We can see we have these two over1

here:  the erosion/corrosion, the axial stress2

corrosion cracking.  These are another bunch of3

typical problems that can occur.  After all, these4

are just carbon steel pipes.  There is nothing5

particularly special about them, except they are6

an unusual material.7

What are feeder pipes?8

They are long carbon steel pipes9

that feed the PHT coolant into and out of the10

reactor, which essentially cools the fuel.  The11

main problem, from an inspection point of view, is12

that they are very inaccessible.  They are13

surrounded by end-fittings, and most of the14

internal portions or the long length of them can't15

be touched at all from that side.16

In practice, they are long, bent,17

somewhat dirty and corroded.  Their radiation18

fields are very high.  You can really only hang on19

to them for a few minutes.20

Unfortunately, they are so close21

together that you can barely push your hand22

through.  So there are a lot of physical23

constraints in inspecting feeder pipes.24

This is pretty much what they look25
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like.  This is the face of the CANDU reactor over1

here, and these are all the feeder pipes coming2

off.  There is one per pressure tube or fuel3

channel, so there are hundreds and hundreds of4

these things.  These lengths here can rum up to 105

metres on a strip.6

Typically, the access is very7

limited at the front and a few points along here8

unless you get into the feeder cabinet itself.9

Along these zones here there is10

virtually no access at all.11

This is what they look like close12

up.  These end-fittings are two-and-a-half metres13

long, so you can literally only put your arm in14

and just catch the first bit down here near the15

graylocs.16

The geometry is complex.  There17

are several different sizes.18

What happens if a feeder pipe19

fails?20

If you get a "break before leak"21

situation, especially with a guillotine failure,22

then you can have some serious problems.23

The first problem is you lose your24

coolant.  The other problem is you potentially get25
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whiplash.  These feeder pipes are very long1

lengths with no supports whatsoever.  If one of2

them goes under high pressure and high3

temperature, they can whip around and start4

smacking into other components.  This is a5

relatively well-known problem in the engineering6

world.7

This means that we can have8

potential multiple failures.9

These feeders are typically10

bunched together in groups of nine.  I was only at11

Point Lepreau, and I think it is nine at Point12

Lepreau.  If you lose nine channels, you have a13

problem.14

The other problem is that we don't15

even know where they are going to fail, because16

there is an awful lot of places where they could17

fail.18

So there is a number of serious19

failure mechanisms:  manufacturing defects -- we20

can forget that one for the moment;21

erosion/corrosion, probably not likely; corrosion22

fatigue, possible; stress corrosion cracking, very23

possible.24

Just a few words about SCC.25
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It is not a well understood1

phenomenon.  Nobody can predict whether you really2

have it or not.  It kind of happens.  It is a big3

problem in gas pipelines.4

You need three things:  you need a5

tensile stress; you need a material that can6

crack; and you need a suitable environment.7

It is a very slow growth8

mechanism.  It can take decades, and it can9

produce brittle failures, and very brittle10

failures with no warning.11

It is not widely common in carbon12

steels, but it has happened in Point Lepreau13

feeders and it has also been seen in Pickering A14

calandrian vault.  And it has been seen in a15

number of other things like gas pipelines.  That16

is really the example right now.17

This diagram comes from the NEB on18

gas pipelines.  You need your three conditions: 19

your environment; your tensile stress; and your20

pipe material.21

We know from the fact that there22

has been one stress corrosion crack failure in23

Point Lepreau that you have to have your material24

susceptible and your environment must be25
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susceptible.1

You have these two factors2

already, so all you are really looking for is the3

stress.4

These are the cracks.  They are5

nasty little objects that wander all over the6

screen.  They are typically multi-faceted and hard7

to find, and they can remain dormant for decades. 8

You can discover that your material is full of9

nasty little cracks.10

Can Pickering have SCC?11

Well, the material and environment12

are suitable.  The stress could easily come from13

bending.  Those feeder pipes, if you remember the14

pictures, are very long; and as your reactor heats15

and cools during start-up and shut-down, you get16

thermal type stresses.17

In the thermal portion of Ontario18

Hydro, as it used to be, they used to have this19

problem in a very serious fashion, because they20

were always what they called two-shifting, which21

is starting up in the morning and shutting down in22

the evening.  There were all kinds of cracks in23

there.24

If you have that kind of situation25
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going on in Pickering, then you potentially have1

circumferential stress corrosion cracking and2

possible failure.3

Quite frankly, there is nobody in4

this room or anywhere who can tell you whether we5

have SCC in there at the moment.  Maybe it has and6

maybe it has not.  It is not something that we can7

predict, like fatigue cracking, and so forth.8

Unfortunately, very few9

inspections are being performed.  There is high10

dose and very limited access, particularly for11

cracking.  What has been done has been for12

erosion/corrosion, and that does not count.13

To the best of my knowledge, there14

have been very few analyses done.  I don't think15

anybody has done any strain gauging.  There is16

probably not much point in doing any stress17

analysis because we have so little idea as to what18

the actual stresses would be.19

We didn't find any SCC at Point20

Lepreau, but it was a relatively new reactor21

compared with Pickering A.22

What we need to do is inspect; and23

if we find something, we need to repair it, weld24

it, replace it, whatever is the appropriate thing25
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to do.  But above all, we need to inspect.1

I will give you a few conclusions.2

First of all, the CANDU history3

indicates that we are going to get some more4

failures.  This has been an historical fact. 5

Quite frankly, the most likely candidate is the6

Pickering A feeder pipes.  They have been totally7

neglected, just like pressure tubes were before8

PG16.9

The most likely candidate is10

probably circumferential stress corrosion11

cracking.  The problem with this is that it could12

lead to a LOCA and multiple channel failure.13

Again the solution is engineering. 14

We don't want to go through a lot of R&D stuff. 15

R&D is not helping us at all in stress corrosion16

cracking.17

What we would like to recommend is18

we select the reactor with the most effective19

starts, whichever one of the Pickering A reactors20

it is.  We can work that out.  And effective here21

means that a brutal shutdown or start-up is likely22

to be more effective than a lot of gentle ones.23

We use ultrasonic guided waves as24

a "go-no go" sorting tool.  These we can fire down25
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those long, long pipes, which are quite suitable1

for this kind of a technique, from the few2

accessible locations: the corners of the Graylocs3

and maybe from up in the feeder cabinet.4

Then we need to develop a little5

scanner that runs along selected feeder pipes to6

fully analyze any damage.  Hydro-Quebec has7

already developed a little scanner like this.  It8

is actually for erosion/corrosion, but it is the9

kind of device that could be modified to look for10

cracking.  This is a feasible technology.11

When we find out what is actually12

in there, somebody can make an intelligent13

decision.14

Just in case you are interested,15

these are my qualifications.  I am grossly16

over-educated.  I have spent almost 20 years in17

automated ultrasonics.  I also spent three weeks18

in Point Lepreau and did quite a lot on feeder19

pipes, developing the technique, writing the20

procedure, and actually crew bossed one of the21

feeder pipe inspections.22

Thank you very much.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you,24

Mr. Moles.25
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We frequently have issues over1

feeder pipes brought before us.2

Are there any questions?3

Dr. Giroux.4

MEMBER GIROUX:  This is a very5

interesting presentation.  I would like to hear6

reaction from OPG.7

MR. STRICKERT:  Mr. Pierre8

Charlebois, our Chief Nuclear Engineer, will speak9

to this.10

MR. CHARLEBOIS:  Thank you and11

good evening.12

First of all, I would like to give13

you a bit of an overview of our life cycle program14

that we have in place for the feeder pipes that15

were referenced in the presentation.16

We have under way, in fact, a17

program to inspect many of these feeder pipes with18

some of the tooling that is being discussed here. 19

In fact, we are looking at making use of the20

GenTE(ph.) tooling itself for measuring the21

thickness and the conditions of the feeder pipes.22

Maybe we need to put this into23

context.24

We have currently 300,000 feeder25
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operating years of experience.  That is 28,0001

feeder pipes for 15 years.  We have had one2

failure.3

The failure that occurred at Point4

Lepreau was an actual crack that formed in the5

feeder pipe.  The conditions that led to that6

particular failure are a bit unique.  The pipe7

supports were not in the correct location.  The8

fuel channel itself was not locked into proper9

position.10

The chemistry conditions on the11

heat transport side on the inside of the pipe were12

somewhat unusual at the time as well as a result13

of a separate incident that occurred.  Therefore,14

it is entirely possible that the mechanism that15

took place was in fact caused by those particular16

conditions all acting together, as indicated by17

the presentation, causing the stress corrosion18

cracking.19

In our particular plants we do not20

have the same support arrangement.  In making sure21

that the supports are free to move, to make sure22

that the stresses are maintained below acceptable23

level, is something that we continuously pay24

attention to.  In fact, we do adjustments on the25
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reactor to move those supports and make sure they1

are in the proper position.2

The last point I would like to3

talk about is we actually monitor the chemistry4

conditions of the system as well, to make sure5

that we don't have a condition that could cause6

essentially attack of the material itself.7

In a nutshell, we have a8

comprehensive program as we speak today at the9

Darlington plant.  We are doing 100 per cent10

inspection of an elbow area where we see the most11

evidence of not stress corrosion cracking but12

erosion/corrosion.13

Those in fact are being measured14

at the Darlington plant.  This is an ongoing15

program to baseline and characterize the state of16

the feeder pipes, to make sure that we manage the17

life of the components appropriately.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.19

MEMBER GIROUX:  Essentially, if I20

understand correctly, you are sort of in agreement21

with Mr. Moles and acting on this with engineering22

solutions and inspections?23

MR. CHARLEBOIS:  Of course the24

discovery of I believe it was Channel S08 at Point25
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Lepreau when the incident took place caused us to1

re-examine the scope and the completeness of our2

programs for feeder pipes.  That has been expanded3

considerably in the industry over the years.4

In fact, we have a considerable5

program in place already to assess the conditions6

of our feeder pipes.7

MR. MOLES:  May I comment on that,8

please?9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, go ahead. 10

Then I want some comments from staff.11

MR. MOLES:  All the inspections12

being done at Darlington are irrelevant to stress13

corrosion cracking.  They look exclusively for14

erosion/corrosion.  You need an entirely different15

technique.16

Second, anything -- the water17

chemistry may or may not be important.  With18

stress corrosion cracking, it crops up under a19

wide variety of conditions.  It still does not20

mean that even if the chemistry is different at21

Point Lepreau from what it is in Pickering, that22

you are not going to get stress corrosion23

cracking.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I do want to25
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look at the relationship to EA versus the1

operational maintenance and inspection aspects,2

but I do want some comment from staff.3

MR. WADDINGTON:  Thank you, Madam4

Chair.5

First of all, the EA itself6

includes a nuclear accident, as we discussed7

before, which captures the accident.  This is8

clearly a detail as part of the licensing review.9

I am going to ask Mr. Jim Blyth to10

discuss the response in some detail; thank you.11

Mr. Blyth.12

MR. BLYTH:  Thank you very much.13

I have a couple of thoughts.14

Certainly the accident that has15

been included in the EA bounds any credible16

consequences of a feeder failing.  So I don't17

believe that Dr. Moles' presentation has any fact18

on what has been predicted or assessed in the EA.19

OPG is right.  There are over20

300,000 feeder years of experience in Canada21

alone.  There is another almost 5,000 feeders in22

overseas reactors.  We have seen this once in23

quite a unique situation.24

Certainly it is something that25
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should be addressed going forward by inspection1

programs, having seen it once.2

The other comment I would make is3

that steam generator tubes and certainly pressure4

tubes are rather exotic materials.  Carbon steel5

is not quite as exotic.  It is widely used in the6

nuclear industry in the process systems and all7

sorts of other industries.8

There is a large body of9

experience with respect to this material, and10

stress corrosion cracking is a pretty rare11

occurrence.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Barnes...?13

MEMBER BARNES:  I would like to14

get clarification from Mr. Charlebois.15

Do I understand that you will be16

examining the feeder pipes in Pickering A for17

stress corrosion cracking in the near future; and18

if the answer is yes, could you give us some19

indication of the scope of that investigation?20

MR. CHARLEBOIS:  I would like to21

clarify that with my colleagues.  There is a22

program to examine the conditions of the feeder23

pipes on the Pickering reactor, certainly to24

measure the thickness of the feeder pipes.25
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I do not have at my fingertips the1

scope of that particular program at the present2

time.3

I think you should note that of4

all the reactors, in terms of erosion/corrosion,5

the Pickering reactors are the least susceptible6

to the mechanism.  We have observed that in the7

past.  We have measured that in the past.8

Therefore the extent of the9

program on those reactors is of a lesser extent. 10

It is more prominent on the CANDU 6 and the Bruce11

and Darlington design.12

This is the erosion/corrosion13

program.14

In terms of the SCC process, it is15

very difficult to actually measure stress16

corrosion cracking in carbon steel unless the17

mechanism is obviously active.  The best remedy is18

to prevent the conditions from existing.19

That is to make sure that the20

supports to the feeder pipes are in the proper21

position; that there is no interference between22

the feeder pipes as you saw in the picture; and23

that the chemistry conditions of the reactor are24

maintained within the specifications.25
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Those aspects are regular programs1

that we have in place to make sure that those2

positions are proper in all of our units,3

including the Pickering reactors.4

MEMBER BARNES:  I am just trying5

to correlate a point that Mr. Moles is making with6

your reply.  He is focusing more on the SCC7

problem rather than erosion/corrosion, and you are8

saying you are doing erosion/corrosion at9

Darlington, and you have implied that there is10

some work going on at Pickering.11

I am trying to establish whether12

you are in fact looking at the SCC problem in13

Pickering A?14

MR. CHARLEBOIS:  What we are doing15

at Pickering A is verifying in fact that the16

conditions of the supports and that the clearances17

between the feeders are such that the stresses18

during operation will not be excessive and19

therefore will not initiate the SCC process.20

I am trying to explain that it is21

very, very difficult to detect the beginning of22

SCC in materials using today's technology.  It is23

a difficult process.  You will detect it once a24

crack has started to form.25
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At Point Lepreau, for example,1

after they detected the one failure on S08 --2

which I might add, by the way, because of the3

nature of the carbon steel, which is a very4

ductile material, it was detected before it5

actually caused any loss of coolant.6

They inspected, I believe, close7

to about 150 to 200 other channels to try to see8

if there was any evidence of crack formation or9

propagation, and they did not find any at that10

time.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Blyth, you12

wanted to make a comment?13

MR. BLYTH:  Yes.  I think it is14

important to recognize that we have one isolated15

event of this occurring.  It did leak before it16

broke -- well, it did leak; it never did break. 17

In fact, under very, very unusual circumstances,18

highly unusual circumstances that have not been19

replicated elsewhere.20

I don't believe it has been21

demonstrated that this mechanism is in fact active22

in these reactors.  I believe the one incident can23

be explained.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.25
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Are there any other questions?1

Thank you very much, Mr. Moles.2

MR. MOLES:  It was a pleasure.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to4

the presentation of the Canadian Nuclear5

Association.6

00-H29.147

PRESENTATION8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Good evening,9

Mr. Clarke.10

MR. CLARKE:  Good evening, Dr.11

Bishop and Members of the Commission.  Thank you12

for the opportunity of allowing us to give a13

presentation to the Commission today.14

For those of you I have not met,15

my name is Bill Clarke.  I am the President of the16

Canadian Nuclear Association.17

With me is my colleague Brian18

Thompson, who is the Director of Communications.19

Today is an important moment in20

the history of our industry and in the history of21

our country.  Of paramount interest is the22

cleanliness of our air and water and the health of23

our people living in this community and beyond. 24

That is really why we are here today.25
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The environmental assessment of1

the restart of Pickering A is extremely2

comprehensive in its description and analysis of3

the environmental impacts of returning the station4

to service.  In the view of our association and5

our membership, based on the Scope of Assessment6

issued by the CNSC, Ontario Power Generation has7

gone well beyond the call of duty and provided a8

finished product that more than meets the9

requirements set before it.10

However, as explained in the Scope11

of Assessment, the environmental assessment does12

not address the alternatives to restarting13

Pickering A.14

The Canadian Nuclear Association15

understands very well why the CNSC has excluded16

any requirement for the assessment of alternative17

energy sources from the scope of the EA. 18

Nevertheless, it is a fact that returning the19

Pickering A units to service will avoid large20

quantities of atmospheric emissions that would21

lead to acid rain, smog and global warming.22

We would like to discuss in our23

presentation the environmental consequences of not24

restarting Pickering A.25
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Right now the station is laid up,1

and coal-fired power is being used instead.  It2

has been laid up for almost three years to date. 3

Every hour that Pickering A is out of service,4

approximately 700 metric tonnes of coal are burned5

to replace it.  That is about 12 tonnes a minute. 6

That means that since I began this presentation7

approximately 20 tonnes of coal have been burned8

to replace clean energy.9

Since Pickering A was shut down10

almost three years ago, more than 14 millions11

tonnes of coal have been burned to replace the12

Pickering clean nuclear power.13

It should be noted that this coal14

has been, and is continuing to be, burned in15

coal-fired plants on both sides of the border that16

otherwise would not be operating if Pickering A17

were in service.  There has also been a18

significant economic premium that has had to be19

paid for the cost of importing a significant20

quantity of this coal-fired electricity from the21

United States.22

For much of the past three years,23

OPG was in fact a net importer of electricity from24

the U.S.A.  This trend of Ontario as a net25
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electricity importer continued from the latter1

half of 1997 to the first half of 1999, by which2

time rising performance of the 12 remaining3

reactors in service at Pickering, Bruce and4

Darlington sufficed to make up most of this5

generation deficit.6

I am not condemning fossil fuels7

here.  Frankly, our association believes we need8

to use all the energy resources wisely and9

responsibly for the benefit of all citizens.  But10

the fact is that despite the best technology and11

the best efforts of the fossil fuel industry, air12

pollution is an unavoidable bi-product of13

combustion, and the quantities of pollutants14

getting into the biosphere are large.15

The Pickering A station has16

demonstrated itself to be a significant source of17

clean energy.  It can provide up to 10 per cent of18

Ontario's electricity with virtually no impact on19

the environment, as the EA shows.  This clean air20

power source can make a major contribution to21

cutting acid rain gases from burning coal or22

natural gas to make up the difference.23

Since 1971 when the first24

Pickering unit began to operate, Ontario's nuclear25
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reactors have displaced 11 million tonnes of1

sulphur dioxide and 2.5 million tonnes of nitrogen2

oxide that otherwise would have been produced from3

coal-fuelled stations.  They have also displaced4

1.2 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide.  This is5

equivalent to the greenhouse gas emissions of all6

the passenger vehicles in Canada over a period of7

about 12 years.8

Some people say that Canadian9

nuclear energy is unsafe.  Nothing could be10

further from the truth, and no one knows this11

better than you, the regulator.12

We know that you would not allow13

any nuclear facility anywhere in Canada to operate14

in an unsafe fashion.  Your record, and that of15

the Canadian nuclear industry, confirms that fact.16

Nuclear workers, closest to the17

energy source, are safe.  No one has been killed18

in Canada as a result of nuclear power operations,19

and nuclear workers are among the healthiest20

members of our society.21

Numerous health studies by22

responsible authorities, including your own, have23

demonstrated repeatedly that there is no evidence24

of health effect in the community either.  Nor25
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could there be, given the environmental1

performance of Pickering Nuclear.2

As the owner and operator of3

Pickering A, OPG has a huge vested interest in4

keeping that station operating safely and5

efficiently.  Their nuclear stations will be6

absolutely critical to their environmental7

performance and future competitive success when8

they enter open markets.9

OPG officials have stated publicly10

that they would never operate these facilities in11

such a way as to jeopardize their continued12

operation.  To maintain and enhance the cost and13

environmental advantages that they enjoy from14

these stations, they must and will do everything15

they can to improve their safe and environmentally16

responsible operation.17

This is exactly what has occurred18

in the U.S. nuclear generation industry in recent19

years.  Most U.S. nuclear units are held by20

investor-owned companies.  Publicly traded firms21

are watched extremely carefully by investors, by22

Wall Street, and they do not tolerate poor safety23

performance since this could affect the return24

they get on their investment.25
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Experience shows that the best-run1

nuclear units are also the ones with the best2

safety performance.3

In this regard, U.S. nuclear4

plants have shown tremendous improvement over the5

past 15 years.  The nuclear performance index for6

the U.S. industry, as tracked by the World7

Association of Nuclear Operators, has improved8

from a score of under 50 per cent to more than 929

per cent in the period between 1985 and 1999.10

As you are well aware, safety11

performance is a major part of that overall index.12

The U.S. nuclear industry has13

achieved both better safety performance and14

increased power production.  From 1980 to 1999 the15

unit capability factor of U.S. nuclear units -- in16

effect, the percentage of maximum generation each17

unit can produce -- has increased from 63 per cent18

to 89 per cent.  And despite a small reduction in19

the number of nuclear units, the U.S. industry20

generated 9 per cent more nuclear electricity in21

1999 than in 1998.22

Last year nuclear power generated23

a remarkable 20 per cent of all electricity in the24

U.S.A.  This directly benefits the environment and25
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also benefits the financial performance of the1

U.S. generating companies, because nuclear2

production is cheaper than fossil generation.3

In other words, for our industry4

to keep production high on a sustained basis, it5

is absolutely essential that our reactors be safe6

and well maintained.  This is a commercial7

imperative for the financial health of the8

generating companies, whether in the U.S.A. or in9

Canada.10

We are convinced that OPG is11

working extremely hard to achieve the excellent12

results attained by the U.S. nuclear industry. 13

They have no choice, given their commercial14

orientation and their entry next year into a15

competitive market.  They have made large strides16

already in their nuclear improvement program, and17

we believe that they will continue to improve both18

safety margins and production levels.19

As representatives of the Canadian20

nuclear industry and as members of the public at21

large, we at the CNA want the cleanest air and22

healthiest environment that restarting Pickering23

will provide.  We certainly want the high tech24

jobs that the restart will provide in Canada as25
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well.1

In conclusion, OPG has gone the2

extra mile in conducting thorough EA studies and3

stakeholder consultation and in preparing4

extensive draft EA documentation.5

In our view, its employees and6

consultants should be congratulated on a job7

extremely well done.8

The restart of Pickering A will9

provide significant environmental benefits to10

Ontario and to Canada.  The 15 terawatt hours of11

annual production that Pickering A will add will12

displace some 13 million tonnes of greenhouse13

gases each year, 18,000 tonnes of nitrogen oxide14

and 60,000 tonnes of sulphur dioxide which would15

otherwise be generated by coal-fired stations.16

Should Pickering A not restart,17

Ontario and Canada will continue to face serious18

increases in air pollution and greenhouse gas19

emissions.  The end result would be increased20

adverse health effects and increased contributions21

to global warming.22

Canada's Kyoto commitments to23

reduce greenhouse gases under the U.N.'s Climate24

Change Convention will be virtually impossible to25
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meet.1

Therefore, we respectfully urge2

you the regulator to approve the restart and, in3

doing so, to send a clear message to the public4

and to the nuclear industry regarding the5

fairness, integrity and responsible regulation6

that you are famous for.7

Thank you very much.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.9

Are there any questions or10

comments?11

Dr. Giroux.12

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.  This13

is at least the second time, if not the third,14

that I have heard a presentation by CNA.  I heard15

you at least once before for a licensing decision.16

I understand that you are17

enthusiastic about nuclear energy, but I also18

understand that you are experts in nuclear energy19

and in the nuclear industry.  I am a bit surprised20

at the sort of blanket endorsement that you21

present to us for nuclear energy.22

It is as if you were living in a23

different world than the one in which we are24

living, with the number of difficulties that25
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nuclear operators in Canada have been having and1

that OPG has been having and for which, as you2

say, they may be getting out of.3

I would have expected from an4

association such as yours a bit more caution about5

the necessary requirements for the nuclear6

industry to be run correctly; that it takes7

management and it takes conditions to be8

successful.9

To achieve what you say is10

achievable with nuclear energy is quite demanding,11

and I would have thought you might have reflected12

that also.13

MR. CLARKE:  I am not sure if that14

is a question or an observation.15

I can only say that we are very16

convinced that the restart of Pickering is17

extremely important for our country.  I have tried18

to demonstrate that in the presentation to you.19

I think there are some other20

factors -- and I will certainly raise them with21

you -- that should be taken into consideration by22

the Commission as well.23

Right now we face a juncture that24

is very important in time.  We, first of all, have25
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the uncertainty of supplies of fuel and of energy. 1

One only has to look at the area where a lot of2

this energy comes from, the Middle East.  In the3

United States that plays a much larger role in4

decision-making than here in Canada, but we are in5

a global world and we have to take into account6

some of these factors.7

A second factor that I think8

should be taken into consideration is certainly9

the high natural gas prices that we are facing10

right now, record levels.  I think the citizens of11

this country are very concerned.12

We also face an issue that is of13

extreme importance in the world, and that is world14

poverty, world energy poverty.  There are more15

than one billion people in the Third World who do16

not have access to electricity.17

So it is not a question of simply18

deciding what is right for us here in Canada.  We19

are connected to the world, and we have to think20

of these factors as well.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I want to make22

sure that we are again focusing on this specific23

project and the EA on this specific project.  As24

interesting as global issues are, we still must25
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remember we are dealing with this specific1

project, not dealing with alternatives, which you2

have already raised in your presentation that you3

are aware of.4

Are there any other questions?5

If not, thank you very much.6

--- Pause7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The Society of8

Engineer Professionals -- I'm sorry, Energy9

Professionals, will now do their oral10

presentation.11

That is 00-H29.16.12

00-H29.1613

PRESENTATION14

MR. BLAIR:  Thank you, Dr. Bishop,15

Members of the Commission, ladies and gentlemen,16

for this opportunity to make a brief presentation17

to you.18

My name is Jim Blair.  I the19

Vice-President Nuclear for the Society of Energy20

Professionals.21

Dr. Bishop, many people make the22

same mistake as you just made about engineers, so23

no problem with that.24

The Society of Energy25
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Professionals represents approximately 6,0001

employees of the corporations which have been2

created (and continue to be created) out of the3

old Ontario Hydro, as well as the engineering4

staff of Toronto Hydro.5

Of that total, approximately 7006

are employees of Ontario Power Generation employed7

at the site of the Pickering Nuclear Generating8

Station.  Another 200 to 300 Society-represented9

employees of OPG are employed in positions at head10

office, but their duties are directly or11

indirectly in support of Pickering Nuclear12

Generating Station operations, such as the13

technical support or training services.14

Our members at the Pickering site15

are scientific, engineering, supervisory, and16

other professional employees, like Eva Marczak and17

John, and many others behind me.18

In fact, Society-represented19

employees have provided much direct and indirect20

support to OPG's environmental assessment team. 21

We are happy to vouch for their professionalism,22

integrity, and commitment to excellence and23

performance in all areas, primarily environment,24

safety and health.25
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Our professional membership are in1

the leading roles of risk assessment and risk2

management within the plant organizational3

structure.4

We have represented such employees5

in various capacities for over half a century, as6

employees of Ontario Hydro, and more recently as7

the employees of the corporations which resulted8

from the implementation of the Energy Competition9

Act.10

Recognizing that our members'11

success is closely tied to our employers'12

successes, we have always pursued a co-operative,13

supportive, collegial relationship with our14

employers.  We believe that we are in the15

forefront of those enlightened unions and16

managements which are developing less17

confrontational, more fruitful ways of coping with18

both our mutual and differing interests.19

Indeed in the last year we have20

been operating, along with our sister union, the21

Power Workers, under a partnership agreement with22

OPG, which agreement commits all three parties to23

work in co-operation to ensure corporate success24

as we adjust to the restructuring of the energy25
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industry.1

We are also pursuing partnerships2

with other employers, including Kinectrics and3

Bruce Power.4

We consider the nurturing of these5

partnerships to be a high-priority mission, both6

for the success of our employers and the7

enhancement of our high-performance workplaces,8

but also to ensure that environmental security and9

workplace safety are not downgraded in the move to10

competition.11

As our respective leaderships gain12

experience in working together, we expect that the13

required changes in attitude and culture will14

develop out of the process.15

Turning to environment, safety and16

health, which is one of the key areas that we17

measure for business success, it is important to18

recognize that Society-represented employees also19

live in the communities around the Durham region.20

We breathe the same air; we drink the same water;21

we work the same soil as anyone else in the22

community.23

We have just as much interest as24

anyone in ensuring that the benefits we receive25
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from nuclear-generated energy are not accompanied1

by significant negative effects on our2

environment.  In this respect, our desire to work3

in a safe workplace converges with the public's4

interest in safe water, air and soil.5

It should be obvious enough that6

anything which might have a negative effect on the7

environment would also have a more immediate,8

magnified effect on worker health and safety.9

Since long before we began our10

partnership arrangements with OPG, we have been11

working with the Power Workers and OPG to develop12

a tripartite approach to the myriad of13

safety-related challenges at our nuclear14

generating sites.  Among the innovations arising15

out of this approach are the regular meetings of16

the Nuclear Advisory Committees, in which all17

three parties discuss and resolve policy level18

issues related to health, safety and environment.19

Last May the OPG, the Society and20

the Power Workers co-sponsored a conference, the21

objective of which was to revitalize the local22

joint health and safety committees, which our CEO23

Ron Osborne called a "key to the Company's24

success".25
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Key Society health and safety1

representatives are encouraged by the progress2

being made in radiation safety.3

We think it quite remarkable that4

in the midst of all of the changes that have5

occurred in the last three years, all three6

parties have been able to work out a system of7

workplace safety which we can all sign on to and8

believe in.9

Turning to contractors, we10

supported, where necessary, the appropriate use of11

contractors in this project.  Our members have12

assisted them with their orientation and in13

performing their roles.  We have worked14

co-operatively with them to respect our standards15

and share our values.16

At the same time, we have an17

agreement with management to monitor the hiring of18

the necessary regular personnel for the units19

returning to service.20

With respect to the Power Workers'21

submission, we support that submission and agree22

especially with the submissions they have made on23

the effect of the unions' efforts in worker health24

and safety on the Pickering environment, the25
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findings and recommendations of the Commission1

staff, the safety record of nuclear generation in2

Ontario, and the economic benefits which will3

accrue to the province with the return to service4

of Pickering A.5

In conclusion, the Society6

supports the conclusion of CNSC staff that, with7

the implementation of appropriate mitigation8

measures, the return to service of Pickering A is9

unlikely to cause any significant adverse effect10

on the environment.11

While we acknowledge that there is12

some public concern, we do not believe the level13

of concern is significant, for the purposes of the14

Act, and the Commission should not refer the15

project to the Minister of the Environment for the16

appointment of a review panel or mediator.17

Indeed, as set out in the report,18

we believe that returning Pickering A to service19

will result in significant benefit to the20

environment as it will allow OPG and other power21

producers to reduce the amount of electricity22

generated with fossil fuel.23

As the energy industry in Ontario24

is restructured, there will be many challenges25
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ahead.  With the OPG/Society/Power Workers'1

partnership in operation, we believe that we are2

on course to succeed.  We will be seeking the3

required changes in attitude and culture4

throughout the company in order to bring the5

desired results.6

Thank you very much.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.8

Are there any questions or9

comments?10

If not, thank you very much.11

--- Pause12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The next13

presentation of 00-H29.234, which is the oral14

presentation by the Research and Development15

Advisory Panel to the Board of Directors of Atomic16

Energy of Canada Limited.17

00-H29.23418

PRESENTATION19

MR. ROGERS:  Thank you,20

Dr. Bishop.21

I am Terry Rogers, a member of the22

R&D Advisory Panel.  I am Vice-Chairman of the23

Panel.  My colleague David Burns is Chairman of24

the panel.  We are making this presentation on25
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behalf of the panel.1

The title of our presentation is2

Environmental Imperative for Return to Service of3

the Pickering Nuclear Generating Station A.4

The panel mandate, as stated up5

there, is to advise the Board of AECL on the6

strategic needs, alliances and direction of the7

R&D activities of AECL.  Unlike Dr. Moles, we8

believe that R&D is very important in the nuclear9

field.10

It is composed of independent11

experts in various fields related to nuclear12

science and engineering.  I mention the various13

fields that are involved here, and that members14

are predominantly from university.15

To give you a flavour of the16

membership of the panel, their names are shown17

here.  I will not go through all the names but18

would simply indicate that we have a wide variety19

of expertise; that we have some very prominent20

people in their fields on the panel, including21

ex-presidents of universities and an ex-president22

of the Atomic Energy Control Board.23

We are also honoured to have three24

members of the Order of Canada on the panel.25
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So with a small panel I think we1

have quite a few qualified people to talk about2

nuclear issues.3

The gist of our presentation --4

our thunder has been stolen by the CNA, because we5

are making the same general point:  that there was6

no assessment in the environmental impact of not7

returning the Pickering Generating Station A to8

service.9

Reading the documentation about10

the scope, we think that this outcome should have11

been included in the environmental assessment.12

If it is not restarted, the13

replacement of electricity is going to come from14

coal-fired or other fossil fuel plants, and there15

will be significant emissions of carbon dioxide,16

the major greenhouse gas, sulphur dioxides and17

nitrogen oxides.18

This has already occurred.  The19

Pickering A and Bruce A plants were laid up over a20

period from October 1997 to April 1998, and the21

increase of SO2 emissions from OPG fossil plants22

increased, in 1998 and 1999 over 1997, in the case23

of S02 by about 15 per cent; and in the cast of24

N0X an average of about 25 per cent.25
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Significant to the failure to1

restart Pickering A is the fact that C02 emissions2

from electricity generation in Canada have already3

increased and will continue to occur at a rather4

high level over the succeeding years.5

We plotted here the ratio of the6

C02 emissions from electricity generation in7

Canada, not just in Ontario, compared to the 19908

emissions.  1990 is the year in which the Kyoto9

Protocol arrangements were made, and Canada has10

undertaken to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions11

by 6 per cent by 2010 compared to 1990.12

If we assume the same proportional13

decrease should occur in electricity generation in14

all different sectors, then the bottom line shows15

the Kyoto target.16

There is a line that has small17

symbols indicating it which goes up to the right.18

That is the updated NRCAN prediction or forecast19

of CO2 emissions from electricity generation in20

Canada out to 2010.21

If you look at the actual22

emissions that have occurred, the increase is23

quite significant.  By 1998, it was well above the24

projection of NRCAN for 2010, and in 1999 is a25
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little bit higher.1

Not all of that increase is due to2

the lay-up of the Bruce A and Pickering A3

reactors.  Part of it is due to reduced hydro4

electric generation, while more than half is due5

to the lay-up of the two reactor stations.6

Next please.7

I think not many people recognize8

the significance of nuclear power to Canada's9

Kyoto commitments.  We are committed to reduce10

greenhouse gas emissions, as I said, 6 per cent11

below the 1990 level by the year 2010.12

With the PNGS-A restart, the13

cumulative reduction required from now to 2010 is14

about 1,500 megatonnes of CO2.  Without the15

Pickering A restart, the cumulative reduction16

required goes up to 1,640 megatonnes, an increase17

of 9 per cent.18

And without any nuclear power at19

all, if there was no nuclear power in Canada, the20

cumulative reduction required by 2010 would be21

2,260 megatonnes by then, a reduction of 50 per22

cent.23

So the significance of nuclear24

power to enabling Canada to achieve its Kyoto25
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targets is very, very significant, and the failure1

to restart Pickering A and eventually Bruce A2

would make it much more difficult to achieve that3

goal.  Beyond 2010, nuclear energy can make even4

more significant gains in avoiding greenhouse5

gases.6

Our conclusions are, as I have7

already stated, without the Pickering A restart,8

Canada's Kyoto commitments will be even more9

difficult to meet without the restart; increased10

emissions of SO2 and NOX in Ontario will continue.11

The CNSC staff has found that if12

the Pickering A returned to service it is unlikely13

to cause adverse environmental effects.14

These are compelling reasons for15

Pickering A's return to service without delay.16

Thank you very much.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.18

Are there any questions or19

comments?20

Thank you very much.21

We will then move to a22

presentation by Charles Hunt.  That is 00-H29.7.23

Is Mr. Hunt present?  If Mr. Hunt24

is not present, we will proceed to the last --25
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--- Pause1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The presentation2

from Mr. Hunt is 00-H29.7 and H29.7A.3

00-H29.7/00-H29.7A4

MR. HUNT:  Thank you.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Good evening,6

Mr. Hunt.7

MR. HUNT:  Good evening.8

PRESENTATION9

MR. HUNT:  I am a union10

ironworker, Local 721, part of the construction11

building trades of Ontario.12

I recently worked at the vacuum13

building outage at Ontario Hydro for a short time.14

I am not really pressed to go15

home.  However, my 83-year old father is looking16

after my three children tonight and my wife is17

here with me, so I didn't exactly tell the truth18

about -- well, I told Mrs. Elyson that it would be19

easier for me to stay tonight rather than come20

back tomorrow.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We suspect there22

is more than one.  Thank you.23

MR. HUNT:  I certainly do myself24

as well, which brings me to my first point.25
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I had the privilege to see1

Minister Fuller in about 1969 at Convocation Hall2

in Toronto.  His first statement was, "I have a3

great responsibility to the people who have come4

here to see me, and that is to tell them the5

truth."6

With that, I would like to proceed7

right into my statement of what occurred on the8

evening of September the 26th, my first shift as9

an ironworker on the vacuum building outage, my10

first evening shift.  After three weeks of11

training this is what happened.12

I, Charles Hunt, Employee13

No. 195680, arrived for work at 5:00 p.m.,14

starting time for the afternoon shift.15

This shift was being looked after16

by foreman Wayne Doyle and sub-foreman Joe17

Burnham, both ironworkers.18

At approximately 5:30, Wayne Doyle19

arrived with pre-job briefings and job assignments20

for the crew.  I was assigned to Joe Burnham's21

crew to hoist material from ground level into22

pressure relief duct at reactor No.8.  I was23

directed to proceed to change area, change24

clothing to "Browns", the apparel required for25
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radiation work, and then to proceed to the1

radiation office, where personal "EPD" would be2

issued, and sign on to radiation plan for this3

particular task would take place.4

I was met at the radiation office5

by Joe Burnham who asked me to read radiation plan6

document which detailed work to be done and where7

work should be done and what the safety8

requirements were for accomplishing this work. 9

Then I was asked to initial document after reading10

and understanding same.11

We, including two other workers,12

Cliff Froude and Clem Goudreau, were told by Joe13

Burnham to proceed to unit 6 dose desk,14

317 elevation, and wait for our electronic15

personal dosimeters to be issued by our assigned16

green badge qualified safety man Mike Brown.17

At 7:00 p.m. we received our EPD's18

and were told by Mike Brown to wait for his okay19

to proceed into pressure relief duct, as he had to20

take readings of tritium levels present inside21

pressure relief duct to determine if changes had22

occurred since last reading.23

We waited outside dose desk 6 on24

benches until 7:50 p.m. when Cliff Froude received25
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page from Joe Burnham over public announcement1

system.  Cliff returned call and we were directed2

to proceed to access to unit 8 pressure relief3

duct entry.4

Approximately halfway there we5

were met by an agitated Joe Burnham.  He6

immediately asked us "why the fuck we were sitting7

around and not proceeding to our assigned work8

point, we have lost an hour."  He was told at this9

time by Clem that we were told by Mike Brown to10

wait for his approval before proceeding into11

pressure relief duct.  Joe Burnham then said, "I12

can take you up there." 13

He was still quite agitated so I14

decided not to confront him at this point by15

raising my objection since he had already been16

informed by Clem what Mike Brown had said.17

We gathered up the necessary18

protective equipment including:  face mask with19

tritium canisters, rubber gloves with cotton20

inside gloves, plastic boot covers and rubber21

overshoes.22

Clem and I following Joe Burnham. 23

Cliff Froude was directed by Joe to hook on at the24

ground level below PRD duct, proceeded to25
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stairwell access to pressure relief duct.1

Before entering stairwell we were2

stopped by caution tape with an attached sign3

stating that stairwell was being purged.  This4

sign was ripped down and tossed aside by Joe5

Burnham and we proceeded to climb stairwell access6

to pressure relief duct.7

We reached hallway which precedes8

entrance to pressure relief duct where Clem and I9

stopped to sign into rubber area, zone 3, at10

8:00 p.m.  Joe Burnham watched us sign in.  Then11

we proceeded into pressure relief duct and Joe12

left, returning to downstair access.  The next13

time I saw him he was on the ground where material14

was being hooked on for hoisting into pressure15

relief duct through a 10-foot diameter opening16

which had been removed from floor of pressure17

relief duct for this purpose.18

Clem and I proceeded into pressure19

relief duct.  At main door we turned left, which20

was east, and walked approximately 100 feet to21

10-foot opening in floor of pressure relief duct. 22

We were the only workers in the PRD.  No green23

qualified man was present.  We proceeded to put on24

our fall arrest harnesses and prepared to use25
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electric chain hoist system for lifting.1

At this time I was becoming2

increasingly worried and fearful that we were in3

danger as no green qualified man was present.  In4

my anxiety I became angry with Clem.  He was more5

experienced in these matters, had been an employee6

longer, and this was only my fourth day on the7

"island", my first afternoon shift.8

After one half hour Mike Brown9

appeared and asked me what I was doing in the PRD,10

who authorized my entry, as he was the acting11

green badge qualified safety person.  I then12

related that Joe Burnham told us to enter the PRD 13

He replied Joe did not have this authority and14

that even though he liked Joe he would have to15

report this incident.  This incident should have16

been written up in the form of a Station Condition17

Report, SCR for short.18

I then related this information to19

Clem and in a very agitated discussion asked him20

why he hadn't objected to Joe Burnham more21

strenuously since he was the one that accepted22

that we could be signed in by Joe Burnham.  I23

thought that maybe Joe Burnham had touched base24

with Mike Brown and everything was okay, i.e. the25
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stairwell access issue had been resolved, and new1

readings in the PRD had been taken and we were2

okay to enter.  Obviously, this was not true.  I3

had been questioned by Mike Brown, the green4

qualified safety man, about my presence in the5

PRD.6

We then continued hoisting and at7

9:30 p.m. Mike Brown asked me how long we had been8

in PRD, since the masks and tritium canisters were9

only good for a maximum of one hour.  I replied we10

had signed in at 8 p.m. and that we had therefore11

been in the PRD for one and one-half hours, far12

surpassing the limit of the tritium canisters.13

At this point I expressed my grave14

concerns to Mike Brown, who tried to allay my15

fears.  We finished a lift that was still16

suspended, because we had lost power to our17

electric hoists, in order to make the load safe on18

floor of PRD.  This took until 9:45, at which19

point we left PRD, passing the monitor in rubber20

suit at the airlock entrance, and removing safety21

apparel at rubber area border, going back down the22

stairwell, at which point Mike Brown took our23

EPD's and we left the area to proceed to change24

room to remove contaminated clothing and shower25
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for supper.1

I was very agitated in the shower2

area over safety concerns.  All the training3

received in previous weeks had been overridden and4

we were dealing with radioactive tritium which I5

remembered was a deadly substance.6

Who gave these people the right to7

supersede the safety procedures set in place for8

these hazardous and deadly substances was foremost9

in my mind and I felt like a disposable item to10

them, just another tool to get the job done at any11

cost!12

When I left the shower area and13

dressed for lunch break in my civies.  I stopped14

for 10 minutes to calm down enough so that I could15

talk immediately to my union steward in a coherent16

manner and relate these incidents to him.  I found17

Roger Murphy, our afternoon shift union steward. 18

I related this matter to him and left it in his19

hands.20

He immediately confronted21

Wayne Doyle about this incident and within minutes22

I was confronted by Joe Burnham.  He tried to23

discuss the matter with me but I told him to leave24

me alone -- not quite as politely as that.  He25
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began to be abusive and I returned the insult.  I1

felt threatened again, now dealing with an irate2

foreman who was responsible for my exposure to3

tritium with tritium canisters which had been used4

for twice their life expectancy, but I now had to5

deal with a threatening foreman who had placed my6

life in danger hours before.7

I realized that I had to leave the8

premises of Ontario Pickering Nuclear Generating9

Station and asked to go home.  I informed my union10

steward of my intentions and discussed this matter11

with Wayne Doyle, relating that my trust in the12

supervision and safety procedures was gone13

therefore I had to leave and I would return to day14

shift the following morning.  I received my union15

steward's okay and left at 11:00 p.m.16

Summary:17

Safety procedures set out for this18

job were ignored in direct contravention of ALARA19

principles as set down by the Canadian Nuclear20

Safety Commission, Document G-129(e) regulatory21

guide.22

As the new member of the afternoon23

shift, I relied on the seasoned fellow workers and24

supervision to guide me in proper procedures and25
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help me do my job safely.  Instead I was given the1

short course in procedure ignoring and production2

comes first.3

I relied on Mike Brown to produce4

a "station condition report" detailing this5

incident, a copy of which I have not yet seen.6

The airlock monitor who observed7

our presence in the pressure relief duct should8

have filed a station condition report also, a copy9

of which I have not yet seen.  He was not at the10

airlock when we entered and did not ask for our11

names when we left.  The sign-in sheet was gone so12

we did not sign out when we left the PRD, so any13

record of how long --14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Hunt.15

MR. HUNT:  Yes?16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Excuse me.  Your17

time.  You are running over time.  I am going to18

cut you off at this point.19

I think that the issue before us20

is what does this have to do with the hearing in21

front of us tonight versus it being looked at on22

an operational aspect?23

MR. HUNT:  I could answer that.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Would you like25
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to make any comment?1

MR. HUNT:  Do you want an answer? 2

Of course.3

Definitions according to the4

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act.  This is5

the Act that governs, I guess, this assessment,6

this environmental assessment.7

Chapter C15.2, 1992, C37, whatever8

that means:9

"The purposes of this Act are10

to ensure that the11

environmental effects of12

projects receive careful13

consideration before14

responsible authorities take15

actions in connection with16

them to encourage responsible17

authorities to take actions18

that promote sustainable19

development and thereby20

achieve or maintain a healthy21

environment and a healthy22

economy."  (As read)23

As a worker, I am part of that.  24

"`Environment' means the25
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components of the earth and1

includes land, water, air,2

including all layers of the3

atmosphere, all organic and4

inorganic matter, and living5

organisms..."  (As read)6

I am a living organism:7

"...and the interactive8

natural systems that include9

components referred to in10

paragraphs (a) and (b)." 11

(As read)12

So I consider myself to be part of13

the environment of that plant, therefore, that has14

a lot to do with the environmental assessment.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.16

This has been investigated by OPG. 17

We have that information.18

You have also gone to our project19

officers on site who have received copies of the20

investigation and your response.21

This is not the appropriate forum22

in which to go through those investigations or the23

responses, but as indicated to you I believe by24

our staff on site you should proceed to discuss25
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this further with them if you have any further1

difficulty.2

MR. HUNT:  I absolutely have.  I3

asked for a polygraph from Dr. Parsons and4

received no reply.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.  I realize6

that you have asked for polygraphs.  But this is7

not the forum in which to discuss those issues.8

I do thank you for your9

presentation and I know that the follow up on your10

issue has not ended yet.11

MR. HUNT:  Don't you think that12

the work that is coming up at Pickering, which the13

building trades are going to be a part of, that14

safety is the number one concern?15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We have heard16

your presentation --17

MR. HUNT:  Thank you.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  -- and we will19

take all of the pertinent aspects of it under20

consideration.21

Thank you.22

--- Pause23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The next and24

final presentation for tonight is an oral25
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presentation by Great Lakes United, that is1

29.197.2

00-H29.1973

PRESENTATION4

MS MAYBEE:  Madam Chair and5

Members of the Commission, thank you for letting6

me be here today.7

I would like to present the8

co-chair of the Nuclear Task Force for Great Lakes9

United, Ziggy Kleinau.10

My name is Maria Maybee.  I am11

Haudenosaunne, people of the longhouse.  I am a12

member of the Seneca Nation of Indians born into13

the Heron Clan.  Nway weh skano to the people of14

this region, all the participants, and you, Madam15

Chair and Members of the Commission.16

I am here today as representative17

of Great Lakes United.  Margaret Woostard, our18

executive director, could not be here today.  I am19

here in her place.20

We are an international coalition21

of over 170 community, environmental and labour22

organizations from the United States, Canada and23

First Nations.  We were founded in 1982 to protect24

and conserve the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River25
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ecosystem.1

We have offices in Montreal,2

Quebec and Buffalo, New York where I am stationed. 3

I travelled here today from Buffalo because of the4

importance of this matter.  I got in a serious car5

accident on the way here, so I do appreciate you6

allowing me to speak tonight so I can go home and7

speak of my personal matters now.8

Under the motto, "What we do to9

the Great Lakes, we do to ourselves and our10

children," we find it imperative to appear before11

the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission to bring12

the concerns of our members regarding the13

shortcomings of the process used to evaluate the14

environmental and health effects of a restart of15

the Pickering A nuclear reactors.16

On June 4th of 2000, Great Lakes17

United held their annual general meeting in Two18

Harbors, Minnesota.  The membership of Great Lakes19

United unanimously adopted the following20

resolution.21

The motion was moved by the22

Nuclear Awareness Project, seconded by Citizens23

for Renewable Energy:24

"WHEREAS the four reactors of25
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the Pickering A nuclear1

station located on the north2

shore of Lake Ontario, east3

of Toronto, are the oldest4

reactors in Canada and were5

shut down at the end of 19976

because of poor performance7

and safety concerns; and8

WHEREAS the proposed restart9

of the Pickering A nuclear10

station is currently the11

subject of a screening level12

federal environmental13

assessment which does not14

provide for a comprehensive15

review; and16

WHEREAS a severe accident at17

the Pickering A nuclear18

station could have disastrous19

consequences for the Great20

Lakes basin, and the current21

screening review excludes a22

severe accident with a loss23

of containment; and24

WHEREAS the failure to review25
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a severe accident with loss1

of containment is2

inconsistent with the Ontario3

Nuclear Emergency Plan; and4

WHEREAS the current screening5

review does not look at6

renewable energy or7

conservation alternative to8

restarting the Pickering A9

nuclear station, and does not10

look at the economic costs of11

restart or alternative to12

restart;13

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED14

THAT ... Great Lakes United15

respectfully requests16

Canada's environment17

minister, the Hon. David18

Anderson, to appoint an19

independent panel to review20

the restart of Pickering A21

nuclear station; and"22

(As read)23

Secondly:24

"Great Lakes United25
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respectfully requests the1

Hon. David Anderson to2

instruct the panel to3

reconsider the scope of the4

review, and to include5

amongst other issues the6

review of a severe accident7

with loss of containment,8

alternative means of9

generating electricity, and10

an economic evaluation of the11

restart proposal and its12

alternative."  (As read) 13

Again, I will repeat, this was a14

unanimous decision by all members present at the15

annual general meeting.16

Again, I will repeat to remember17

that "What we do to the Great Lakes, we do to18

ourselves and our children", and those yet to19

come.  I personally take that principle to heart20

with my teachings as a Haudenosaunne woman.21

These reactors were the first22

large commercially-operated units in Canada, and23

were shut down after 26 years of operation.  This 24

occurred following a highly critical peer report25
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classifying them, together with a number of other1

Ontario Hydro reactors, as "minimally acceptable"2

in their operational status.3

After four years of so-called4

lay-up with the partially irradiated fuel left in5

the reactors, this now 30-year old generating6

system, which is in the process of undergoing7

minor upgrades, is still only as functional as8

other 30-year old concrete structures with the9

additional burden of the fission bombardment from10

nuclear power generation.11

While consideration of12

alternatives to the restart of this station might13

not be a mandatory requirement for the Screening14

Level of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act15

employed in this case, it certainly is contained16

in the full independent panel review requirements. 17

This is just one of the reasons why we question18

the process used in this issue.19

Without going too much into the20

detail of this environmental assessment, we want21

to point out that, as the oldest station in22

Ontario Power Generation's fleet, these reactors23

are well below the safety standards required for24

subsequently built stations.  Instead of the two25
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mandatory fast emergency shutdown systems,1

Pickering A has only one with a substandard2

so-called shutdown system enhancement installation3

in progress.4

We question the reliability of5

these systems in emergency situations, even though6

Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission staff seem to7

be content with Ontario Power Generation's8

assertions.  Records of the safety systems at both9

stations show that there were lengthy periods of10

unavailability of the emergency fast shutdown11

systems.12

With a string of accidents at this13

station over the years, only an absence of a14

combination of human error and equipment failures15

has so far prevented a disastrous meltdown like16

the ones at Three-Mile-Island and Chernobyl.17

This plant, stationed on the north18

shore of Lake Ontario, has had wide-ranging19

impacts on water quality for shoreline communities20

during its 26 years of operation.  There is no21

adequate assurance that an upgraded nuclear plant22

will avoid even greater impacts over time, impacts23

that would also reach communities on the south24

shore of Lake Ontario, where I am from.25
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In this context, we need to point1

out that the method of risk assessment used in the2

environmental assessment is badly compromised3

toward protecting the economical factor in the4

decisions.  The conclusion of Ontario Power5

Generator's and Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission6

staff that "Only minimal impact will result from7

the aspects of operation," woefully underestimates8

the social and ethical considerations.9

The International Joint Commission10

has long advocated the need to employ the11

"precautionary principle" in all projects and12

actions.  This includes the burden of proof being13

placed irrevocably on those who wish to take the14

action -- also called reverse onus.  It also15

provides that alternative ways of carrying out the16

action must be fully explored, including negating17

the action, and decisions must be made with full18

disclosure of all information available to the19

proponent shared with those who may be affected,20

enabling them to participate fully in21

decision-making.22

We join with our member23

organizations in Canada, with the federal and24

provincial representatives, and with the councils25
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of the cities of Toronto and Oshawa, the towns of1

Pickering and Ajax, and surrounding communities,2

to impress upon you, Madam Chair and Members of3

the Commission, that the screening process of this4

project under the Canadian Environmental5

Assessment Act is grossly inadequate in covering6

pertinent issues and addressing public concern.7

As outlined in the Canadian8

Nuclear Safety Commission staff Environmental9

Assessment Screening Report, CMD00-H29, on page 6,10

under (g) "Responsible Authority Decision and11

Course of Action" subsection 20(1), we request the12

Commission to accept this overwhelming public13

concern as a justified reason to refer this14

project to the Minister of the Environment for a15

full environmental assessment by the independent16

review panel, in accordance with section 29 of the17

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act.18

Thank you for taking our concerns19

under serious consideration.  Nway weh skano.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very21

much.22

Are there any questions or23

comments?  Mr. Graham.24

MEMBER GRAHAM:  I have a question25
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to our CNSC staff.1

In the comments made by Ms Maybee,2

it says the plant station on the north shore of3

Lake Ontario has had a wide-ranging impact on4

water quality of the shoreline communities over5

the last 26 years.6

Has there been a major impact on7

the water quality?  That would be my question.8

MR. WADDINGTON:  I will ask9

Dr. Patsy Thompson to respond to that question.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The microphone11

is not on.12

Dr. Thompson.13

--- Pause14

DR. THOMPSON:  There is a lot of15

environmental monitoring data that is available16

for all of Lake Ontario as well as Lake Ontario on17

the north shore.18

In 1997, the International Joint19

Commission Nuclear Task Force issued a report in20

which they had collected all the environmental21

monitoring data from nuclear power stations on22

both sides of Lake Ontario.23

The conclusions of the report24

indicated that in most cases the radionuclides25
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reported were at a minimal detectable activity. 1

In essence, the activities going into lake Ontario2

could not be detected.3

Over the last few years there has4

been a number of whole lake environmental5

monitoring programs where they have taken samples6

at the inlet of Lake Ontario, the outlet, as well7

as several transects across Lake Ontario.  The8

concentrations of tritium, for example, are9

essentially the same.  They are about 7 becquerels10

per litre at the inlet of Lake Ontario, and they11

are about the same concentrations at the outlet.12

Close to the Pickering nuclear13

power station there is drinking water monitoring,14

Monitoring at the drinking water stations have15

been undertaken for several years and the16

concentrations are normally around 10 becquerels17

per litre.  We don't see any difference or any18

significant difference close to the power stations19

relative to what is coming into Lake Ontario and20

what is leaving Lake Ontario.21

All the data we have for tritium,22

as well as for other radionuclides, indicate that23

power stations both in Canada and in the U.S.24

haven't had an impact, a measurable impact, on25
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radionuclide levels in the Great Lakes,1

specifically in Lake Ontario.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.3

Before I continue with questions,4

we do have one more presentation.  I made the5

wrong announcement that this was the last one.6

Ms Keen.7

MEMBER KEEN:  I also have a8

question for clarification.9

In the presentation that Ms Maybee10

made it says that:11

"Records of the safety12

systems at both stations show13

that there were lengthy14

periods of unavailability of15

the emergency fast shutdown16

systems."17

Mr. Waddington...?18

MR. WADDINGTON:  I will ask19

Mr. Robert Leblanc to respond to that question.20

MR. LEBLANC:  Thank you, John.21

To the best of my recollection,22

the shutdown system at Pickering has always met23

the targets set by the then Atomic Energy Control24

Board and now the CNSC.  There has been a few25
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periods of unavailability but this was within the1

target.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I don't think we3

can hear very well.  I wonder if we can have a4

better microphone for people who are trying to5

answer questions.6

--- Pause7

MR. LEBLANC:  As I said, to the8

best of my knowledge, the unavailability of the9

special safety systems at Pickering has always met10

the reliability targets set by the CNSC.  On very11

few occasions there were some unavailabilities,12

but again this was within the target.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Within the14

regulations or the expected operating parameters,15

how many hours can one be without --16

MR. LEBLANC:  For the shutdown17

systems at Pickering it is three times, 10 to the18

minus 3.  That is about 24 hours I guess.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  How many hours?20

MR. LEBLANC:  Eight hours, I21

guess.  Sorry.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Eight hours.23

MR. LEBLANC:  Yes.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.25
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Maybe I should ask OPG this or1

either one of you.  Jim, you wanted to make some2

statements.  I want to know, were they out -- how3

much further than that operational expectation?4

MR. HARVIE:  I just wanted to add5

to Mr. Leblanc's remark that when we say6

"unavailable" we actually mean not totally capable7

of meeting all its design requirements.  It does8

not necessarily mean -- it does not generally mean9

that the system is incapable of shutting down the10

reactor.  It means it is not fully capable of11

meeting all its requirements.12

Right, Robert?13

MR. LEBLANC:  Yes.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I still don't15

know whether it was 85 hours out, whether it was16

three months.  Can we have an answer to that.17

MR. WADDINGTON:  As Mr. Leblanc18

said, the period of time for which it has been19

unavailable has been within the target, which20

means that it has been less than eight hours at21

any one time.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.23

MEMBER KEEN:  I have a second24

question.  It states in the document that:25
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"Instead of the two mandatory1

fast emergency shutdown2

systems, Pickering `A' has3

only one with a substandard4

so-called Shutdown System5

Enhancement installation in6

progress."7

Could you comment on that as well.8

MR. WADDINGTON:  Certainly.9

Again, I would ask Mr. Leblanc to10

respond to that question.11

MR. LEBLANC:  Thank you.12

When Pickering A will be allowed13

to restart, there will be two shutdown systems. 14

The first one is the current dump system; the15

second one will be the shutdown system enhancement16

that will have to be installed prior to restart17

all the four units.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any19

other questions or comments?  Yes?20

MEMBER GIROUX:  Just for21

clarification, there was an allegation that the22

second shutdown system was substandard or23

something, is different from other nuclear plants.24

Could you expand a bit on its25
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function or the independence of the two systems.1

MR. LEBLANC:  The shutdown system2

enhancement does not meet all the requirements of3

the new standard from the CNSC, that is R8, in4

terms of its independence and redundancy.5

However, when we look at all the6

options that were put before us back in 1995, we7

definitively looked at the four options that were8

on the table.  We analyzed all the pros and cons9

of each of these four options.  At that time, we10

also took into account the time at risk, that is,11

the time to install this shutdown system12

enhancement, versus the remaining lifetime of the13

station.  We also took into account the cost of14

each of these options in terms of the dose to the15

workers who will have to do the modifications.16

Given these three factors, we came17

to the conclusion that this was the best option at18

that time.  This is what we did recommend to the19

Board and it was accepted by the Board.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.21

Are there any other questions or22

comments?23

I have just been informed that the24

final presenter is willing to do the presentation25
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tomorrow instead of tonight.  So with that, ladies1

and gentlemen -- I'm sorry?2

MEMBER GIROUX:  The intervenor...3

--- Pause4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  You wanted to5

ask a question?  I'm sorry.6

I'm sorry.  I thought you were7

pointing up there.8

This will be the final9

presentation.  But I want to make sure,10

Mr. Kleinau, in this last presentation, that the11

Board will have the opportunity to ask any12

questions that they wish tonight in regards to13

this.14

MR. KLEINAU:  Yes.15

I just wanted to point out that in16

1998, Great Lakes United did a series of hearings,17

public hearings, around the Great Lakes.  These18

were done in 10 different locations.19

In four of these locations, the20

nuclear issue brought forward, in very great21

detail, the concerns that people had.  I have a22

news brief here, which I would like to leave with23

the Secretary so the Commission Members can look24

at that.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very1

much, Mr. Kleinau.2

Again, have a safe trip home.3

With this, the hearing is now4

adjourned.5

Thank you.6

--- Whereupon the hearing adjourned at 9:55 p.m.,7

    to resume on Friday, December 15, 20008

    at 9:00 a.m.9


